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AFFIDAVIT OF DR. RICHARD SCHABAS 
(Sworn May 29, 2021) 

 

 I, RICHARD SCHABAS, of the City of  in the Province of Ontario, MAKE 

OATH AND SAY: 



1. I am a retired physician with specialist qualification in Public Health, and as such 

have knowledge of the matters hereinafter deposed to.  

2. I also have specialist qualification in Internal Medicine and a Master’s degree in 

Epidemiology. I practised clinical medicine for forty years, initially as a general 

practitioner and then as a general internist. I practised public health for twenty-five 

years at a local and provincial level, including ten years as Ontario’s Chief Medical 

Officer of Health, between 1987 and 1998.  

3. I worked in hospital management as Chief of Staff at York Central Hospital and 

was directly involved in the 2003 SARS outbreak. I have held academic 

appointments at three Ontario universities - Toronto, Waterloo and Queen’s. I gave 

testimony at three Royal Commissions on public health issues - the Krever 

Commission on blood safety, the O’Connor Commission on Walkerton and the 

Campbell Commission on SARS.  I have contributed to 28 peer reviewed published 

papers.   

4. My curriculum vitae is attached hereto and marked as Exhibit “A”.  

5. The Moving Parties' counsel contacted me about providing expert testimony in 

support of their motion to set aside the enforcement order against them.  I have 

been asked to address the following issues surrounding the virus SARS-CoV-

2 and Covid-19 disease: 

a.            Data analysis -- How serious is Covid-19? How does it compare to 

previous pandemics? What does the data tell us about who this disease 

is impacting? Can you put this into context so we can understand the 

severity of Covid across various demographics and relative to other 

causes and numbers of deaths?  

b.            Public health & policy -- Do current public health responses reflect the 

data and analysis noted in your answer to question 1? What should public 

health be concerned with? Have our "lockdown" measures been in 

keeping with previous public health practices, standards and plans for 



pandemic management? Are population-wide lockdowns an appropriate 

public health response? If not, why not? 

c.            Lockdown harms -- Has an appropriate cost/benefit analysis been done 

by the government? Do lockdowns work in preventing unnecessary 

mortality? What are the unintended or ignored secondary consequences 

and harms? What are the public health concerns with curtailing the 

activities of healthy people or those with limited risk?   

d.            Limits on gatherings -- Should Ontarians be allowed to attend religious 

services, gather with their families and friends, go to restaurants or small 

businesses, and peacefully protest? What is the data on outbreaks in 

these settings? Do we know whether this translates into hospitalizations 

and/or deaths? Is a limit of 10-persons based on any scientific and 

evidentiary foundation? Is it appropriate, from a public health perspective, 

for governments to make all decisions on risk assessment or tolerance 

on behalf of individual citizens? 

6. I acknowledge that in preparing this report and providing expert evidence, the 

Moving Parties’ counsel explained that my role is to assist the court to 

determine the matters in issue. I further acknowledge that it is my duty to provide 

evidence that is fair, objective and non-partisan and to opine only on matters 

that are within my area of expertise. This duty prevails over any obligation that 

I may owe to any party on whose behalf I am engaged. 

7. Covid-19 is a novel respiratory virus that has caused a global outbreak over the 

past 16 months.  Public health has been preoccupied by its response to Covid-19.  

The issues around Covid-19 are complex and much of the science is uncertain.  

Ontario has responded to Covid-19 with a variety of restrictive measures generally 

characterized as “lockdown”. Many of these measures have been arbitrary and 

capricious. I will focus on the specific issue of restricting the size of religious 

gatherings.  



8. “Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely 

the absence of disease or infirmity.”1 A wholistic view of health has long been a 

cornerstone of public health practice. For the past year public health in Ontario has 

obsessed with controlling just one disease to the detriment of all other diseases 

and other aspects and determinants of health. The ability to practice religion in a 

time-honoured fashion is important to the mental and social well-being of many 

people. Not allowing some people to practice their religion in person is bad for their 

health.  

9. “First do no harm.”2 Many lockdown measures, including restrictions on normal 

religious practices, cause substantial harm. When a medical intervention can 

cause harm there is an onus to show strong evidence that the intervention is both 

necessary and is effective. Furthermore, there is a responsibility to take all 

reasonable measures to mitigate the harms from the intervention. There is no 

strong evidence that limiting the size of religious gatherings is necessary and 

effective to control Covid-19. Ontario public health has rigidly applied the same 

rules to all public gatherings regardless of the relative harms.  

10. The measures broadly described as lockdown were mostly invoked in a period of 

panic in March 2020. Covid-19 was suddenly and unexpectedly causing large 

outbreaks in Western Europe and, in Italy at least, threatened the integrity of health 

care. Spurious mathematical models posited a microbiological apocalypse with 

tens of millions of deaths in a matter of a few months. China first and then Italy 

locked down. And then, in a matter of days, so did we. We did this without any 

substantial scientific foundation, and we did it without any clear idea of our goals 

and objectives other than a vague notion of “flattening the curve”.  

11. Public health has relied heavily on mathematical models in its Covid response.  

These models are inherently simplistic and are dependent on unreliable inputs.3 

The most contentious input into the models was (and is) the estimate of the 

Infection Fatality Rate (IFR). The models that drove our response in Covid-19 used 

IFR estimates of about 1% (one in one hundred). Analysis based on 



seroprevalence studies shows that the actual IFR was much lower at 0.23% or 

less.4 Perceptions, however, remained anchored at a much higher rate. For 

example, Dr. David Fisman, a prominent Canadian modeller, in his testimony to 

the Health Committee of the House of Commons on May 20, 2020, a transcript of 

which is attached hereto and marked as Exhibit “B” to this Affidavit, used an IFR 

estimate of 1.2% to project 280,000 deaths from Covid-19 in Canada. In my 

opinion, a more reasonable estimate of IFR in Canada at that time was at least 

four times lower and since two-thirds of our deaths occurred in Long Term Care 

the IFR for people living in the general community was much lower again - probably 

in the range of 0.1-0.2% (one death in a thousand to one in five hundred people 

infected. Immunization of vulnerable people has probably pushed Canada’s IFR 

well below 0.1%.  

12. A mathematical model is only a hypothesis. To qualify as a scientific hypothesis, 

an hypothesis must make testable predictions. To be relied upon for public policy, 

a model must demonstrate that it can make accurate predictions.  

13. The models used for Covid-19 do not make testable predictions. They produce a 

range of values that is so broad they cannot be disproven. This is not scientific. 

14. Typically, public health has been directed by the worst-case predictions of the 

models. These worst-case predictions are consistently wrong and often wildly 

wrong. This is true not only for Ontario but also for jurisdictions such as Sweden, 

Brazil and Florida that have used much less restrictive measures. Mathematical 

models for other infectious diseases have a track record of wildly wrong predictions 

- SARS, H5N1 (bird flu) and H1N1 influenza are examples. Models that have not 

proven themselves reliable should not determine public health policy.  

15. These lockdown measures had never been employed before on this scale and 

duration, anywhere, ever. They were not envisioned by our plans for pandemic 

influenza that our governments and public health had spent years developing.  

Pandemic influenza plans should have been the template for our response to 

Covid-19 because Covid-19 is very similar in its disease dynamics to a severe 



influenza pandemic. Instead, these carefully crafted plans were abandoned in the 

blink of an eye.   

16. Canada’s plan for pandemic influenza embraces two overarching principles.  First, 

to minimize the impact of death and illness, not just death and illness from the 

pandemic infection. Second, to minimize the disruption of normal life.5 Attached 

hereto and marked as Exhibit “C” to this Affidavit is a copy of the Canadian 

Influenza Pandemic Preparedness: Planning Guidance for the Health Sector 

report, dated August 2018. 

17. Ontario specifically endorsed these principles in the Ontario Plan for an Influenza 

Pandemic, March 2013 (p. 10).6 The 4th chapter of the plan, pertaining to Public 

Health Measures, is attached hereto and marked as Exhibit “D” to this Affidavit.  

18. Ontario’s response to Covid-19 abandoned both of these principles. The focus has 

been almost exclusively on the pandemic infection Covid-19, virtually ignoring all 

other causes of illness, disability and death. The disruption of society has been 

profound and, unlike with pandemic influenza where any disruptions were 

expected to last a few weeks, with Covid-19 these disruptions have lasted 

interminably - now well over a year and with no end in sight.  

19. The World Health Organization identified several potential interventions that were 

“not recommended in any circumstance”, including contact tracing, quarantine, 

entry and exit screening and border closure.7 Notwithstanding the parallels 

between the Covid-19 pandemic and an influenza pandemic, and the lack of any 

new evidence, Canada and Ontario adopted precisely these measures in their 

panicked reaction.  

20. Lockdown measures were not based on strong science.  Nor has there been any 

serious effort by governments to the evaluate the effectiveness of the different 

components of lockdown.  Worst of all, we entered into lockdown without any clear 

goals and objectives. As a result, lockdown in various forms has continued for 

more than a year causing great harm8 and dubious benefit.9,10  



21. The harms from lockdowns are real and substantial - harms to education, to 

employment, to business, to arts and culture, to social interactions and to quality 

of life.   

22. A recent report from Statistics Canada11 confirms that the period of lockdown 

corresponds to a substantial increase in non-Covid deaths. While the number of 

these deaths is only about 15% of the number of Covid deaths during the same 

period, the non-Covid deaths are predominantly in younger people suggesting that 

the impact on years of life lost, a valid and important epidemiological measure, 

may be similar to deaths caused by Covid. Furthermore, we can expect the 

mortality impact of lockdown to stretch on for many years to come.  Lockdown has 

scarred a generation.  

23. Covid-19 has proven to be a serious public health problem. There have already 

been close to three million reported deaths worldwide and it is likely that more than 

a one billion people have already been infected - perhaps closer to two billion.  

However, to understand the public health significance of these numbers they need 

to be put in some context. Since about 60 million people die every year,12 three 

million deaths represents about 3% (one in thirty) of global deaths over 17 months.  

Covid-19 deaths have been disproportionately among the frail elderly, particularly 

among the institutionalized frail elderly. Therefore the impact on premature 

mortality - potential years of life lost - has been substantially less than 3%. For 

comparison, almost two million people - overwhelming children - will die this year 

and every year from diarrheal illness13 making a much greater impact on premature 

mortality, this year and every year, than Covid-19.  

24. Canada has had about 25,000 deaths attributed to Covid-19. About 300,000 

people die every year in Canada from all causes - on average about 800 deaths 

every day. Deaths from Covid-19 represent about 7% (one in fifteen) of all deaths 

in Canada during this period and, because of the high average age and frailty of 

people dying from Covid-19, the impact on premature mortality is almost certainly 

less than this. Furthermore, since two-thirds of deaths from Covid-19 in Canada 



have been in LTC residents, there have been about 7,000 deaths in people living 

in the community spread over two waves of the disease, i.e., about 3,500 Covid-

19 community deaths per wave. This is comparable to the number of deaths we 

would expect in a typical annual wave of seasonal influenza. This means that, 

while Covid-19 is a significant public health problem, the risk it poses to the vast 

majority of Canadians is not out of keeping with other more familiar problems, such 

as influenza. Outside of LTC, for every person who had died from Covid-19 in 

Canada, about 40 people have died from something else.  

25. Tobacco addiction accounts for an estimated 40,000 preventable deaths every 

year in Canada - about twice the number of deaths we have seen from Covid-19.  

Taking into account the relatively younger average age of people who die from the 

effects of tobacco, the impact of tobacco addiction on premature mortality is likely 

four to eight times greater than Covid-19 in the past year. Tobacco addiction has 

had this tragic impact every year for seventy years and there is no end in sight.  

Tobacco addiction dwarfs Covid-19 as a threat to public health.14,15,16  

26. A global outbreak of a novel respiratory virus is not unique. There were similar 

outbreaks in 1957 (H2N2 “Asian Flu”) and 1968 (H3N2 “Hong Kong Flu”). The 

Asian Flu is estimated to have caused between one and four million deaths globally 

in its first wave alone.17 Asian Flu then returned on a seasonal basis for ten years 

causing many more deaths.  In 1957 the global population was one-third what it is 

now and the proportion over 65 was about one-half current. Adjusting for 

population differences, an outbreak of comparable severity in 2021 would be 

expected to kill 6 to 24 million people in its first year. Covid-19 has not come close 

to this.  

27. Any interaction between two people carries a risk of transmitting Covid-19. Since 

people must interact for us to continue living, we must balance risk of Covid 

transmission with the costs of intervention.  

27. Large, indoor public gatherings can pose a risk of Covid transmission. Virtually all 

jurisdictions have taken some measures to control these sorts of gatherings.  



However, there is very little real evidence beyond anecdote to support this 

concern. Furthermore, the specific measures to limit the spread of Covid-19 in 

these settings - including the size of the permitted gatherings and the rules of 

procedure - are highly variable between jurisdictions. There are no established, 

evidence-based protocols. The devil is in the details.  

28. It is wrong for Ontario to limit arbitrarily the size of all religious gatherings.  Instead, 

public health should work constructively with religious congregations to find ways 

to allow religious services to continue to function at an acceptable risk. Examples 

could include determining attendance limits based on characteristics of the venue, 

social distancing, screening at entrance, masks, limited singing, improved 

ventilation and shorter services.   

29. There have been case reports of clusters of Covid-19 transmission events traced 

to religious gatherings reported from various jurisdictions. However, to assess the 

level of risk it is important to compare these instances with documented spread to 

the total number of attendances at religious gatherings - undoubtedly many billions 

globally. Covid-19 can spread in religious gatherings, but the rate appears to be 

negligible, based on Public Health Ontario’s own data.18 Furthermore, in many of 

these anecdotal reports of Covid-19 spread at religious gatherings, there was clear 

evidence of practices such as over-crowding, choir singing or poor ventilation that 

contributed to the risk.  

30. To estimate the risk of contracting Covid-19 by attending a religious service in 

Ontario it is necessary to have an estimate of the number of people infected at 

religious services (numerator) and the number of people attending (denominator).  

I don’t have access to either of these pieces of data for Ontario. However, there is 

some useful data from Manitoba that can advise this estimate. Specifically, in an 

affidavit19 in a similar legal proceeding, a government epidemiologist was only able 

to identify a single Covid-19 fatality linked to a religious service over the past year.  

I have no direct data for the denominator but if I assume that during this period on 

average 10% of Manitobans attended a religious service weekly, this would 



represent about six million attendances over the past year.  One death in six million 

attendances is a very low risk, roughly the equivalent to the risk of death from 

driving 40 miles. Even a risk an order of magnitude higher would not, in my opinion, 

be sufficient to justify the inflexible restrictions on religious gatherings. For some 

people, a tiny risk of death or serious illness from Covid-19 (or driving their car to 

church) is worth facing for the benefit of attending a religious service.  

31. There are many plausible explanations for the low risk of Covid-19 death from 

attendance at a religious gathering, based on the Manitoba experience. It is not 

essential to untangle these possible explanations to change public health policy.  

The proof of the pudding is in the eating.    

32. A properly managed religious gathering in Canada would carry only a very small 

risk of Covid-19 transmission. Public health should reasonably allow gatherings of 

this type. People attending should be advised about the potential risk and people 

at increased risk of serious complications from Covid-19, based on age or infirmity, 

should be advised not to attend, although the choice should be left up to the 

individual. The impact of these events on Covid-19 transmission should be 

monitored and further measures adjusted based on evidence.  

33. There have been two major developments with regard to Covid-19 in the past four 

months - vaccines and “variants”.  

34. Safe and effective vaccines became available starting in late 2020. Ontario, quite 

appropriately, initially focused on immunizing Long Term Care residents and staff 

and then on the elderly.  Although our vaccine roll-out has been slower than some 

other jurisdictions, we are already seeing remarkable benefits. Individuals who 

have been immunized are almost entirely protected from serious illness or death 

from Covid-19 and are much less likely to transmit the virus.  

35. The “variants” represent the natural evolution of Covid-19 in response to the 

reproductive pressure from population immunity. The “variants” are somewhat 

more infectious than the original Covid-19 virus. The more infectious a virus the 



less effective any lockdown measures. Furthermore, the current “variants” are 

almost certainly just the beginning of the changes in Covid-19. It has already 

shown itself capable of evolving quickly and there is no reason to expect the 

process to stop. On the contrary, as population immunity from infection and 

immunization increases globally, the reproductive pressure on the virus will 

increase and we can expect the process of evolution to, if anything, speed up. 

36. This puts us on a very slippery slope with regard to lockdown measures.  If we 

persist with this strategy we will need to be more and more stringent measures 

with less and less impact. Lockdown is a path that takes us nowhere. 

37. Perhaps the greatest error public health has made in managing Covid-19 is the 

use of fear as a tool of public policy. This is short-sighted, cynical, and 

counterproductive. The great majority of Canadians - those under age sixty and 

healthy people to an older age - face about the same risk of dying from Covid-19 

as they would from influenza. 

38. The fear generated by public health messaging makes religion even more 

important to the health of believers.  Promoting fear and then denying people their 

means of dealing with fear compounds the harm. 

39. The science about many important aspects of Covid-19 is still uncertain. The non-

pharmaceutical interventions that collectively constitute lockdown are not based 

on high-quality scientific evidence.  Public health authorities have been required to 

make decisions to deal with a crisis in the context of scientific uncertainty. These 

decisions are of necessity based on judgement as much as science. Fair enough.  

However, when public health takes actions that are not based on strong science 

these actions need to be nuanced, flexible, balanced and constantly under review. 

40. Ontario has applied a different standard for liquor stores than for other retail stores.  

It should use the same nuanced approach for religious services.  There is no strong 

evidence that an arbitrary limit on the size of religious gatherings is an important 

element of Covid-19 control. There is no strong evidence that larger religious 
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2002-2005      York Central Hospital 

Richmond Hill, Ontario 
 
1981-1999  Orthopaedic and Arthritic Hospital, 

Toronto, Ontario 
 

1983-1987  Toronto East General and Orthopaedic Hospital, 
Toronto, Ontario 

 
1977-1978  Parry Sound District General Hospital, 

Parry Sound, Ontario 
 
1977-1978  St. Joseph's Hospital, 

Parry Sound, Ontario 
 



 
Professional Training: 
 
1981-1983  Senior Resident in Community Medicine, 

University of Toronto 
 
1980-1981  Senior Resident in Internal Medicine, 

Wellesley Hospital, 
Toronto, Ontario 

 
1979-1980  Junior Resident in Internal Medicine, 

Toronto General Hospital, 
Toronto, Ontario 

 
1978-1979  Junior Resident in Internal Medicine, 

Women's College Hospital, 
Toronto, Ontario 

 
1976-1977  Rotating Intern, 

St. Joseph's Hospital, 
Toronto, Ontario 
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Canadian Journal of Infectious Diseases and Medical Microbiology 
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Schabas, Pre-Hospital Intubation and SARS. CMAJ (Published On-
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Dwosh, Hong, Austgarten, Herman and Schabas, Identification and 
containment of an outbreak of SARS in a community hospital.  CMAJ 
2003; 168: 1415-1420. 
 



Schabas, SARS: prudence, not panic. CMAJ 2003 168: 1432-1434 
 
Schabas, Colorectal Screening - Time to Act.  CMAJ 2003 168: 178-
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Schabas, Is public health ethical? Can J Public Health. 2002 Mar-
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Schabas, Population Screening for Colorectal Cancer; perspectives 
from the Canadian health care system.  J Psychosocial Onc  2001 
19(3/4):21-28 
 
Shapero, Alexander, Hoover, Burgis, Schabas, Colorectal cancer 
screening: video-reviewed flexible sigmoidoscopy by nurse 
endoscopists--a Canadian community-based perspective.  Can J 
Gastroenterol. 2001 Jul;15(7):441-5. 
 
Schabas, “Mass influenza vaccination in Ontario: a sensible 
move.”  CMAJ. 2001 Jan 9;164(1):36-7. 
                                                                 
Schabas, "Adolescent and adult pertussis. A problem and a 
solution."  Can Fam Physician. 2000 Nov;46:2169-70, 2176-7.  
                                     
Schabas, “Pertussis in Adolescents and Adults.”  Can J Public 
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Elliot, Taylor, Cameron, Schabas, “Assessing Public Health 
Capacity to Support Community-based Heart Health Promotion: the 
Canadian Heart Health Initiative, Ontario Project (CHHIOP).” 
Health Educ Res. 1998 Dec;13(4):607-22   
                                          
Glasgow, Schabas, Williams, Wallace, Nalezyty, "A 
Population-based Hepatitis B Seroprevalence and Risk Factor Study 
in a Northern Ontario Town." Canadian Journal of Public Health 
88(2):87 March/April 1997 
 
 
Schabas "Promoting Heart Health Promotion." Canadian Journal of 
Public Health 87(Supplement 2) November/December 1996 
 
Whiting, Schabas, and Ashley "Hib Vaccine Coverage in Children 
Attending Day Care/Nursery School in East York." Canadian Journal 
of Public Health 81(2):152 March/April 1990 
 
Leake, Locker, Price, Schabas, and Chia "Results of Socio-dental 
Survey of People Age 50 and Older Living in East York, Ontario." 



Canadian Journal of Public Health 81(2):152 March/April 1990 
 
Frank, Schabas, Arshinoff, Brant, "Diphtheria-Tetanus 
Overimmunization in Children with No Records." Canadian Medical 
Association Journal, 1989 
 
Leake, Price and Schabas, "Oral Health Status and Need for Dental 
Care Among Elderly in East York, Ontario Collective 
Residences - 1985." Canadian Journal of Public Health 78(5):323 
September/October 1987 
 
Schabas, "Spreadsheet Epidemiology: an easy route into the 
computer age." Canadian Journal of Public Health, 1985 
 
Keystone and Schabas, "An Unusual Reaction to Azothioprine." 
Journal of Arthritis and Rheumatism, 1981 
 
 

II.  Other Journals: 
 
Schabas, “The Real Lessons of SARS.”  Ottawa Citizen, 2007 
 
Schabas, “Don’t Chase Phantom Flu.” Globe and Mail, 2006 
 
Schabas, “Much Ado About Clucking.”  Globe and Mail, 2005 
 
Schabas, “Don’t cry wolf on every flu.” Globe and Mail, February 
2, 2004 
 
Schabas, "SARS, it's a nasty bug but it's not the next plague."  
Globe and Mail. April 24, 2003. 
 
Schabas, “Petussis: New Challenges, New Opportunities”.  Canadian 
Journal of Clinical Medicine. December 1999 p. 112-3 
 
 
Schabas, “Pertussis Immunization: Time for Action.”  Canadian 
Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology. 5(5):209-10 June 2000 
 
Schabas, "Colorectal Cancer Screening; what's ahead for Ontario?" 
Ontario Medical Review, April 1999 
 
Schabas, "Re-engineering the Ontario Breast Screening Program." 
Ontario Medical Review, April 1998 
 
Schabas, "Public Health Home Visiting", IMPrint 17(Winter 



1996-7):2-3 
 
Schabas, "Public Health and the Health of Populations", Centre 
for Health Research News, Winter 1997, No. 16 
 
Schabas, "Measles Elimination: Time to Catch-Up", Measles Update 
3(3): 1  
 
Schabas, "High Risk: Is It Real?" Ontario Medicine, 1991 
 
Schabas, "Burkitt: More Foods for Thought." Ontario Medicine, 
1991 
 
Schabas, "Public Health: New Challenges." Ontario Medicine, 1990 
 
Heinmann, Mikel, Naus, Goel, Tischler, Carlson, Schabas, Pasut, 
Borczyk, Krishnan, "Meningococcal Disease in Ontario During the 
Winter of 1988-1989." Canadian Diseases Weekly Report, 1989 
 
Goel, Carlson, and Schabas, "Lyme Disease, an update." Ontario 
Medical Review, May, 1989 
 
Gilmour, Matsamura, Kelly and Schabas, "Bacterial Contamination 
of Bowling Alley Water Wells." Ontario Diseases Surveillance 
Report, 1984 
 
Barretto, Chung-James, and Schabas, "An outbreak of Rubella in a 
Toronto High School." Ontario Diseases Surveillance Report, 1983 
 
 
Public Reports as Chief Medical Officer of Health: 
 
1996: Tobacco - sounding the alarm 
increasing smoking rates in Ontario teenagers, attributable to 
tax cuts and cigarette promotion are a public health 
crisis - this report recommends wide-ranging action to curtail 
this problem 
 
1995: Immunization - the next steps 
a review of the successes in immunization and a strategic plan 
for expansion of Ontario's immunization program, with a second 
dose measles catchup, a hepatitis B high school catchup and 
introduction of a pneumococcal program 
 
1994: Opportunities for Health - progress against cancer 



a description of the epidemiology and etiologies of cancer - a 
discussion of strategies for cancer control - a strong emphasis 
for promotion of non-smoking and healthy eating as our best means 
of controlling cancer - over 100,000 copies distributed 
 
1993: Opportunities for Health - promoting heart health 
a description of the underlying determinants of ischemic heart 
disease - smoking, blood cholesterol, blood pressure, body weight 
and physical activity - their distribution in Ontario and 
strategies for promoting heart health - over 100,000 copies 
distributed 
 
1992: Opportunities for Health - a report on youth 
an analysis of the main health challenges facing year old in 
Ontario with wide-ranging policy recommendations in areas of 
tobacco control, alcohol abuse, fitness, nutrition, pregnancy 
planning, control of sexually transmitted diseases, motor vehicle 
crashes and mental health promotion 
 
1991: Tobacco and Your Health  
a descriptive review of the patterns of tobacco use in Ontario 
and their health impacts over 200,000 copies distributed 
 
Research: 
 
1996- Co-Investigator (Rena Mendelson, Principal Investigator) 
Ontario Nutrition Survey 
Health Canada Grant (Project #E311212) 
 
1994- Principal Investigator (with Prof. R. Cameron, Prof. Susan 
Elliot, and Prof.M. Taylor) 
Canadian Heart Health Initiative - Ontario Project 
National Health Research and Development Program Grant 
1991-93 Principal Investigator 
Ontario Heart Health Survey 
National Health Research and Development Program Grant 
 
1985-87 Principal Investigator (with Dr. John Frank) 
A study to test of efficacy of the Schick test and 
tetanus ELISA antibody in determining primary immunization 
 
Awards: 
 
2006  Smoke Free Champion Award 

Association of Local Official Health Agencies/Ontario 



Public Health Association 
 
1997  Amethyst Award for outstanding achievement in the 

Ontario public service 
 
1997  Salute to the City Award 

Presented to honour the 20th Anniversary of the Toronto          
Eaton Centre 

 
1990  Distinguished Service Award 
      Association of Local Official Health Agencies 
 
1981  Milton H. Brown Award 
      Department of Biostatistics and Epidemiology, 
      Faculty of Medicine, 
      University of Toronto 
 
Public Presentations (Selected List): 
 
2010  SARS, H5N1 and H1N1 – three panic-demics 

Curso Internacional de Medicina Interna de America del 
Norte 

  Mexico City, Mexico 
 
2009  H1N1 – What lies Ahead 
  Ontario Agency for Health Protection and Promotion 
  Toronto 
 

SARS – The Real Story 
  Internal Medicine Interest Group 
  Faculty of Medicine 
  Queen’s University 
  Kingston Ontario 
  SARS – Did Quarantine Work? 
  American Association for the Advancement of Science 
  Washington DC 
 
2007     Confessions of a Public Health Doctor 
  Public Health Interest Group 
  Faculty of Medicine 
  Queen’s University 
  Kingston Ontario 
 

Does Vitamin D Prevent Cancer? 
  Department of Public Health Sciences 
  University of Toronto 



 
SARS, the Precautionary Principle and Public Health 
Centre de recherche en droit public 
Université de Montréal 

 
2006  Pandemic Planning in Perspective 
  Continuing Professional Development 
  Queen’s University 
  Kingston, Ontario 
 

Flu Fraud 
  Pandemics and the Media 
  Department of Public Health Sciences 
  University of Toronto 
 

Prudent Pandemic Planning 
  Plenary Panel on Pandemic Planning 
  National Healthcare Leadership Conference 
  Victoria, British Columbia 
 
2004  Toronto SARS Outbreak 
  National University of Ireland 
  Galway, Ireland 
 
  My Biotech Career – a cautionary tale 
  Dublin Molecular Medicine Centre 
  Dublin Ireland 
 
  Lessons from SARS 
  Department of Public Health Sciences 
  University of Toronto 
 



2003  Lessons from SARS 
  Ontario SARS Commission 
  Toronto 
 

Lessons from SARS 
  SARS Symposium 
  University of Toronto 
  

SARS Lessons from the Toronto Outbreak 
  International Science Symposium on SARS 
  Beijing, China 
 

Why Public Health in Canada Fails 
          University of Toronto Alumni Lecture 
  Canadian Public Health Association Annual Meeting 
  Calgary, Alberta 
 
  The Future of Public Health in Canada 
  Canadian Institutes for Health Research Symposium 
  Calgary Alberta 
 
  Colorectal Cancer Screening 
  Medical Rounds 
  York Central Hospital  
 

Opportunities for Cancer Prevention 
      Department of Health Studies and Gerontology 
  University of Waterloo 
  Waterloo, Ontario 
 
2002  Controversies in Cancer Screening 
  Annual Clinic Day 
  Toronto East General Hospital 
 
  Politics of Colorectal Cancer Screening 
  McGill Conference on GI Cancers 
  Montreal, Quebec 
 
  Colorectal Cancer Screening 
  Cape Breton Cancer Symposium 
  Sydney Nova Scotia 
 

Feasibility of Eradication of H.pylori to Prevent 
Stomach Cancer 
Cancer Care Ontario Workshop, Toronto 
Progress Towards a National Immunization Registry 



National Immunization Conference 
Victoria, British Columbia 

 
2001  Cancer Prevention 
  Helping Hands Conference 
  North Bay, Ontario 
 

Colorectal Cancer Screening 
       Canadian Digestive Diseases Week 
      Banff, Alberta 
 
2000  Updates in Oncology - Screening 
      Royal Victoria Hospital 
      Barrie, Ontario 
 
1999  "Colorectal Cancer Screening - What's ahead for 

Ontario?" 
Focus on the Future Conference 
Thunder Bay, Ontario 

  
Colorectal Cancer Screening 
Fabian Curry Memorial Clinic Day 
Minet, Ontario 

 
"Politics, the Environment and Cancer in Cape Breton." 
Joint Preventive Oncology Seminar 
Toronto 

 
"Colorectal Cancer Screening - What's ahead for 
Ontario?" 
Annual Preventive Oncology Seminar 
Cancer Care Ontario 
Toronto 

 
"Preventive Oncology at Cancer Care Ontario." 
Ontario Hospital Association 
Toronto  

 
1998  "Colorectal Cancer Screening - What's ahead for 

Ontario?" 
Annual General Meeting 
Ontario Association of Gastroenterology 
Toronto 

 
"Colorectal Cancer Screening - What's ahead for 
Ontario?" 



Colorectal Cancer Symposium 
Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre and University of Ottawa 
Ottawa, Ontario 

 
Labelle Lecture (Responder) 
McMaster University 
Hamilton, Ontario 
 
"The Evolving Role of the Community Medicine 
Specialist" (panel chair) 
Annual Meeting 
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada 
Toronto 
 
"Adolescent and Adult Pertussis" (afternoon chair) 
Canadian Public Health Association 
Toronto 

 
1997  "The State of Public Health in Ontario" (keynote 

speaker) 
Ontario Public Health Association Annual Conference 
Kingston, Ontario  
 
"Public Health and the Health of Population" 
University of Waterloo 
 
"Public Health and Who Does What" 
Annual Meeting 
Association of Local Public Health Agencies 
Hamilton, Ontario 
 
"What Ahead for Public Health" 
Spring Exchange 
Ontario Society of Nutrition Professionals in Public 
Health 
Kempenfelt Bay, Ontario 
 
"Genetic Screening and Public Policy" 
Association of Genetic Colleagues of Ontario 
Mississauga, Ontario 
 
"Promoting Heart Health" (keynote speech) 
Peel Heart Health Network,Mississauga, Ontario 
"Public Health and Environmental Health" 
Seminar, Diploma Program in Environmental Health 
McMaster University 



 
"Public Health in the Age of Krever" 
2nd National Conference on Communicable Disease Control 
Canadian Public Health Association 
Toronto 
 
"Ministry of Health and the Blood System" 
Update on Transfusion Medicine 
Michener Institute and the Canadian Red Cross Society 
Toronto 

 
"Immunization Update" 
Saturday at the University Series 
University of Toronto 

 
Keynote Address 
Tobacco Control Enforcement Conference 
Toronto 
 
"Community Health Research and Public Health Policy" 
Panel presentation 
Community Health Research Day 
University of Toronto 

 
 
1996  "Barriers to Implementation and Achievement of National    

Goals" 
(plenary presentation) and 
"An Anti/Anti Immunization Panel" (breakout session) 
Canadian National Immunization Conference 
Health Canada 
Toronto, Ontario 

 
"Program Evaluation in Public Health (panel 
presentation) 
Association of Public Health Epidemiologists in Ontario 
Workshop 
Toronto, Ontario 
 
"Tobacco - sounding the Alarm" (keynote presentation) 
and  
"Public Health Reform" (concurrent session) and 
"Community Action and Public Health in Ontario" (panel 
presentation) 
Ontario Public Health Association Annual Conference 
Toronto, Ontario 



 
"Priorities for Tobacco Control in Ontario" (panel 
presentation) 
Preventive Oncology Seminar 
Ontario Cancer Treatment and Research Foundation 
Toronto, Ontario 
 
"Restructuring Public Health" 
Association of Local Official Health Agencies Annual 
Conference 
Gananoque, Ontario 

 
"Cancer Control and Public Health" 
Future Directions in Cancer Control 
University of Toronto 
 
"Public Health and Confidentiality" 
Health Information and Privacy 
Canadian Institute of Law and Medicine 
Toronto, Ontario 

 
1995  "Immunization - the next steps" (keynote presentation) 

and "Future Directions in Public Health" (panel 
presentation), 
Ontario Public Health Association Annual Conference 
London, Ontario  

 
"Promoting Heart Health Promotion" 
Canadian Conference on Dissemination Research 
University of British Columbia 
 
2nd International Heart Health Conference 
Barcelona, Spain 
presented three papers and one poster about the 
Canadian Heart Health Initiative - Ontario Project  

 
1994  "Implementing New Vaccine Programs" 

National Conference on Immunization in the 90's 
Health Canada 

 
 
1992  "What is Safer Sex" 

Annual Conference 
Canadian Public Health Association 
"Understanding Population Health" 
Annual Conference 



Ontario Public Health Association 
 
1989  "New Directions for Public Health in Ontario" 

Annual Conference 
Canadian Public Health Association 

 
1987  "High Risk versus Population Strategies - a debate" 

Annual Conference 
Ontario Public Health Association 

 
1986  "Planning for Change in Public Health" 

Annual Conference 
Ontario Public Health Association 

 
 
Educational Activities (University of Toronto): 
 
Supervision of Community Medicine Residents: Joel DeKoven, Robert 
Gin, Medhat Gindi, Paul Gully, Robert Kyle, Verna Mai, Paul 
Martiquet, Cordell Neudorf, Lynn Noseworthy, Howard Njoo, Sandor 
Demeter, Elizabeth Richardson, Eric Young, Shelley Deeks, Troy 
Herrick, Donna Reynolds, David Buckeridge, Matthew Hodge, 
Christine Kennedy 
 
Supervision of MHSc Students: Jane Colonna, Walter Ewing, Bromwyn 
Mears, Anthony Shardt, Catherine Whiting, Luba Wolchuk, Barbara 
Stolz, Jennifer Bridge, Paul Alexander 
 
Course Lectures: Canada's Health Care System, Health 
Administration, Health Politics 
 
Course Seminars: Cancer Epidemiology 
 
 
Educational Activities (other) 
 
1996 "Public Health and Environmental Health" (seminar) 
Diploma Program in Environmental Health 
McMaster University 
 
Memberships: 
 
Canadian Medical Association 
Canadian Medical Protective Association 
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario 
Ontario Medical Association 



Medical Staff Association, York Central Hospital 
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada 
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[English]
The Chair (Mr. Ron McKinnon (Coquitlam—Port Coquit‐

lam, Lib.)): I now call this meeting to order.

I'd like to welcome everyone to meeting number 22 of the House
of Commons Standing Committee on Health. Pursuant to the orders
of reference of April 11 and April 20, 2020, the committee is meet‐
ing for the purpose of receiving evidence concerning matters relat‐
ed to the government's response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

In order to facilitate the work of our interpreters and ensure an
orderly meeting, I would like to outline a few rules to follow.

First, interpretation in this video conference will work very much
like in a regular committee meeting. You have the choice at the bot‐
tom of your screen of floor, English or French. Please speak slowly
and clearly and hold your microphone in front of your mouth.

If you will be speaking in both official languages, please ensure
that the interpretation is listed as the language you will speak in be‐
fore you start. For example, if you're going to speak in English,
please switch to the English feed and then speak. This allows for
better sound quality for interpretation.

Before speaking, please wait until I recognize you by name. For
witnesses, the questioner will basically identify who they would
like to respond to the questions. When you're ready to speak, click
on the microphone icon to activate your mike. Should members
need to request the floor outside of their designated time for ques‐
tions, they should activate their mike and state that they have a
point of order.

As a reminder, all comments by members and witnesses should
be addressed through the chair. Should any technical challenges
arise, please advise the chair or the clerk immediately and the tech‐
nical team will work to resolve them. It may be necessary to sus‐
pend the meeting in such cases in order to sort things out.

Before we get started, could everyone check on the upper right-
hand corner of their screen if they're using a personal computer. In
the top right-hand corner there's a choice between speaker view and
gallery view. Gallery view will ensure that all video participants
can see each other.

I'd now like to welcome our witnesses. Each witness will have
10 minutes for an opening statement, followed by the usual rounds
of questions from members. First, as an individual, we have Dr.
Amir Attaran, professor, faculty of law, University of Ottawa. As
an individual, we have Dr. David Fisman, professor of epidemiolo‐

gy, University of Toronto; and as an individual, Dr. Richard Sch‐
abas, former chief medical officer of health for Ontario. From Blue‐
Dot we have Dr. Kamran Khan, chief executive officer and
founder; and from Dynacare we have Vito Ciciretto, president and
chief executive officer.

Welcome everyone. Thank you for joining us today.

We will begin with Dr. Attaran. Welcome back. You have 10
minutes. Please go ahead.

Professor Amir Attaran (Professor, Faculty of Law, Universi‐
ty of Ottawa, As an Individual): Thank you.

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for having me
back at the health committee. I hope you've been well.

Mr. Tony Van Bynen (Newmarket—Aurora, Lib.): Mr. Chair,
I'm sorry. The interpretation is overriding the English language.

The Chair: Dr. Attaran, are you on the appropriate translation
channel? You should be on the channel for the language you're
speaking.

Prof. Amir Attaran: I'm sorry, I forgot that. Let's start over.

The Chair: Thank you.

Prof. Amir Attaran: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.

Thank you for having me back at the health committee. I hope
you've been well and that your families have been keeping safe.

When we last met, Canada was in a full lockdown, and I strove
to explain how we might get out of it. I offered a road map for exit‐
ing the lockdown gradually. That road map remains valid. First, a
nationwide lockdown to bring disease transmission to virtually nil,
and simultaneously a massive push to increase testing and contact
tracing by a factor of ten or more, followed by a sequence of gradu‐
al reopenings and infection wavelets that are well calibrated by dis‐
ease forecasts and monitored by testing to minimize deaths. No
competent expert disagrees with this basic strategy.
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I said that following this road map would be long and difficult,
and I reassured you that there is light at the end of the tunnel. Sadly,
some weeks on, today I am here to tell you that the light seems
dimmer than I imagined, not for scientific reasons, but for political
reasons, which you can fix.

As you know, countries like Australia, Denmark, New Zealand
and Norway are executing successful reopenings. Meanwhile,
Canada is flying somewhat blind because provincial and federal
governments have still not solved their massive failure to co-oper‐
ate in sharing and analyzing epidemiological data. Without data and
analysis, many experts think reopening is arriving too early in some
places like Toronto, which will kill people needlessly, and arriving
too late in others, like Kingston or the Maritimes, after crippling the
economy and ballooning the deficit. This isn't good.

My goal today is to offer a frank reality check, franker than Dr.
Tam and Dr. Nemer delivered. I was saddened and frustrated that
yesterday many of you asked excellent questions, but got evasive
and, at times, mealy-mouthed answers. Please feel free to ask me
those same questions. If I can help, I promise I will.

First, let's start with some data and the big question. Is Canada
really bending the curve? The answer is sort of.

Many Canadians think we have done well because we are better
than the United States, a country that has no public health care, vo‐
cal COVID-19 deniers and a president who recommends injecting
bleach. The Americans are obviously not the right comparison for
us. It's better to compare Canada with other wealthy countries, es‐
pecially confederations, because they have federal-provincial com‐
plications like our own.

Please turn to the line graph I've provided to the committee. It's
one of two graphs that were provided.

This graph shows confirmed COVID-19 cases, adjusted for pop‐
ulation, starting on the day that a country exceeded the threshold of
one case per million population. Canada was the last country to
face COVID-19. That's luck, and it gave us extra time to prepare
and the benefit of learning from others who went before us. With
those advantages we achieved a lower infection peak. However, we
come to the question of bending the curve down, we're doing poor‐
ly. Instead of the successful nosedive the graph shows for France,
Germany, Spain or Switzerland, which they achieved despite a
faster and higher peak than ours, our curve looks more like an un‐
dulating plateau that gradually drops off like a bunny ski hill. By
May 18, our daily confirmed cases were tied with those on April 4.
Between those dates are weeks of squandered time, lives and mon‐
ey, the latter being around $12 billion a week to the macro econo‐
my.
● (1620)

I find the comparison with Australia the most interesting. It
proves that Canada could have done better. It is a large confedera‐
tion of states, much like our own provinces, and it crossed the
threshold of one case per million just one day before we did. In oth‐
er words, we started off tied, but instead of dithering, Australia
smacked down its curve hard and fast. Its results are almost as im‐
pressive as South Korea’s, which many reckon to be the world’s
most successful country. Now Australia is opening thoroughly, and

we are not, so the costs of this failure are just massive. The next
time you hear the Prime Minister and Dr. Tam say that Canada is
bending the curve, be skeptical. Be much more skeptical than you
have been.

Let’s now talk about testing. You heard from nearly everyone
that Canada is doing a poor job and that without more and faster
testing it is impossible to reopen without unnecessarily risking and
losing Canadian lives. The scientific goal is not simply testing the
sick, but over-testing the vulnerable and anyone else who might
have come been contact with the sick so as to isolate them for 14
days and nip outbreaks in the bud, yet Canada’s testing remains aw‐
ful, especially in Ontario and Quebec.

The bar graph I furnished to the committee shows over-testing as
the ratio of total COVID-19 tests per positive test. The higher that
ratio, the better the chance of spotting infections and avoiding out‐
breaks. If one chooses not to worry about the price of testing—and
one shouldn’t, because testing costs peanuts compared to hospital‐
izations or lockdowns—then it is far better to test too much than
too little.

On this measure of testing, Canada lags behind not just top per‐
formers like Australia and South Korea, but also behind Ethiopia,
Rwanda, Kenya, Cuba and Ghana. We are such testing tightwads
that low-income countries in Africa surpass us. Africans also out‐
class Canada on contact tracing. Addis Ababa’s extensive testing
and contact tracing puts Montreal and Toronto to shame.
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For Canada to be beaten by the world’s poorest countries has got
to puncture the myth of competence and success. It cannot be that
Canada lacks Africa's scientists, laboratories, equipment or chemi‐
cals, any of that. No. The reason we have failed is the cupidity and
stupidity of certain governments, and this is where I put my consti‐
tutional lawyer hat on to talk about federalism. American lawyers
have a great saying. They say that the Constitution is not a suicide
pact, but I’m afraid, ladies and gentlemen, that during a killer pan‐
demic our usually accepted federal-provincial relations can turn in‐
to a suicide pact.

I believe that our most fundamental failing right now is that pan‐
demic responses are handicapped by a mythological, schismatic
view of federalism. Thus, when provinces withhold epidemiologi‐
cal data or do a poor job of testing, collectively we grumble, we
shrug and we mutter that health is provincial, but this is wrong.
Speaking as a constitutional lawyer, health is actually a shared fed‐
eral/provincial jurisdiction. The Supreme Court is dead clear about
that. It says, “Health is a jurisdiction shared by both the provinces
and the federal government.” That’s our Supreme Court, and it’s
perfectly accurate.

I think it is good for the federal government to let provinces run
their show, and that’s normally how it should work, but I'll suggest
that a pandemic is not normal. There comes a point when the feder‐
al government must step in, the point where provincial actions are
killing Canadians. If our country cannot show that once-in-a-centu‐
ry flexibility, then, yes, we are turning the Canadian Constitution
into a suicide pact.

I know that what I've just said will be outrageously controversial.
I’m sorry, but as a person who loves this country, I cannot let obvi‐
ous mistakes pass and kill my neighbours.
● (1625)

Let me close with three recommendations.

First, Parliament must pressure cabinet into taking legal steps to
force provinces to share epidemiological data. These are the data
that scientists like Dr. Fisman and Dr. Khan absolutely need to keep
me, you and your loved ones alive as this lockdown lifts. Parlia‐
ment gave cabinet the power to demand data in section 15 of the
Public Health Agency of Canada Act, but the Prime Minister has
not used that power. It’s frankly pathetic.

Second, demand that the Public Health Agency of Canada set
minimum standards for things like testing. We cannot remain stuck
behind Africa. Come on. It was only last week that the Prime Min‐
ister proposed a national testing strategy. That is much too late. We
need it now.

The Chair: Dr. Attaran, you're at 11 minutes. Could you wrap
up, please?

Prof. Amir Attaran: Sure.

Third, sign an accord with the provinces on co-operating
throughout this pandemic. In Australia, the prime minister and the
premiers signed a COVID accord on March 13, and the Vikings
have killed this thing. Those Australian Vikings have put it down.

It’s unbelievable that two months later, Canadian governments
still have no COVID accord.

I'll close there. I hope you take these suggestions in the spirit
they are intended, not to gore anyone’s sacred cow, but to save the
lives of the Canadians we love.

Thank you for hearing me.

● (1630)

The Chair: Thank you, Dr. Attaran.

We go now to Dr. Fisman.

Dr. Fisman, please go ahead. You have 10 minutes.

Dr. David Fisman (Professor of Epidemiology, University of
Toronto, As an Individual): Honourable committee members,
thank you for the privilege of appearing before you.

The last several months have offered us as a country extraordi‐
nary challenges. As an epidemiologist, internist and parent, these
challenges have subsumed every part of my work life and my per‐
sonal life. I haven't hugged my kids since mid-March. I have
watched patients admitted to hospital with mild breathing difficul‐
ties and have seen these same patients wheeled into the intensive
care unit 72 hours later. My colleagues have cared for married cou‐
ples, and have had to tell the surviving spouse of the death of their
partner while on clinical rounds. I've had the gratifying experience
of watching our modelling work influence policy. I've also experi‐
enced the annoyance of watching epidemiological data abused,
misused and distorted in support of various political, economic and
social agendas.

The challenges I have faced pale next to those faced by many
Canadians, those who have lost their jobs or lost their loved ones,
often without the chance to hold hands or say goodbye. They pale
next to the challenges faced by those who have worked at essential
jobs under pressure from employers but without access to adequate
personal protective equipment. We've watched extraordinary lead‐
ership from senior public health officials across the country. Here
I'd like to single out the clear, compassionate messaging from Drs.
Henry, Hinshaw and Tam for special praise.
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We have also struggled with more limited leadership in other
provinces. Here I would note in particular the failure of provincial
public health officials in Ontario to act swiftly and courageously to
stop the spread of COVID-19 in long-term care facilities, the fail‐
ure to clearly articulate that COVID-19 was spreading in our com‐
munities in early March, and the failure to keep up with the best
epidemiological evidence on important issues like transmission of
disease by individuals with few or no symptoms.

So yes, we have seen many challenges, some of which we have
met and some of which we have not. My group prepares forecasts
for several federal and provincial colleagues each morning. We
have documented a reproduction number for the epidemic in
Canada of below one since around May 9, 2020. That's a hopeful
sign. The reproduction number of an epidemic, the number of new
cases created by an old case, is an index of epidemic growth and
decline. A sustained reproduction number of below one suggests
that this first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic is approaching an
end in Canada.

I have been concerned by how this encouraging turn of events
has been interpreted by some to mean that this wave is ending in
spite of, rather than because of, the patient and selfless actions of
many Canadians who've experienced hardship, isolation and depri‐
vation in order to distance themselves from workplaces, friends and
family. In Canada we have seen health care systems stretched and
challenged, but we have not witnessed the tragic overflow of inten‐
sive care units as has occurred in Wuhan, Lombardy, New York and
Madrid.

Make no mistake, our failure to experience these tragedies does
not mean that models were wrong. Cities around the world that
failed to react to approaching epidemics as promptly as Canadian
cities did have experienced astounding surges in mortality—a
300% increase in deaths in New York, 75% in Stockholm, 460% in
Bergamo, and a 100% increase in mortality in London. We reacted
to approaching disaster in time to avert the worst of this first wave,
but in our two largest cities, Montreal and Toronto, we still have
several hundred individuals in intensive care units.

Now we face what I'll refer to as the “paradox of prevention”. By
preventing widespread infection in the country, we've maintained
susceptibility in the population, which leaves us vulnerable to fu‐
ture epidemic waves. This is the defining paradox of public health.
Our fundamental deliverable is the non-occurrence of events. Those
of us who work in the field are accustomed to having our outputs
taken for granted. To note one familiar example, vaccination pro‐
grams are criticized because their very success means we don't ex‐
perience outbreaks. Perhaps a silver lining to this episode, moving
forward, will be a greater appreciation of what public health pro‐
vides us in normal times.

To go back to our successful avoidance of even greater tragedy
in Canada in March and April, having achieved this important suc‐
cess, we need to move forward with economic revitalization. I think
the presentation of our choice as economic revitalization versus
prevention of disease transmission is a Hobson's choice or false di‐
chotomy. We can't ignore our economy, but we won't have robust
revitalization without strong surveillance systems and health pro‐
tection measures. A frightened and grieving population will not
drive a strong economy. In the United States, data assembled by JP‐

Morgan Chase show clearly that declines in spending are strongly
linked to levels of disease activity.

● (1635)

The bedrock on which revitalization rests will be public health
surveillance and laboratory testing. We can't see this epidemic with‐
out testing, and we can't fight an epidemic that we cannot see.

The virus is a slippery foe, and it's a study in contradictions. I
call it Schrödinger's coronavirus. It's dangerous and it's lethal, but it
causes mild illness and even infection without symptoms. It kills
over 7% of the Canadians with recognized infection, but it gives
most children a free pass.

Asymptomatic and presymptomatic infections are a Trojan horse
that gives entry to congregate settings like long-term care and re‐
tirement homes, health care facilities, prisons and food processing
plants. Once it's spreading in these institutions, it can take a terrible
toll, as we have seen in long-term care facilities.

We can look around the world for successful responses to this
epidemic and emulate best practices, but we can also emulate best
practices here in our own country. Colleagues in Newfoundland
have controlled COVID-19 rapidly; they tell us to hunt the virus
and be proactive. Colleagues in British Columbia teach us how im‐
portant clear strategy and communication are in this fight. Alberta
can show us how to scale up testing, and our northern territories
can show us how to protect isolated remote communities.
Saskatchewan has shown us how to deal swiftly with growing out‐
breaks to prevent geographic spread of infection.

But I do believe that our most potent weapon in the fight is test‐
ing. Work by my colleague, Dr. Ashleigh Tuite, shows that without
aggressive testing, control measures like contact tracing are likely
to be fruitless, as we will only perform contact tracing on tested
cases. If we fail to test at scale, we will miss too many additional
cases for contact tracing to change the dynamics of the epidemic. It
will simply be a waste of resources. If we test at scale, we can keep
the epidemic in our sight and move toward economic revitalization
while keeping Canadians safe.
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Testing will be our eyes and ears as we move forward to open
our economy, but the laboratory is a tool that needs to be used dif‐
ferently in different settings. We need to establish regular testing
regimens for those who work in congregate settings with vulnerable
individuals, especially in long-term care and in hospitals. Testing in
a stable and consistent way allows us to estimate the reproduction
number of the epidemic and know when we're headed back into ex‐
ponential growth. We want to find all the cases we can. That's how
we prevent sparks from turning into forest fires.

Hospitalizations and deaths are easy to see, but they're lagging
indicators. Instituting control policies once those are surging means
that we've already missed the boat. We can use non-traditional
surveillance tools, too, like web-based syndromic surveillance, and
even surveillance of sewage for coronavirus levels, as is already be‐
ing done in other countries. Situational awareness will keep us safe
as our economy comes back to life.

We can also demand more of our country. This epidemic shows
us that having laboratories with 21st century diagnostic technology,
but public health information systems that depend on fax machines
from 1995, will hold us back. We can demand more transparency
from our leaders. As action by the public is central to disease con‐
trol, it's important that the public be kept in the loop and made to
feel like they're on the team. Indeed, they are the team.

We need clear, transparent benchmarks across the country on
testing, on turnaround times for case reporting and contact tracing
and for the reproduction numbers that will be used to determine
when we need to strengthen distancing and when we can loosen it.
We will have more setbacks; the countries with the strongest re‐
sponse programs in the world have all suffered them. We will too.
I'd ask you not to throw your hands up and let the virus win.

Don't let uncertainty distract you from the mission. Uncertainty
is to be expected for a disease that's been in humans for 24 weeks.
Don't let smug professors bully you about the absence of random‐
ized controlled trial evidence for control of a disease that has only
existed for half a year. We can acknowledge uncertainty and be
humble about this disease, but always put the lives and livelihoods
of Canadians at the forefront when we make our decisions.

Thank you for the opportunity to answer your questions today.
● (1640)

The Chair: Thank you, Dr. Fisman.

We go now to Dr. Schabas.

Please go ahead. You have 10 minutes.
Dr. Richard Schabas (Former Chief Medical Officer of

Health for Ontario, As an Individual): Mr. Chair and members of
the committee, it's a privilege to speak with you today.

I'm a retired physician. I practised medicine for 40 years in two
specialties: public health and internal medicine. I worked in local
public health for 15 years. I was Ontario's chief medical officer of
health for 10 years. I was directly involved in the 2003 SARS out‐
break as the chief of staff of York Central Hospital. I have pub‐
lished academic and popular articles on relevant subjects, such as
SARS, quarantine and bird flu.

Canadians on the whole enjoy a wonderful standard of health,
resting on the foundation of the social determinants of health: edu‐
cation, employment and our social fabric. Anything that threatens
these foundations threatens our public health.

Canada is now faced with both a tragedy and a crisis. The
tragedy is caused by COVID, a respiratory virus. It has the poten‐
tial to cause the deaths of tens of thousands of Canadians, over‐
whelmingly old and infirm.

The crisis is caused by our attempts to control that virus. The cri‐
sis has the potential to cause severe and lasting damage to the fabric
of our country's economy, education, social and cultural institu‐
tions, and mental health that will have repercussions for our public
health for decades.

The tragedy is a natural disaster that saddens me and saddens us
all. The crisis is a self-inflicted wound that frankly terrifies me. It
offends social justice, because the burden of the crisis falls dispro‐
portionately on children, young families and blue-collar workers.
The more we focus exclusively on COVID, the greater the danger
to our public health.

The best analogy to the COVID outbreak is the H2N2 Asian flu
pandemic that swept around the world in the fall of 1957. Asian flu
caused more disease and a much higher death rate, especially in
younger people, than COVID. Asian flu killed between one million
and two million people in a matter of a few months in a world pop‐
ulation one-third the size of today's. That's the equivalent of three
million to six million deaths today, many more than from COVID.
Asian flu was a tragedy, but it wasn't a crisis, because 60 years ago
people responded differently. Some modest control measures were
taken, but they were very temporary. The world moved on.

Perspective isn't very popular with COVID, but I think it's im‐
portant. We get spooked by COVID deaths because every day we
see the numbers for COVID, but not for anything else. Death is a
common phenomenon in our world. Almost 300,000 Canadians
will die this year, like every year, from cancer, heart disease, stroke,
motor vehicle crashes, suicide and a myriad of other causes. Since
mid-March, for every Canadian outside long-term care who has
died of COVID, 50 Canadians have died of something else.
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We have frightened people. Predictably, the media has led the
way. But public health has also frightened people, I think, to pro‐
mote better compliance with social distancing. This was wrong for
two reasons: first, it's cynical; and second, it now will make it that
much harder to step down.

My wife and I live in Toronto. When we walk our dog, we see
two kinds of people— those like us who have done the math and
aren't really frightened by COVID, and those who think walking
the streets is dangerous. But there's a third group, the people in our
building whom we haven't seen for two months who are too terri‐
fied to even go outside. Getting them to re-enter the world will be a
tremendous challenge.

The only reliable defence against a respiratory virus is immunity.
You can get immunity from being infected or you can get it from a
vaccine. A safe and effective vaccine would be wonderful, but it
would be foolish to build public policy around expectations of a
vaccine any time soon. Any strategy that doesn't take us towards
immunity ultimately leads us nowhere. So long as the disease is cir‐
culating elsewhere, it's coming back here too. Provincial or national
elimination is a false promise.

● (1645)

Population immunity leading to herd immunity is a natural phe‐
nomenon not an intervention, not an experiment. Herd immunity is
what has controlled every other respiratory virus. We will get there
sooner or later with COVID. The policy challenge is to mitigate the
worst effects of the disease while protecting the real determinants
of our health: education, employment and our social fabric.

We have better information about COVID than we did two
months ago. We know that COVID is very serious, certainly much
more serious than I, for one, expected. However, it's also not the
apocalypse that some of the models had predicted, not even remote‐
ly close. The comparison should be with 1957, not 1918.

We know that our health care system can cope. A combination of
expanded capacity, better treatment strategies, and triage mean that
the apparent capacity crisis in Italy has not been repeated here or
really anywhere else. We know that the great majority of people in
Canada are at very little personal risk of death from COVID. For
virtually everyone under the age of 60 and for people without seri‐
ous comorbidities to a much older age, the risk of death from
COVID infection is not materially different from the risk of dying
from influenza. We are two populations: the frail elderly for whom
COVID is a deadly disease and the great majority for whom it is
not.

Canada's experience in the last two months has been problemat‐
ic. We seem to have been reasonably effective at reducing infection
in the community, but we have not been effective in protecting the
institutionalized, frail elderly because of a massive failure of infec‐
tion control in some facilities. As a consequence, we have had
many deaths, but we have relatively little population immunity.

The COVID outbreak in the northern hemisphere has been on the
wane since late March—for almost two months. The policy tide
worldwide is now towards reopening. Canada will be swept along.

My real concern is that the virus will return, probably in Septem‐
ber, and that our attempts to control it with widespread testing and
contact tracing will probably fail. I've worked long enough in pub‐
lic health to understand the limitations of contact tracing as a dis‐
ease control strategy, particularly for a disease like COVID.

However, when this strategy fails, will we panic and lockdown
again, this time indefinitely, or will we respond in a more measured
and rational way? We have some time to prepare. If plan A is based
on testing and contact tracing, we need a plan B. What should we
do now?

First, we need to identify those things that are fundamentally
non-negotiable. Education, which requires the reopening of
schools, and employment, which requires that many people return
physically to work, should be top of the list, along with access to
medical and dental care.

Second, we need to be clear that we are pursuing the policy of
mitigation not elimination. With mitigation, we can tolerate an in‐
crease in cases when we open up now, and again when the disease
resurges in the fall. We will regard community spread as inevitable
and as a step towards population immunity.

Third, we need to do serious policy work to identify those as‐
pects of social distancing that are effective, acceptable and sustain‐
able. Canada's latest fad is for non-medical masks, based on the
thinnest of evidence. Let's think carefully before we change our‐
selves into a society that hides its face in public.

Fourth, we must develop better strategies to protect the vulnera‐
ble, particularly better infection control in long-term care institu‐
tions. This alone will go a long way towards reducing mortality.

Fifth, we need to change our messaging to the public to better re‐
flect their real risk of serious illness and death so that people will
be willing to come out of isolation and resume normal life.

Sixth, we need to look for ways to develop public health policy
nationally. We need a national, not a federal, public health agency
that engages the provinces with the federal government as equal
partners.

Thank you.

● (1650)

The Chair: Thank you, Dr. Schabas.
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We'll go now to Dr. Khan from BlueDot. You have 10 minutes.
Dr. Kamran Khan (Professor of Medicine and Public Health,

University of Toronto, Chief Executive Officer and Founder,
BlueDot): Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, and thank you
for inviting me to be a part of this important discussion today.

First let me introduce myself and tell you a bit about my back‐
ground and its relevance to today's meeting. My name is Kamran
Khan, and I'm a physician trained in internal medicine, infectious
diseases, and preventive medicine and public health. I practise
medicine and am an epidemiologist who has been studying out‐
breaks and emerging infectious diseases at St. Michael's Hospital in
Toronto for the past 17 years. I'm a professor of medicine and pub‐
lic health at the University of Toronto and am the founder and CEO
of a digital health company called BlueDot.

What has motivated me to dedicate my professional life as a clin‐
ician, an academic and an entrepreneur to the field of emerging in‐
fectious diseases? Twenty years ago, I began my training in infec‐
tious diseases and public health in New York when West Nile virus
arrived in the city and began its westward march across the conti‐
nent. Two years later, shortly after the terrorist attacks of September
11, 2001, anthrax was weaponized and dispersed through the U.S.
postal system, reminding us that deadly outbreaks can arise from
deliberate acts. After returning to my home in Toronto two years
later, a coronavirus known as SARS spread from mainland China to
dozens of cities and countries around the world, including Toronto,
where it triggered a deadly outbreak that lasted four very long
months. While the world had never seen an outbreak quite like
SARS before, it was clear that this wouldn't be the last time.

The world is changing in ways that are driving the emergence
and spread of dangerous diseases, but it's also changing in other
ways that can play to our advantage. The rise of big data, the ad‐
vent of artificial intelligence and emerging digital technologies of‐
fer us the raw materials needed to literally spread knowledge
around the world faster than any outbreak. This was the inspiration
for BlueDot's founding six and a half years ago, to build a digital
global early warning system for infectious diseases that can trans‐
form how the world prepares for and responds to tomorrow's in‐
evitable infectious disease threats, whether they arise from Mother
Nature, accidents or deliberate acts.

The early warning system we have developed at BlueDot serves
three key objectives: first, to detect infectious disease threats as ear‐
ly as possible to buy ourselves valuable time; second, to assess their
potential for global spread and impact so that we can channel our
finite resources to the right place at the right moment; third, to em‐
power a wider array of decision-makers, from government to health
care to the private sector, with timely insights so that together we
can mobilize highly effective, efficient and coordinated responses.

To detect threats at their earliest stages, our early warning system
processes vast amounts of online data in 65 languages, searching
for early signals of outbreaks involving over 150 different diseases
and syndromes, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The surveillance
engine does not rely solely on official news of outbreaks reported
by government agencies, but also analyzes unofficial information
generated through digital media, health blogs and other online
sources.

This engine picked up an article in Chinese on the morning of
December 31, 2019, reporting on an outbreak of pneumonia of an
unknown cause in Wuhan, China. This event certainly captured my
attention, given the number of parallels to the emergence of SARS
in 2003. Within a few seconds of detecting the outbreak in Wuhan,
our system analyzed the flight schedules and anonymous itineraries
of hundreds of thousands of travellers departing Wuhan on com‐
mercial flights for destinations around the world. Given our early
concerns about this outbreak, my team submitted results of this
analysis for publication in an open access, peer-reviewed scientific
journal on January 8, 2020, in order to make this data freely avail‐
able for anyone to access. This analysis accurately identified many
of the cities outside of mainland China that were among the first to
confirm cases of COVID-19.

As cases of COVID-19 arrived in North America, our team be‐
gan generating insights to support public health efforts to mitigate
domestic transmission of this virus within our communities. These
analyses made use of anonymous location data generated from mo‐
bile apps to understand the movements of populations—critical in‐
sights for public health officials to optimize and strategically make
use of their finite human resources across the country and over
time.

It's worth noting that BlueDot only makes use of third party data
that is anonymized, adheres to all legal and regulatory require‐
ments, and is aggregated up to the level of populations. These loca‐
tion data have been used for years in sectors from urban planning to
transportation to retail, among others. Here, we're making use of
them for the sole purpose of safeguarding communities and protect‐
ing lives during the midst of a pandemic.

● (1655)

At BlueDot, our diverse team, comprising physicians, veterinari‐
ans, epidemiologists, geographers, ecologists, data scientists and
engineers, has been diligently working for the past six and a half
years leveraging data, advanced analytics and emerging digital
technologies to develop innovative solutions that are capable of
generating insights to mitigate risks from infectious disease threats
in our rapidly changing world. But insights are only meaningful if
they are translated into action, and that translation can only happen
through partnerships.

In this regard, BlueDot has a long-standing partnership with
Global Affairs Canada, going back to 2014, in which we have been
building and implementing digital systems to manage infectious
disease risks across the Association of Southeast Asian Nations. In
2019 we began a partnership with the Public Health Agency of
Canada, channelling our efforts to mitigate domestic risks from
global infectious diseases. Now, as the COVID-19 pandemic
evolves into new phases, we continue to work together to mitigate
its impacts across the country.
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I’d like to conclude by saying that Mother Nature is sending us a
message. A confluence of forces in our rapidly changing world—
population growth, urbanization, the industrialization of agricul‐
ture, the disruption of wildlife ecosystems, climate change and in‐
creases in global population mobility—is accelerating the emer‐
gence and global spread of infectious diseases with unprecedented
consequences. As global citizens, this is a reality we have to con‐
front, or we risk finding ourselves in the same precarious position
we are in today a few years down the road.

We have also learned that outbreaks move incredibly fast in our
hyper-connected world. If we want to remain a step ahead, we are
going to have to move even faster. Thankfully, we have what is
needed to generate powerful insights: access to diverse and novel
data, and human intelligence coupled with artificial intelligence to
derive meaning from these complex data.

We need to translate insights into actions that reach across the
whole of society. Governments empowered with timely insights
will be better able to protect their citizens and economies from dan‐
gerous global infectious diseases. Hospitals and health care
providers will be better able to protect themselves and the rest of us
from these very same diseases. Businesses will be better able to
protect the lives and livelihoods of their employees and customers.
Creating an ecosystem to manage these risks together is not only
possible, but, in my opinion, necessary.

A final thought to leave with you is that our most valuable re‐
source is time, and it is a non-renewable resource. When we get
through COVID-19—and we will—the question for all of us will
be whether we will use every day of peacetime to prepare for the
next inevitable threat with the same sense of urgency with which
we are responding to COVID-19 today.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts with this
committee.

The Chair: Thank you, Dr. Khan.

We go now to Mr. Ciciretto, president and chief executive officer
of Dynacare.

Go ahead, please. You have 10 minutes.
Mr. Vito Ciciretto (President and Chief Executive Officer,

Dynacare): Good afternoon. Thank you, Mr. Chair and members of
the House of Commons Standing Committee on Health, for your
invitation to this very important meeting. I hope that each of you
and your families are healthy and well. It is a privilege to be with
you today on behalf of Dynacare to discuss the Canadian response
to the COVID-19 pandemic.

At Dynacare, we believe that life is precious. Our mission is to
support the health of Canadians with commitment and care. That is
why we do what we do. Our 2,900 Dynacare employees deliver the
highest level of clinical and scientific testing to provide the neces‐
sary information that supports the diagnosis, treatment and well-be‐
ing of Canadians. Each and every day we provide testing and medi‐
cal laboratory services to over 32,000 Canadians across the country,
amounting to over 11 million tests annually. We operate 200 conve‐
nient and accessible specimen collection centres in Ontario, Mani‐
toba and Quebec. We operate seven state-of-the-art laboratories in

four Canadian provinces. We report over 500 critical results requir‐
ing immediate action by physicians.

Our goal is to inspire confidence in Canadians when it comes to
managing their health and well-being. To achieve this, we have ele‐
vated the patient experience at our specimen collection centres. We
continuously innovate by introducing new and improved test
methodologies such as genetic testing; liquid-based cytology; non-
invasive prenatal testing; and the piloting of Pixel, a self-collection
test methodology utilized in remote rural communities. We have in‐
troduced patient-friendly diagnostic testing reports and digital apps
that help Canadians better manage their health journeys.

This unprecedented pandemic has highlighted that the work we
do at Dynacare matters now more than ever. We are very proud to
play a critically important role in supporting the provincial public
health authorities of Ontario, Manitoba and Quebec in their efforts
to control this pandemic. Since March 25, our talented scientific
and laboratory professionals at Dynacare have conducted over
40,000 COVID-19 molecular tests across these provinces, includ‐
ing COVID-19 testing for members of vulnerable and priority pop‐
ulations, such as those in emergency shelter systems, residents of
long-term care facilities, EMS first responders and health care
workers.

Even throughout this pandemic, Dynacare has continued to oper‐
ate its laboratories and accept patients at our collection sites for ur‐
gent non-COVID-19 testing. In addition to the provision of
COVID-19 testing, our community laboratory infrastructure has
helped to alleviate pressure on provincial public health systems and
hospitals. In particular, our medical couriers have quickly and safe‐
ly transported COVID-19 test specimens from screening and as‐
sessment centres to Dynacare, public health and hospital laborato‐
ries. On behalf of the provincial public health labs, we have deliv‐
ered negative COVID-19 test results to over 25,000 patients. We
have supported vulnerable populations by establishing designated
Dynacare specimen collection sites for immunocompromised pa‐
tients and for COVID-19 positive patients. We have engaged in
non-COVID-19 sample collection at long-term care facilities.

Our employees have rallied behind Dynacare's response to this
pandemic and, as such, we celebrate the many acts of compassion
through our Dynacare health care heroes social media campaigns.
Our people are the ones who have truly stepped up.
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The COVID-19 testing system has generally been working well
with strong collaboration among public health agencies, community
laboratories and hospitals. But, as with any unprecedented and
rapidly evolving environment, there are challenges and opportuni‐
ties for improvement.

The technical nature of the nasopharyngeal collection process,
along with the required swabs that are employed in the collection of
a COVID-19 sample, have been rate-limiters in terms of testing and
have increased the demand for PPE. At over 200 collections cen‐
tres, Dynacare has over 850 phlebotomists who are not authorized
to collect samples using the current collection devices.

● (1700)

By employing alternative specimen collection procedures used in
other countries, our team can support provincial screening. To this
end, Dynacare is embarking on a study with Sunnybrook Occupa‐
tional Health to validate alternative sample collection methods us‐
ing saliva and front-of-nose collected specimens. The results of this
study are expected within a few weeks.

Second, shortages of testing reagents and collection kits were
common early in this pandemic. Due to increased vendor produc‐
tion and the proactive response of our supply chain team, we appear
to have sufficient supply for our current volume of testing. Howev‐
er, in order to support expanded testing needs, our intention is to in‐
crease testing capacity, both through new collection techniques and
through supply chain preparedness. Global demand has made it
very difficult to secure additional testing capacity and reagent sup‐
ply on a timely basis. Vendor allocation practices drive more test
capacity and reagent to jurisdictions that have been more severely
impacted by the COVID-19 virus than Canada has.

It's important to everyone at Dynacare that at the end of every
laboratory test we perform there is a person—a mom, a dad, a
daughter, a friend. It is not uncommon for our dedicated teams of
employees to go above and beyond the call of duty by helping to
secure a replacement test requisition for a patient, by leading a
drive-by convoy to acknowledge the efforts of front-line health care
workers at hospitals, or by making extended efforts to contact a pa‐
tient with a critical result.

We treasure the value that our dedicated employees bring to the
health care system, and we go to great lengths to take care of them.
Notwithstanding the significant drop in non-COVID-19 test vol‐
umes during this pandemic, we have not thus far implemented fur‐
loughs, layoffs or reductions in base pay, due to our long-term phi‐
losophy and government wage programs. We are very proud of this
and believe that it positions us well for the future. As doctors' of‐
fices and clinics reopen, as elective surgeries start again, as insurers
and employers resume regular activities, Dynacare will be in a po‐
sition to meet the laboratory testing needs of our patients and
clients and support our health systems across Canada.

Unquestionably, our workplace will be defined by a new normal,
with new social distancing and PPE protocols that will protect our
patients and our people. As the number of patients requiring service
continues to increase, these new protocols will demand the need to
adapt, and we will.

Across Canada, some provinces are slowly beginning to open
back up in ways that we would not characterize as business as usu‐
al. In the absence of a vaccine and lack of scientific consensus on
the potential for immunity to the COVID-19 virus, some employers
are expressing concern that their workplaces could be prone to
COVID-19 outbreaks. Employers across a number of sectors, in‐
cluding food and beverage production, natural resources, manufac‐
turing and many more have expressed an interest in the provision of
COVID-19 testing at their own cost. Dynacare's priority will al‐
ways be supporting health systems in responding to the emergency
presented by COVID-19. As the economy opens up, we see a need
to work with industry to avoid workplace outbreaks as a means to
limiting the community spread of COVID-19.

Key to restarting the Canadian economy is high-quality antibody
testing, which can determine whether an individual has been ex‐
posed to the COVID-19 virus. Public health authorities, in conjunc‐
tion with medical and scientific experts, are working to determine
how COVID-19 antibody testing could be applied.

This past week, two COVID-19 antibody tests were approved by
Health Canada. Dynacare is currently working with two additional
vendors who will be seeking Health Canada approval for an anti‐
body test. A community laboratory like Dynacare is very well posi‐
tioned to support large-scale provincial COVID-19 antibody testing
surveillance programs through its extensive specimen collection
network of 200 centres, our well-equipped laboratory facilities and
our extensive logistics network. We do this every day—efficiently,
effectively and with compassion.

In public health emergencies, those in poor health or with under‐
lying chronic conditions are often the most vulnerable.

● (1705)

For many, the COVID-19 pandemic has emphasized the impor‐
tance of keeping Canadians healthy and decreasing the prevalence
of chronic conditions such as cardiovascular disease, lung disease,
metabolic syndrome and diabetes.

At Dynacare, we believe that life is precious, and we look for‐
ward to continuing to improve the health of Canadians by providing
ongoing support to provincial health care systems and through
health and well-being programs at Canadian workplaces both
through the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond.

Thank you again for the opportunity to address this committee.

Take care and be well.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Ciciretto.
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We'll start our rounds of questioning now. We will do three
rounds. We will start the first round with Ms. Jansen.

Ms. Jansen, please go ahead. You have six minutes.
Mrs. Tamara Jansen (Cloverdale—Langley City, CPC):

Thank you to everybody for all your presentations. That was very
wholesome. It was great.

I'd like to start with Professor Attaran. I found your written sub‐
mission very interesting, and I had to chuckle when you pointed out
the fact that some hospitals are still faxing in their data. My first
foray into state-of-the-art technology on the farm was when we
bought a fax machine back in 1992, 28 years ago.

However, in order to stay in business, we obviously had to invest
in better and better data collecting technology. I have to say that I
was completely shocked to find out from previous witness testimo‐
ny at this committee that our health care system doesn't have a real-
time data collection system in place, especially considering the dif‐
ferent recommendations that have been made following previous
pandemics.

We have had several witnesses come to this committee and beg
us to find a way to move forward with a pan-Canadian data collec‐
tion system that works in real time. A system like this could help us
on so many different levels, not just during a pandemic, but it
seems there is this fear that sharing information in this way will
compromise the autonomy of provincial and local health authori‐
ties.

In your opinion, is there not a way to ensure that each provincial
and regional jurisdiction can continue to make decisions that make
sense for them while still sharing their data and helping the country
with a more informed pandemic response?
● (1710)

Prof. Amir Attaran: What a great question, thank you.

On the question of sharing epidemiological data, it's like this: If
you had a number of people who had pieces of a map of a mine‐
field, would you tolerate them not sharing that data? I think you'd
probably want to have a map of the entire minefield, not just your
little patch of it, if you were setting out on a journey.

The current situation is as foolish as that. Each province has a
certain amount of data about the outbreak within its borders, and it
can either contribute that piece to modelling exercises or not, and
depending on whether it does so or not, we have a better or worse
view of the epidemic.

The answer to your question lies in a legal part as well as an ad‐
ministrative part. Legally it's very simple. Cabinet just needs to use
section 15 of the Public Health Agency of Canada Act and issue an
order in council that data must be provided, period.

Parliament gave it that power. It simply leaves me speechless
that the current cabinet hasn't used it. That is something I hope you
follow up.

Mrs. Tamara Jansen: Okay, I have a really short amount of
time, sorry.

Prof. Amir Attaran: I'm sorry.

Mrs. Tamara Jansen: Okay, I appreciate that.

You mentioned in your submission the dysfunction that we have
in sharing data, and, again, being from a business background.... I
worked in the retail sector for many years, and our spring season
was always very short. We had an eight-week period across multi‐
ple provinces, so that meant timely data was absolutely critical to
make these decisions on where to send what product and when. We
were able to take into consideration those regional differences to
ensure the right assets were sent to the right place at just the right
time, and we know the technology is available for a pan-Canadian
data system.

Yesterday Dr. Tam mentioned that PHAC has no choice, and now
you are mentioning they actually do under section 15, so it strikes
me that, if Statistics Canada is able to aggregate information about
Canadians without violating privacy rights, surely the health care
system can do the same.

Prof. Amir Attaran: Statistics Canada can do the same, too.
They could build the system inside of about a couple of weeks, I'm
told, but they need the mandate from cabinet. That is what's miss‐
ing. There you go.

Mrs. Tamara Jansen: Okay.

Prof. Amir Attaran: I will just add one last thing to this. There
was a time in this country when the federal government did provide
a contract to somebody to develop such an epidemic data reporting
system. It was given to IBM Canada. The system did not function,
and they are the same ones who are behind Phoenix, so there is not
a good history here.

Mrs. Tamara Jansen: Okay. Thank you.

I've asked numerous witnesses if they would give PHAC a grade
on their pandemic response. So far no one has been willing to give
me a straight answer. I've been hearing of some backlash by PHAC
to those who are vocally critical in their response to the pandemic.

Are you willing to give me a grade, or could that disadvantage
you in your work in some way?

Prof. Amir Attaran: My grade is a C-minus or a D. And there is
retaliation, yes. Since the last time I appeared in front of this com‐
mittee, and was negative about some of those efforts, I was asked to
join a grant application with people from PHAC. I understand they
said they wouldn't participate unless I stood off it, which I did will‐
ingly because I didn't want to cause trouble for my colleagues. But
I don't feel there should be retaliation against witnesses simply for
providing our democratic government what we think is the truth.

Mrs. Tamara Jansen: Okay. Thank you for that direct answer. I
appreciate that.
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Yesterday, Dr. Nemer talked about the task forces she set up to
tackle the Canadian pandemic response. She mentioned that, al‐
though she could share the agendas, she couldn't share the delibera‐
tions or findings because they are secret. I believe other countries
around the world that have set up similar task forces are sharing
their research papers publicly, which helps us all.

Do you think the findings of these task forces should also be
public so we can have that timely data sharing for a better pandem‐
ic response?

● (1715)

Prof. Amir Attaran: I can't even believe that's a question. Of
course, it has to be public. Science is always conducted in public. If
you look at a country like Switzerland, they too have a task force
on COVID, a scientific task force. If you go to the website over two
dozen public reports by that task force are published. If Switzer‐
land, little Switzerland, can get two dozen reports out of their task
force by now, why does Canada have zero? It's shameful.

The Chair: Thank you.

Mr. Fisher, please, go ahead. You have six minutes.

Mr. Darren Fisher (Dartmouth—Cole Harbour, Lib.): Thank
you, Mr. Chair.

Dr. Fisman, you have a wealth of experience in the battle against
infectious diseases, yet you've publicly explained that predictions
you made earlier this year on the virus were wrong. I think we can
both agree that hindsight is 20/20. There's been a lot of discussion
at this committee about why certain decisions were made in the ear‐
ly days of this virus.

I wonder if you could explain to this committee, and to Canadi‐
ans, about the difficulties of making predictions around a novel
virus, and why what's considered the best advice one day can
change and evolve so quickly the next?

Dr. David Fisman: I think part of the difficulty relates to the fact
that viruses are the troublemakers, and Dr. Khan alluded to this.
The troublemakers tend to be RNA viruses, that's their genetic ma‐
terial that comes from animals. RNA viruses are very good at mu‐
tating. What we see with this virus, which is a cousin of SARS 1,
and bears a lot of similarity to SARS 1, is that it behaves differently
in important ways. Being 80% similar can still translate into some
very important differences, but some very important similarities.

What we tend to see, what we almost always see with infectious
diseases as they emerge, is we find out about hot spots first. Typi‐
cally we have this sense of the virus being more virulent than it ul‐
timately turns out to be. That's certainly been the case with some
outbreaks. What we saw with this virus, also initially, was it looked
a lot like SARS based on the information we knew from China. I've
acknowledged publicly I think my biggest mistake was thinking it
really was looking like SARS in China. We did some forecasting on
how the Chinese seemed to be doing in controlling it, and we accu‐
rately forecasted that it would be done in Wuhan by early March.
That was right, but the difficulty was we didn't see Iran coming.
Once you saw this in Iran, you knew the game was over, and this
was going to disseminate around the world.

They're all the same, but they're all different. When you look at
some of the key parameters, as we talk about, with these diseases,
which let you sort of predict how things are going to play out, some
important numbers include the reproduction number of the disease,
the number of new cases per old case. This virus turns out to be a
real trickster, in that it's got what's called an overdistributed repro‐
duction number, where many cases are dead ends but some individ‐
ual cases make 40 secondary cases. You see that play out again and
again, whether it's in nursing homes, on cruise ships or in restau‐
rants. As you know, there's the single individual in Korea who in‐
fected 40 secondary cases and sparked a massive outbreak in the
city of Daegu.

That makes it difficult. It also provides a potential vulnerability
for the virus in terms of control, because once you get rid of those
large gatherings that make super-spreading events difficult, the
virus becomes much less transmissible. The initial case fatality that
we saw coming out of China—that's deaths per case—was listed as
2.4%. Of course, deaths go up slowly with this thing, because peo‐
ple die in the ICU. The China case fatality I think at this point is
5% or 6%. We're at 7% in Canada.

As for what we know now, we've been helped a lot in this regard
by data from Spain from last week, from a national seroprevalence
study, where they were able to find both the recognized and the un‐
recognized infections. About 5% of the country of Spain has had
this, with 27,000 deaths. Now we're able to go from a case fatality
in Spain, which is deaths per recognized case, down to an infection
fatality rate, which in Spain we now are pretty sure is about 1.2%,
based on seroprevalence data.

The fact that Spain is at 5% prevalence 30,000 deaths in, with an
infection fatality rate of 1%, makes me very concerned about some
of Dr. Schabas's remarks in terms of moving towards herd immuni‐
ty. We think that we'd hit herd immunity at 60% to 70% of Canadi‐
ans infected. Seventy per cent of Canadians infected is 28 million
people, and 1% of that is 280,000 Canadians dead. I would note
that the failure to have mass mortality in Canada to date relates to
the public health response.

I would also note that we can do this because we've shown
around the country that we can control this disease without just let‐
ting it rip and pushing for herd immunity, as they're doing in Swe‐
den. We've seen competence in British Columbia. We've seen
tremendous competence in Atlantic Canada and on the Prairies. We
can do this. We just need to get the job done.

Throwing your hands up and saying that we're going to follow
Stockholm, Sweden, which is currently leading Europe in per capi‐
ta mortality, is not the way to go, in my opinion.

● (1720)

Mr. Darren Fisher: Thank you. I had other questions for you,
and I think we've run out the clock—

Dr. David Fisman: I'm sorry.
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Mr. Darren Fisher: —but I do want to say that this is excellent
and very thoughtful testimony, and I want to thank you for that,
Doctor.

Dr. David Fisman: Thank you.
Mr. Don Davies (Vancouver Kingsway, NDP): Mr. Chair, I

have a point of order.

I'm still somewhat shocked at the evidence I heard from Dr. At‐
taran about him potentially being discriminated against or having
retribution threatened against him as a result of this testimony be‐
fore the health committee. All of us, as members of this committee,
have an interest in upholding the integrity of this committee and en‐
suring that all witnesses who come before us can give us the sin‐
cere, unvarnished benefit of their opinion, particularly when we're
talking about science.

I would like to ask that this committee formally request that Dr.
Attaran indicate to us full details of what has occurred by PHAC or
Stats Canada, or whoever it was, to ensure that the integrity of this
committee is upheld at all times.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Davies.

Under our current operating mandate, we don't have the authority
to do that. We can certainly invite him to submit all of the evidence,
all of the allegations he has, to us or to the Speaker of the House.
We would be unable to deal with a matter of this kind in our current
operating situation.

Mr. Don Davies: Mr. Chair, if I might—
Mr. Robert Kitchen (Souris—Moose Mountain, CPC): Mr.

Chair—
Mr. Don Davies: —I would vehemently dispute that. This com‐

mittee is mandated to receive evidence. It's clearly in the consent
order of the House of Commons. If we have evidence before us that
witnesses are being pressured or intimidated against not giving evi‐
dence, that is a direct interference with the precise mandate of this
committee.

On the record, I'm happy to ask Dr. Attaran to provide those de‐
tails, but for the record, I want to state in the strongest terms possi‐
ble that it is absolutely the prerogative and mandate of this commit‐
tee to ensure that we uphold the integrity of our process. Any time
we hear that a witness may have been intimidated, or harmed in any
way, for simply accepting the invitation from us to come and give
us the benefit of their testimony, it's absolutely part of the pith and
substance of this committee, and I will pursue this matter fully once
we get that information from Dr. Attaran.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Davies. Your point is well taken. I
will take the matter under advisement and—

Mr. Robert Kitchen: Mr. Chair, I have a point of order.
The Chair: Dr. Kitchen, go ahead.
Mr. Robert Kitchen: Mr. Chair, I'm 100% behind what Mr.

Davies said, but my point of order extends further than that. We as
committee members are here to present and ask questions, to pro‐
tect our witnesses as well as ourselves, and to make certain that we
have that protection. If we do not have that as a committee, the
questions and points that we may bring up can be held against us,

and that's just not acceptable. How can we function as a committee
if that's not the place?
● (1725)

Mr. Matt Jeneroux (Edmonton Riverbend, CPC): Mr. Chair,
just to add on to that, if you could point us in some direction as to
why you don't think we have these powers to be able to do that in
this committee....

I disagree with you. I agree with Mr. Davies that it's within the
mandate of this committee to ask for that testimony.

If you can point us in that direction, please do. If you can't, then I
suggest we allow Mr. Davies to proceed with his point of order.

The Chair: Your points are well taken. It should be pointed out
that all testimony before this committee, when it's operating in offi‐
cial capacity, is privileged. We have parliamentary privilege. Any
repercussions that follow from that would be a serious matter, but
our mandate is solely to receive evidence.

We are explicitly allowed to move motions relating to the invita‐
tion and scheduling of witnesses. We do not have the authority at
this time to undertake a motion to demand information about mat‐
ters such as this, but I certainly would welcome Dr. Attaran's infor‐
mation if he should provide it.

I wonder if our clerk would like to give an opinion on this.

[Translation]
Mr. Luc Thériault (Montcalm, BQ): Mr. Chair, I would like to

raise a point of order.

Professor Attaran seems to want to add a comment. Perhaps he
could clarify what it is, which could help you deliberate further. I
would be prepared to let him speak quickly, since I thought I saw
him raise his hand. So I would like us to hear what he has to say.
Then you could deliberate on that.

[English]
The Chair: Witnesses aren't able to participate in the committee

on points of order, but as I said, I will welcome his information. I
invite him to bring it to the committee, to send it to the committee.

The clerk will be looking into this matter and will come back to
us at a later time with an opinion. In the interim, I will reserve judg‐
ment and suggest that we carry on with the testimony.

Mr. Thériault, please go ahead. You have six minutes.

[Translation]
Mr. Luc Thériault: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I am going to address Professor Attaran first. These days, we can
say that science is being tossed around a lot. All decisions are sup‐
posedly made in the name of science. One might even think that it
is being used more to justify some political dithering.

Mr. Attaran, on page 3 of your brief, you say the following:
...the Prime Minister hesitated, perhaps because of the scientifically inaccurate ad‐

vice from his Minister of Health, that closing the borders to slow the disease down is
“very ineffective.”
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Some people argue that border closures have no significant effect
in stopping the spread of the disease. I understand you disagree.
Should the borders—especially the U.S. border—have been closed
much sooner?

Did we have all the information we needed to make that deci‐
sion? If not, what would have been required to make that decision
as quickly as possible? What is the reason for the conflicting scien‐
tific advice?

Prof. Amir Attaran: You are right that scientific issues are often
politicized, and that was the case with the border closure.

In my view, the purpose of closing the border is to protect us, es‐
pecially in the case of the U.S. border. However, as you already
know, the WHO says that it is almost useless, and the minister said
that it is useless, but I disagree.

I know that, after the disaster we are now experiencing, we will
rethink these issues. In Africa, for example, the borders between
countries were quickly closed. They learned that lesson from the
Ebola crisis. Now we see that nations are more protected. The in‐
fection rate in Kenya and Rwanda, for example, is lower than it
would normally be. So it works.
● (1730)

Mr. Luc Thériault: Some witnesses have told us that we cannot
fall behind in the case of this virus. The fact that the incubation pe‐
riod is often 14 days means that, since the beginning of the pan‐
demic, we have constantly been feeling that we are playing
catch‑up. So I imagine that things should have been done different‐
ly and that decisions should have been made much more quickly.

You were talking about structural and systemic difficulties relat‐
ed to the Confederation and the inability of the scientific communi‐
ty and public health authorities to work in a coordinated manner
and in real time with respect to sharing data.

What is the point of not working together? What justifies it? You
gave the example of Ontario during the SARS episode. What is the
point of those provinces or Quebec not working together? I have
trouble understanding that.

Prof. Amir Attaran: I don't understand it either. It's almost dan‐
gerous to think of our Confederation as 10 provinces that are not
connected through their biomedical resources, especially consider‐
ing the virus that's connecting us right now. You are right.

Mr. Luc Thériault: How could legislating or establishing regu‐
lations be more effective? I'm trying to understand the motivation
behind this inefficiency.

Prof. Amir Attaran: To answer more effectively, I have to
speak in English. May I?

Mr. Luc Thériault: Yes, of course.
[English]

Prof. Amir Attaran: I'm sorry, but some of the legal words I
don't know in French. I try.

The order in council that would be necessary to make data ex‐
change mandatory between the federal government and the
provinces is not a controversial thing. It is something that Parlia‐
ment put into the law in, I believe, 2004 or 2005. Simply put, it

should be used. We should not let our preconceptions about the ap‐
propriateness of what the province may do, or what the federal gov‐
ernment may do, stand in the way of the clear reading of the law.
You, as parliamentarians, created that law on sharing, and I'm grate‐
ful to you for doing so. It's a very useful tool, but it does need to be
used.

I think Dr. Fisman would probably be able to add something to
this.

Dr. David Fisman: I'm not sure, though I could add my perspec‐
tive as a researcher based in Toronto since 2006.

What I've always found astounding is the failure to make acces‐
sible data that are paid for, assembled and cleaned on the public
dime available to Canadians in a manner that doesn't threaten any‐
one's privacy or well-being. I've found that astounding for a long
time.

A lot of my work, since I've come to Toronto, uses the national
hospital discharge survey from the United States, which is pretty
similar to the stuff you get from CIHI, except that if you ask for the
data online from the CDC, they will FedEx it to you and pay for the
FedEx, whereas if you ask for the same stuff from CIHI, you pay
them. I don't understand it.

There's a much deeper issue here than COVID, and I thank my
colleague for flagging it. We have a culture of what I call data hug‐
ging in Canada, and it does need to change. It harms us all.

● (1735)

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Thériault.

We will now go to Mr. Davies.

Mr. Davies, please go ahead for six minutes.
Mr. Don Davies: Thank you.

Dr. Fisman, last week you were interviewed on TVO and you
said, “I think there are a lot of folks who are itching to declare vic‐
tory and open things up again, which is a bit of a problem because
the reason that infections are subsiding is because we have distanc‐
ing in place.” Are you concerned that some provinces and territo‐
ries may be moving too rapidly to open?

Dr. David Fisman: I think my own province is, and I appreciate
tremendously the pressure our premier is under. I think he's done a
marvellous job given the cards he's been dealt, but I'm also aware
there are a lot of folks who want to get back to business.

I'm not sure whether doing a screen share on Zoom is part of par‐
liamentary committees, but we are looking at reproduction numbers
here in Ontario. That is the number of new cases per old case. What
we see is that the disease has clearly surged over the last week in
Toronto, particularly in Peel. Part of that is from the liberalized use
of testing, which drives the numbers up. Part of that is probably
from the anticipation of greater economic opening. I think we may
get a couple of rude bumps along the way, but ultimately distancing
will be our parachute. If things start to look too grim, they'll be able
to close things back down again, but, yes, I'm concerned that there's
tremendous momentum to get folks back to business.
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There's a lot of economic activity that could resume safely in the
province of Ontario. Ontario is a big place. It's bigger than France,
and we have regions.... Dr. Attaran referred to the city of Kingston.
It has had one or two cases over the last 10 days but is subject to
the same blanket lockdown as Toronto and Peel, which have had a
couple of hundred cases a day. I think more—

Mr. Don Davies: I'd like to direct you to some of the things we
should be doing.

You also said in the interview, “Predictably, as we reopen, we’ll
see a resurgence of disease.”

Dr. David Fisman: Right.
Mr. Don Davies: That's exactly what we've seen in Korea and in

Germany this week, two places that controlled their initial epidemic
faster than we did and are moving toward revitalization. They've
seen resurgences, just as Singapore did before them and just as
Wuhan did last week.

What do you recommend we do, given that you see resurgences?
What steps should we be taking to get in front of that, if there are
any?

Dr. David Fisman: The resurgences will happen. It's just how
this works. It's simple math. The reproduction of a disease is num‐
ber of contacts times the probability of transmission per contact
times how long a person is infectious for. We can forget about im‐
munity right now, because immunity is low. Even if it's 5%, it's too
low to bring the reproduction number down. Therefore, as contacts
go up, the reproduction number predictably goes up.

The Chair: Doctor, could you please hold the mike?
Dr. David Fisman: My apologies.

We're going to go too far. We're going to try to open things up
and go too far. That's why we need strong surveillance systems, to
see that as it happens.

Mr. Don Davies: I want to move to testing. Maybe you and Dr.
Attaran can comment on this.

We hear repeatedly at this committee, from every expert, that we
have to test, test, test, and that it's key to getting control of this dis‐
ease and reopening. However, we've barely done a million tests
since January. Wuhan is gearing up to do a million tests per day.
We're behind Germany. We're behind South Korea. In fact, we're at
barely half of Dr. Tam's target of 60,000 tests a day.

Why are we unable to test at the rate that all experts are telling us
we need to? Where is the problem here?

Dr. David Fisman: I don't know. Mr. Ciciretto is an expert on
how labs work and could probably give you a more meaningful an‐
swer than I could.

We do work with local public health units. My concern at the
moment is that it's not just the testing. If people are saying we're
going to do contact tracing once we open up and we're going to
track the contacts of cases as they did in Korea—I think they had a
couple of hundred secondary cases associated with a nightclub out‐
break—I don't think we could do that.

We have lags all the way along and it gets back to the 1990s
technology where it takes time to test, the tests get faxed, it takes a
while for them to percolate through the public health system and—

● (1740)

Mr. Don Davies: I'm sorry to interrupt, but I want to give Dr. At‐
taran a chance to weigh in on this too.

Other countries are testing at much higher rates. Why can't
Canada do it?

Prof. Amir Attaran: Again, I am not a testing expert. What I
can say is that it's obviously a systemic and administrative problem,
because for Ethiopia or Rwanda to be surpassing us in testing....
They're getting the reagents and supplies from somewhere. They
are pulling it off.

I did mention the city of Addis Ababa, the capital of Ethiopia.
They have actually sent health workers around to every door in the
city already to interview people about their travel or exposure histo‐
ry and test them if necessary. If Ethiopia can do that, I refuse to be‐
lieve Canada can't. We just need to understand better—and I'm not
the person to give you the answer—what the administrative holdup
is in the testing, but it's clearly administrative not scientific.

Mr. Don Davies: Thank you, Dr. Attaran.

I have one quick question for you.

Your chart spoke for itself. The question I have is why is Canada
performing below comparative countries like Australia and other
countries you mentioned. Your chart clearly shows we are. What
are the reasons for that?

Prof. Amir Attaran: In terms of bending the curve, or the test‐
ing, specifically?

Mr. Don Davies: Bending the curve.

Prof. Amir Attaran: In terms of bending the curve, Dr. Fisman
can be more detailed on this, but it's clear that we have not adopted
as rigorous a lockdown as some other countries have. We've also
had a slow-burning problem in the care homes and this has taken
what could have been a sharp peak and broadened it into something
of a plateau.

I am very uncomfortable with the fact that we are opening up
without the testing at the necessary level, or the tracing. I'm not
saying I don't want to open up. I hate being locked up as much as
anyone else—you should see my children. There has to be ground‐
work done, and it is the fact that the governments of this country—
some of them, especially the federal government—just haven't done
the groundwork.

Mr. Don Davies: Thank you.

The Chair: That ends round one.

We will start round two.

Mr. Jeneroux, please go ahead. You have five minutes.
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Mr. Matt Jeneroux: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you to the witnesses for joining us here again today.

I want to address Dr. Khan and some of the comments you made.
In particular, I am hoping to get a grasp on when BlueDot—obvi‐
ously ahead of the curve, early on—provided the first data regard‐
ing the coronavirus to the Public Health Agency of Canada.

Dr. Kamran Khan: As I mentioned in my opening remarks, our
surveillance system had picked this up on December 31. You may
also be aware that the Public Health Agency of Canada has a plat‐
form called the Global Public Health Intelligence Network,
GPHIN. There are some parallels with the platform we're using. I
think we may be using a bit more machine learning and artificial
intelligence in our system.

I believe, with respect to awareness of the event in Wuhan, this
was at a similar time; I believe it was around the end of December
or beginning of January. We have had, as I mentioned, a relation‐
ship with the Public Health Agency, going past detection of threats
and then looking at dispersion, how they might spread and where
they might go next. All of the systems that we use internally—soft‐
ware systems, all of the internal data on commercial flights, passen‐
ger movements around the planet—are accessible by the Public
Health Agency. This is part of our partnership.

I also did share the results of some of our analysis directly with
Dr. Tam back in early January—I believe it may have been January
4 or 5, a few days after the new year. I communicated some of our
initial findings and then had a follow-up meeting, I think, around
the January 9 or 10 to discuss some of this in person.
● (1745)

Mr. Matt Jeneroux: What information did you provide exactly?
Did you provide that information from December 31 that you had
attributed to the beginning of this?

Dr. Kamran Khan: Because the Public Health Agency already
has a surveillance system and GPHIN had picked up news of the
outbreak in Wuhan around the same time as BlueDot, we didn't
send them that information because it was something they already
had access to. But we have been working with the Public Health
Agency around contextualizing this.

Understanding that something is appearing in the world is very
different from understanding what risk it presents to Canada and
where those risks are greatest at the particular moment. Is it in
British Columbia, in Halifax, or somewhere else?

We shared some of our findings on the movements of travellers
across the world with Dr. Tam and her office and then met in per‐
son to discuss some of the results and, more broadly, really, the
need for systems. We had some earlier comments about data inter‐
nally within Canada. We're clearly not a closed population; we are a
microcosm of the world, one of the most connected populations on
earth.

It was critical for us to have better systems not only to detect
threats but also to quickly assess what risks they present, so that we
could be a step ahead and mobilize our resources, heighten our
surveillance in the right places at the right time, and to share with

you the specifics of the risks associated with the events in Wuhan.
That was really just a few days after New Year's in early January.

Mr. Matt Jeneroux: Did you make any recommendations at that
time about shutting down borders and what that would mean to Dr.
Tam, and perhaps her team?

Dr. Kamran Khan: We discussed obviously what the risks
were, but, of course, as you remember, in early January we didn't
even know this was the coronavirus. Clearly it caused enough con‐
cern from our end just because there were some parallels with the
SARS event that had emerged in late 2002 in Guangdong. We had
some concerns given the parallels with SARS.

However, as more information became available, as soon as we
knew this was a novel coronavirus, we did follow up directly with
Dr. Tam and her office. Obviously, they were aware, but our con‐
cerns at that point were that we knew the last two novel coron‐
aviruses, MERS and SARS, had killed a third and 10% of their pa‐
tients, respectively. They have no known vaccines, no known effec‐
tive antivirals.

A novel coronavirus means that the whole world is susceptible,
and that's a lot of fuel for an outbreak, and it's in the middle of win‐
tertime, which is when you have respiratory illnesses. Given the
signal-to-noise ratio and the detection of this behind a whole back‐
ground of febrile illnesses, that certainly caused us quite a bit of
concern.

The last point I will make is that I believe it was on January 13
when the first case was reported in Bangkok. By the way, coinci‐
dentally, it was the top city that we had identified as being at risk.
At that moment we knew this was not a few dozen cases. In order
for there for cases to be showing up in a city of 11 million, we had
to be dealing with hundreds, maybe even thousands of cases. That
was really the moment we became quite concerned, but of course
with emerging diseases, unfortunately, you learn as you go. You
don't have all the answers and you have to make decisions as new
information becomes available.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Jeneroux.

Mr. Matt Jeneroux: Mr. Chair, do you mind if I request that Dr.
Khan share that early information he provided to the Public Health
Agency with the committee?

The Chair: Sure.

Mr. Matt Jeneroux: Thanks.

Dr. Kamran Khan: I'd be happy to do that.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Jeneroux.

We go now to Dr. Jaczek.

Dr. Jaczek, please go ahead for five minutes.

Ms. Helena Jaczek (Markham—Stouffville, Lib.): Thank you
very much, Chair.
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Thank you to all the witnesses. This session has certainly been
fascinating. There has been a real divergence of views, especially
from the first three witnesses.

Thank you, all three, for your very considered opinions. We go
from one extreme, with Dr. Attaran saying that we haven't gone
nearly far enough, to Dr. Schabas saying that perhaps we have gone
too far.

Speaking as a member of this committee, of course we're very
interested in all of your opinions, but part of what we need to do is
to find some commonality, to find where there is agreement. The
area where there seems to be agreement, and that we have heard a
great deal about from many witnesses, is that there needs to be
more of a national data surveillance system as it relates to public
health. It's been exemplified by many of you that in fact provinces
are collecting data differently. Even in the use of the case defini‐
tion, there has been a difference from province to province.

Dr. Schabas, given all of your experience, and having known you
for so very many years in the trenches, in both urban and rural set‐
tings, I will address this question to you. At the end of your re‐
marks, you made a comment in relation to a national surveillance
system. I'd like to hear from you on what kind of data you would
like to see and where the important areas are that need to be collect‐
ed. I'm sure you've had to make decisions based on inadequate data,
or not as much data as you would like to have had, on many occa‐
sions. Could you flesh out for us how you see that national surveil‐
lance system?

● (1750)

Dr. Richard Schabas: Thank you, Helena, and thank you again
for arranging my invitation to this meeting. It's been great. It's been
fascinating listening to David and Amir. Maybe at some point I'll
have a chance to rebut some of the other things that have been said.

On the notion of having a national agency, we were always very
envious of the Americans. They had the Centers for Disease Con‐
trol, a highly respected agency that led and that took the high
ground. It was where everyone turned to for advice and direction
and guidelines. We had the old Laboratory Centre for Disease Con‐
trol at Health Canada. There were some very good people there, but
it didn't have the same clout—

The Chair: Dr. Schabas, could you speak a little bit closer to the
mike and maybe a little bit slower for the interpreters?

Dr. Richard Schabas: I'm sorry.

The idea emerged almost 20 years ago—I actually wrote an edi‐
torial in the Canadian Medical Association Journal on this—of real‐
ly proposing a national agency that would fulfill some of those
roles. I think we had an opportunity 15 years ago after SARS, when
there was this surge in interest in public health and improving our
national public health capacity, which led to the—

The Chair: Pardon me, Dr. Schabas.

The interpretation has stopped. We'll suspend for a minute until
that resumes.

● (1750)
_____________________(Pause)_____________________

● (1755)

The Chair: The meeting has now resumed.

Dr. Schabas, please carry on.

Dr. Richard Schabas: As I was saying, 15 years ago, the vision
I had hoped we would adopt was not so much one of a federal
agency, but a national agency. We had some resources with the fed‐
eral government, but it was also a time when Ontario was develop‐
ing Public Health Ontario and British Columbia was augmenting
the BCCDC.

There was a real advantage in developing a sense of co-operation
between the federal government and the provinces, because the re‐
ality is that the provinces collect the data and the provinces make
most of the public health decisions. You don't have the federal au‐
thority to tell them what to do. They're going to do what they want
to do. The only way to get consistency in a truly national approach
to a problem like this is to get people to buy in, to get people to be
willing to do it because they think it's the right thing to do and be‐
cause the prestige of the direction they're getting from the national
agency is sufficient for them to.... I'm not going to say fall in line,
but be consistent with their approach.

We don't ever expect everything to be the same. Here's a great
example: Why should British Columbia be doing with COVID
what Quebec is doing? They are very different sorts of situations. I
think we would all be much happier if we knew there was a com‐
mon purpose, common objectives and a common directive.

I'm hoping, maybe a little naively, that there will be another
surge in interest in public health—I'm sure there will be—after the
COVID crisis comes and goes. I hope we rethink how we set things
up. That's not a criticism of the Public Health Agency of Canada. I
just think it would function better if it was better integrated with the
provincial agencies and if the provinces and the federal government
were truly partners in this.

The Chair: Dr. Jaczek, your time is pretty much up but because
of the problem in the middle, I'll give you one more question.

Ms. Helena Jaczek: Thank you, Chair.

Dr. Khan, perhaps I can ask you. Obviously you and BlueDot
have been very helpful to the Public Health Agency of Canada.
What kinds of interactions have you and BlueDot had with the
provincial agencies, such as Public Health Ontario?

● (1800)

Dr. Kamran Khan: We have had interactions with the ministry
of health in Ontario and have been actively working with the
province there. At BlueDot, we're a team of about 50 people. We're
also working via Global Affairs Canada—
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The Chair: I'm sorry, Dr. Khan. Please adjust your microphone.
Dr. Kamran Khan: I'm so sorry about that.

We are also working with Global Affairs Canada to support ca‐
pacity building—as I mentioned in my opening remarks—in 10
countries in Southeast Asia. We're working with the State of Cali‐
fornia.

In many regards I think we would be very eager to support public
health responses across the country and work closely with the
provinces and territories. We've had, in some ways, an issue with
respect to capacity to do this in the midst of the COVID-19 pan‐
demic. However, we have had engagement at the federal level, and
are producing analytics across the entire country on a week-over-
week basis, and also with the Province of Ontario.

I'm not sure if that answers your question, but a lot of the analyt‐
ics are focused on understanding issues related to social distancing
and how that is related to epidemic activity. Also, keep in mind that
while today we're in a bit of a lockdown, as the economy reopens
and we have a highly susceptible population, we're going to have to
start.... We may find ourselves in the same place as New Zealand in
the future, where we have to start looking outward again and start
to think about introductions that could trigger the next wave.

We've been involved in supporting both an internal look and
tackling this in our own backyards, as well as monitoring the global
situation and potential introductions.

The Chair: Thank you, Dr. Jaczek.

Dr. Kitchen, it's over to you for five minutes, please.
Mr. Robert Kitchen: Thank you, Mr. Chair,

Thank you, everybody, for your presentations today. They've
been greatly appreciated.

Dr. Attaran, yesterday I spoke to Dr. Tam and asked her a ques‐
tion about data sharing between the provinces and organizations
with the federal government. You've answered a lot of those ques‐
tions I had for you, but further to that, I was asking her about demo‐
graphic data, in particular how New York City has come up with a
lot more demographic information, etc. She indicated to me that it's
on the Public Health Agency of Canada's website, so I took the op‐
portunity this morning to go onto that site. With some help from my
staff, I finally managed to find some information on that.

They talk about updating the data as of today and about 4,201
cases of clinical presentations, and of those, 561 cases or 13% were
clinically or radiologically diagnosed with pneumonia. My point
about that is it provides a lot of information and then, all of a sud‐
den, I find a little bit further down a little statement: “The epidemi‐
ology update is based upon information received for 38,746 cases.
Not all data fields are complete, only cases with data available are
included.” The bottom line is they're providing inappropriate infor‐
mation on the data that we have.

How is it that we ask you or other epidemiologists to come up
with data and provide modelling when we put this out with inap‐
propriate information?

Prof. Amir Attaran: Dr. Kitchen, thank you for a very intelli‐
gent question. You're exactly right. You mentioned there were

roughly 38,000 cases in the data that you looked at. I'm going by
memory here, but I think we've had about 80,000 cases reported in
Canada so far, so that's under 50%. What that means is that at the
high-water mark, anyone like Dr. Fisman or Dr. Khan doing mod‐
elling, or me when I do it in my amateurish way, are working with
less than half a deck.

Mr. Robert Kitchen: Right, and—

Prof. Amir Attaran: There are obvious problems with that.

Mr. Robert Kitchen: When the Public Health Agency is making
these decisions based on World Health Organization data, which is
maybe coming in from China or wherever, which is inappropriate,
again how do you come up with that proper information?

Dr. Fisman, do you have any comments?

● (1805)

Dr. David Fisman: I'll tell you, my group at University of
Toronto call ourselves “data raccoons”, because we've sort of man‐
aged to thrive for about 15 years on data that most people regard as
garbage, so it's sort of a bit of the normal state of affairs for us with
public health data analysis. The stuff we have is pretty good by our
standards.

Working with folks here in Ontario, there's been a modelling ta‐
ble convened over the last few weeks. We've been given access to
case files. There's a lot you can learn, but there are also a lot of
fields that are missing. We could potentially do better, but I think
it's also important to remember that those fields are being filled in
by very harried front-line public health epidemiologists.

I suspect that what you're seeing from the Public Health Agency
of Canada is that they're putting out the data where they have com‐
plete fields, and that it's their way of dealing with missing data.
Missing data is just part of epidemiologic data analysis. It happens
no matter how good the data are that you have. I'd sort of want to
know more about how they've made those decisions, but sometimes
it's good enough.

Mr. Robert Kitchen: That's a challenge, though, when you don't
have proper data and you don't understand that.

I'm going to go on a little bit further.

Mr. Ciciretto, you talked about high-quality antibody testing.
We've heard a lot from you today and all of the witnesses about
testing. Last week Health Canada approved the first serological test
for detecting antibodies in those who contracted or may have con‐
tracted COVID-19. The approved serological test comes from an
Italian biotechnology company.

Do we have the capacity to produce these tests domestically? Do
you know that?
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Mr. Vito Ciciretto: The answer to the question is, we do have
capacity. The particular test that was approved was from a company
called DiaSorin. We don't have that testing platform, in particular,
so that's critical. Could we acquire it? Yes, we could acquire it.

There are other companies that we're working with right now,
large diagnostics organizations that are looking to get Health
Canada approval as well for a serological test. Once that happens, I
have 200 collection centres and 850 phlebotomists who can collect
those samples and bring them into a laboratory and onto existing
test platforms that we have today that could do that testing quickly,
efficiently and accurately.

The Chair: Thank you, Dr. Kitchen.

We'll go now to Mr. Kelloway.

Go ahead. You have five minutes, please.
Mr. Mike Kelloway (Cape Breton—Canso, Lib.): Thanks, Mr.

Chair.

Hello, colleagues.

I want to say a really special thank you to the witnesses today. I'll
echo Dr. Jaczek's that it's interesting to see such a rich series of
viewpoints, insights, opinions and also backgrounds in a variety of
areas. I really appreciate it. It's very illuminating.

Dr. Khan, I find your work very fascinating in terms of the tech‐
nology you use. I don't necessarily want to look to the past but to
potentially a second or third wave.

Can you talk about how your technology may be able to be used
to track and identify, in many ways, a second or third wave? Could
you illuminate a little bit what the biggest risk factor is that could
trigger the next wave?

Dr. Kamran Khan: Maybe the way I could sort of frame what
we have been building with the metaphor of a smoke detector and
fire extinguisher. For six and a half years, we've been building sys‐
tems to be able to detect threats early, because we know, as I men‐
tioned, that time is our most valuable resource.

To be able to quickly go from detection to what kind of risks we
are facing—not just from the dispersion of the disease, but what
kind of disruption might occur—is very important because diseases
spread around the world all the time. They don't all cause outbreaks
or pandemics. That is a complex requirement because every disease
behaves differently. Zika virus is different from Ebola, which is dif‐
ferent from COVID-19 or measles for that matter.

We've been spending a number of years building up that capacity
to have a bird's-eye view of what's happening around the planet, to
be able to relate it to geographies across the planet, and to do this
in, really, a matter of seconds.

With respect to once an outbreak starts to spread and is now oc‐
curring locally, this is where we have been using—again, I want to
underscore, anonymously—just the pings, the digital locations from
hundreds of millions of mobile apps and mobile devices.

That kind of information can help us understand. Ultimately, this
is a virus that spreads, as Dr. Fisman mentioned, through the move‐
ments and interactions of people. These are really rich datasets—

over three billion data points a day—that can really allow us to un‐
derstand how those movements are occurring so that we can then
start to anticipate how the epidemic might evolve. It also allows us
to generate insights about some of the non-pharmaceutical interven‐
tions like physical distancing or recommendations for quarantine.
Are those being adhered to at a population level?

I do want to highlight that we're not tracking anyone who is in‐
fected or their contacts. We're looking at population movement.

With respect to going forward to the next wave, I think the sim‐
ple reality is that no one really quite knows what this is going to
look like or exactly how it's going to unfold. We are dealing with a
completely novel disease. Certainly, we have concerns that as we
get into the latter months in the fall.... We know that coronaviruses
tend to be in cooler, drier climates where they may be more effi‐
ciently transmitted. As that occurs, currently we are relating a lot of
this mobility data to understanding how the epidemic curve is
evolving. Perhaps there are lessons that we can learn about which
geographies and which locations seem to be opening up society in
such a way that they can, you know, generate some sense of nor‐
malcy and some kind of economic activity without having an expo‐
nential increase in the epidemic. I think that's really the $6,400
question. How do we do this gracefully? How do we thread the
needle?

These are things that I, candidly speaking, don't know anyone
has the answers for just yet. I think it goes back to the point that
surveillance, testing and monitoring are critically important, be‐
cause as we start to reopen society, it is going to be incredibly im‐
portant for us to be watching very closely what the response is in
terms of epidemic activity and transmission.

I hope that I perhaps have given you a little bit of a sense of what
we're thinking going forward.

● (1810)

Mr. Mike Kelloway: You have.

I think you mentioned measuring disruption in society. Maybe
I'm miscategorizing that.

Can you unpack that a bit?

Dr. Kamran Khan: Yes, thank you. It's a really big and very im‐
portant issue.

The four Ds that we work on are detection, dispersion, disruption
and dissemination. Detection speaks for itself, early detection. Dis‐
persion mean, how do these things leap across continents in hours?
How do we anticipate the next move? Without getting into a lot of
detailed epidemiology, what sometimes is called the infectious dis‐
ease triangle is a disruption or an outbreak that really lies at the
crossroads of the characteristics of the microbe or the germ itself,
the characteristics of the population, and the environmental condi‐
tions.
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The Zika virus is not going to spread here locally in Toronto, be‐
cause there's no mosquito and it's too cold; it might spread in Mia‐
mi in July, but maybe not in January. That is a very complex set of
data and we're bringing in hundreds of data sources, from real-time
satellite data to insect observations, demographics, etc. We can do
this for over 100 different diseases so we can try to get a sense of
whether the necessary ingredients are there for this to actually
cause a disruption, an outbreak.

As you can imagine, this is not a data problem. It requires deep
subject matter expertise integrated with deep data analytical exper‐
tise and data science. This is the area we're actively involved in.
We're well on our path and well on our way, but this is a formidable
challenge that really is going to take years.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Kelloway.
Mr. Mike Kelloway: Thank you very much.
The Chair: We go now to Mr. Thériault.

Mr. Thériault, please go ahead for two and a half minutes.
[Translation]

Mr. Luc Thériault: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

My question is for Professor Fisman. Perhaps Mr. Schabas can
express his opinion as well.

We do not yet have a vaccine or antivirals. Serological tests are
just beginning. Faced with the desire for reopening, we have sud‐
denly and a little hastily seen the notion of herd immunity appear.
But there is no real certainty about the exact data, about the connec‐
tion between COVID‑19 and herd immunity.

Can you tell us where we are at in terms of knowledge or studies
on herd immunity with COVID‑19? Can you describe the situation?

If reopening were at an ideal rate, would we achieve herd immu‐
nity? At what rate would we need to achieve it to make everything
safe?
● (1815)

[English]
Dr. David Fisman: Thank you very much.

There are a lot of moving parts here. Herd immunity can be ap‐
proximated as a function of the reproduction number of the disease.
The higher the reproduction number, the more people need to be
immune if the disease is not to take off. That's why we see measles
outbreaks when vaccine levels fall off just a little bit, because the
reproduction number for measles in a susceptible population is
about 20. You can get about 20 new cases from an old case.

This is a much less infectious disease. The reproduction number
is somewhere between two and three. That means you need some‐
where between half and two-thirds of the population to be immune
to have herd immunity, so that if you bring an infectious case into
the population you won't don't have an epidemic.

Where are we right now? We don't know. I've been doing a run‐
ning meta-analysis on seroprevalence studies as they've come out.
I'm up to about 50 of them. You can compare antibody prevalence
in populations to what those communities think they have going on
in the number of cases they have. It's called a cumulative meta-

analysis, just adding study to study to study. The long and short of
it is that I think we probably detect about 7% of cases. We have an
inflation factor of somewhere between tenfold and twentyfold.

If we look at Canada with 80,000 recognized cases, that would
be somewhere between 800,000 and 1.6 million cases in reality.
That puts us—I'm going to get hung up in trying to do the math on
the fly—at 4%.

If we're there now, New York is well ahead of us. New York has
good seroprevalence data. They're at about 15%, but they had to go
through hell to get there. They did experience a wholesale collapse
of hospital systems in much of the city, including the Bronx and
Queens, to get to 15%. That means they might be able to get to
50%, 60%, or 70% herd immunity by going through that a few
more times. I don't think they will allow that to happen. They've
lost approximately 20,000 New Yorkers of all ages, I would add, to
get to that point.

What we have to do right now—a lot of countries around the
world, indeed a lot of provinces in Canada, show us that we can
knock this disease down to low levels and then we can use good
public health practice. I agree with Dr. Schabas that you can't do
contact tracing if you're having 200 cases a day, as we are in Toron‐
to. It's just too much. If you're having five cases a day, you sure
can. If you're testing a lot, you sure can. You need to use the dis‐
tancing to knock the reproduction number down. We're still at
around one in Quebec and Ontario. I would add that the Canadian
epidemic, at this point, is a Quebec and Ontario epidemic. The oth‐
er provinces have got the job done at this point. If you can do that,
then we can start to use other public health measures, like contact
tracing, to keep a lid on this and get through the summer and allow
the economy to reopen.

We haven't touched on masks at all. There's pretty good ecologi‐
cal evidence at this point that the countries that are doing much bet‐
ter than us are mostly mask-adopting countries. You can argue the
science, and we can have a symposium in five years about who was
right, or we can use the precautionary principle and move towards
masks now, which I think Dr. Tam has started to do.

We can do a lot to keep that reproduction number low and reopen
our economy to a degree, and muddle through.

Exciting stuff is happening with vaccines. There are RNA vac‐
cines that weren't on the table 10 years ago. There's a really excit‐
ing live virus vaccine from the U.K., where AstraZeneca, the phar‐
maceutical company, is manufacturing the vaccine at scale while
the trials go on. If the trials are a success, they're going to have mil‐
lions of doses ready to put into people's arms.

We need to avoid mass death situations until we can get through
to a point where we can effectively deal with this pandemic. We
will, but it's a matter of tenacity, patience and competence, and
that's very patchy across the country. Some places have shown it;
other places haven't. I'm sad to tell you that I feel that my province,
at a provincial level, is one of the places that hasn't shown that, al‐
though individual local public health units have really shone and
distinguished themselves.
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● (1820)

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Thériault.

We go now to Mr. Davies for two and a half minutes, please.
Mr. Don Davies: Thank you.

Dr. Fisman, last week, you stated, “I continue to be concerned
that there hasn't been enough attention given to epidemiology in
kids. I know folks are starting to study that in Germany and
Switzerland, but we haven't really studied it in North America.”
Then you said, “For those of us who have been really concerned
about the possibility that children may be important vectors of this
disease..”.

Given that we haven't done much research in North America and
your concern that children may be important vectors, how do we
square that with sending our kids back to school?

Dr. David Fisman: Honestly, it's a dilemma.

I think I mentioned earlier that the signature of this disease is that
it takes off with big gatherings, so there's a lot you can probably re‐
open economically, safely, if you stay away from large gatherings
of people. The one big gathering that's really, really tough to can‐
cel—and which has huge economic implications—is at schools.
That's the hardest thing.

The reason to be concerned about aggregating kids is that we see
evidence from other respiratory infectious diseases that kids don't
die of them, but they are tremendously good at transmitting these
diseases.

Mr. Don Davies: That being the case, why would we be sending
kids, who are vectors of this disease, to gather in large gatherings
and to come back to homes where they may be in contact with se‐
niors?

I don't see what the dilemma is there. What is the dilemma?
Dr. David Fisman: I think the idea is that economically it holds

a country back. Even if we have 40% of our workforce able to work
from home, for the parents, it's often difficult to get their jobs done
if they're minding children in parallel.

However, yes, it's an issue. Countries like Korea have kept their
schools closed. Hong Kong continues to have its schools closed. I
think they're just starting to reopen, because they have approxi‐
mately zero cases at this point.

I think places with good public health leadership have done it
very cautiously. Kids are the transmitters of infectious disease for
many respiratory diseases, even if they themselves tend not to be
sick from them.

Mr. Don Davies: Thank you.

Dr. Khan, I will go quickly to you.

I know you did a commendable job. An article in U of T News
said that BlueDot was among the first to warn the world of a poten‐
tially dangerous new illness, COVID-19. You rang the alarm on
December 31, 2019, before both the U.S. Centers for Disease Con‐
trol and Prevention or the World Health Organization. You also pre‐
dicted the next 11 cities that the novel coronavirus would hit.

You're quoted as saying, “We didn’t necessarily know it would
be of this size.... But what we did know is that it had the ingredi‐
ents.”

Approximately when were you aware that COVID-19, or the
novel coronavirus, had the potential for serious, significant,
widespread transmission?

Dr. Kamran Khan: I think the point—and this is sort of a gradi‐
ent—was literally December 31. First seeing that information cer‐
tainly caused some alarm. Around the middle of January—and I'd
have to double-check the exact date—was when the first case
showed up in Bangkok.

I'll give you a bit of a sense of the increasing concern.

When we learned that this was a novel coronavirus, I believe
somewhere around January 8 or so, there was concern for all the
reasons I mentioned earlier, MERS and SARS, and comparing
those: no vaccine, no effective antivirals, no underlying immunity
and we were in the middle of flu season.

What we had been learning up until that point is that the number
of cases being reported in China were in the dozens. When the case
showed up in Bangkok, which was the top place we had concerns
about because of the movement of travellers from Wuhan out into
the region, in a city of 11 million.... The math doesn't work if you
have a case show up in another city and knowing the volume of
travellers who were leaving. That was the moment for me and our
team, when we were really quite concerned.

Again, we didn't have all the answers, but we were quite con‐
cerned that this was a novel coronavirus. The outbreak was much
larger than it appeared to be. This inevitably told us this was not
just a spillover event. This was not just the people who were at the
market who became infected. If there were hundreds or thousands
of cases, this had to be something that was more efficiently being
spread from person to person.

It was roughly around the middle of January that we had serious
concerns about how this might unfold.

● (1825)

The Chair: Thank you.

That brings round two to a close. We start round three with Mr.
Webber.

Mr. Webber, go ahead, please, for five minutes.
Mr. Len Webber (Calgary Confederation, CPC): Thank you,

Mr. Chair, and thank you to all our presenters, whose opening re‐
marks were very interesting indeed.

My first question is for you, Dr. Attaran. Thank you for sharing
with the committee your paper on the pandemic data sharing. In
this paper, you mentioned the SARS issue back in 2003 and how
the World Health Organization demanded epidemiological data
from Canada about the scope of the epidemic back then, particular‐
ly in Toronto. The problem was that Canada had no way to fulfill
the World Health Organization's demand because of the jurisdic‐
tional fight that you described today with regard to data sharing.
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Because of that, Health Canada was in no position to answer the
World Health Organization's questions, so they grew afraid of
Canada. They thought that Canada was concealing this epidemio‐
logical data, which then resulted in the World Health Organization
recommending against travel to Canada, making Canada one of on‐
ly two countries—that and China—that they sanctioned back then.

Sadly, I see this occurring again. Dr. Attaran, do you see this oc‐
curring? What will the implications be of being sanctioned once
again?

Prof. Amir Attaran: Mr. Webber, you summarized that exactly
right. Back in SARS, there were two countries in the world that got
slammed with a WHO travel advisory, and we were one. China, not
exactly having been honest, shall we say, was the other. Now, we
weren't trying to deceive, the way China was. We were just unable
to be honest. We were unable to get the data from Ontario to Ot‐
tawa and then onward to Geneva, where the WHO is.

Nothing has changed. That is a risk that could repeat itself. Yes‐
terday, I believe it was Dr. Kitchen who asked about the multilater‐
al information sharing agreement, which is an accord between the
provinces and the federal government to share data. It is so secre‐
tive and ineffectual that to this day we don't know which provinces
have signed that agreement and which have not. Can you believe it?

As for the Public Health Agency, I've asked them that question
directly. Which provinces have signed the information sharing
agreement and which haven't? They won't answer the question.
Parts of that agreement actually stand in the way of data analysis,
the sort that Dr. Fisman does. Under that agreement, provinces have
to give their permission before analyses using their data can be
published, which means that they have the ability to suppress anal‐
yses that can save lives. It's terrible.

Mr. Len Webber: It's unbelievable, Dr. Attaran, it really is.
Thank you for sharing your testimony today.

Dr. Fisman, again, thank you as well, and thank you for your
work, your commitment and your sacrifices, too, along with those
of all health care workers in Canada. Thanks to all of them.

You've talked about some of the best practices around the coun‐
try. It's in Nova Scotia, I think, that you indicated they hunt the
virus, and you also talked about how in Saskatchewan they deal
swiftly with and contain areas of outbreak.

Then you talked about Alberta and how they've scaled up their
testing and are the most potent and aggressive testing province in
the country. I'm just at odds here. I don't understand. How come Al‐
berta can do it but the rest of Canada cannot? Where are they get‐
ting their testing material? What's their secret in Alberta?

● (1830)

Dr. David Fisman: Do you know what? I'm not sure to what ex‐
tent I can talk about private conversations in this public forum but,
as I speak to colleagues across the country, what is clear to me is
that the places that got the job done were aware of their deficiencies
as laboratory systems and worked with commercial partners to au‐
tomate processes in their labs. It's one thing to be testing 100 speci‐
mens a day. It's another to be testing 10,000 a day.

I think that the laboratories that are able to have high throughput
here, and—Mr. Ciciretto is probably the better one to answer this
question—we do have folks in the country who know this stuff.
From the time the specimen arrives until the report goes out to the
public health unit, not by fax but electronically, operations can be
tremendously streamlined so you don't get the bottlenecks that
we've had in Ontario.

I think a lot of the problems got blamed on the supply chain but
clearly, as the supply chain has cleared up, it's still a rocky ride. In
Ontario there have been a lot of politics as well. I think you see
that. You've had access to some testing data via the modelling pro‐
cess. You see that there's still this hugging going on where, even as
testing is supposed to get dispersed out to hospital labs and private
labs, it's still getting hugged by the public health laboratory system.

I think, in a time of national crisis, it's time to check your ego
and work with whoever you can work with. Essentially, the folks in
Newfoundland.... It was a remarkable experience to interact with
them. Perhaps this is a size thing, but it seemed a lot to me like an
ego thing. They have a provincial working group that has some for‐
mer politicians, some leaders from health, leaders from business
and a couple of academics, and they're all at the table and they're all
exchanging ideas. It reminds me of the children's story, Stone Soup,
where everyone brings something and puts something in. At the
end of that, they all have a good soup to enjoy together.

That's how they do it in Newfoundland. It was a revelation to
me, as someone coming from Ontario who's used to being asked for
information that then goes off into a dark place and you're never re‐
ally sure who's seen it, used it or responded to it. It's just a very dif‐
ferent way of doing business, and I think it's served them well.
They got the idea of hunting the virus from Iceland. They looked
over to the east and thought, “Well, you know we've got Canada
over to the west and we've got this other country over to the east,
and the country to the east is doing a bang-up job. Let's talk to
them.”

I think being humble and looking for folks who are doing this
better than you, and learning from them, is part of the magic.

Mr. Len Webber: Absolutely, it is.

The Chair: Thank you.

Mr. Van Bynen, go ahead, please. You have five minutes.

Mr. Tony Van Bynen: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thank you, Dr.
Fisman, for joining our committee today. It's so refreshing to hear
such a wide variety of perspectives, and that certainly helps us to
develop a good understanding of the situation that we're trying to
find some solutions for.

It's my understanding that you co-authored a study that examined
the impact of enhanced contact tracing and restrictive physical dis‐
tancing measures in comparison to a combination of enhanced con‐
tact tracing and less restrictive distancing measures.

Could you please share with the committee the findings of your
study and what the implications may be?
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Dr. David Fisman: I think what you're referring to was our pa‐
per in the Canadian Medical Association Journal, CMAJ, in March.
Our model looks a lot like most other models by competent mod‐
elling groups. It looks like the publication by a guy named Steve
Kissler, in Science, that happened about a month after.

What we projected was that reducing transmission through a va‐
riety of means can knock down the reproduction number of the dis‐
ease and prevent intensive care units from overflowing. Something
we learned.... We didn't really anticipate that a lot of deaths in On‐
tario would come in the long-term care facilities. We knew that
long-term care facilities were vulnerable, but we assumed, as we
were doing our modelling, that people would try to protect them,
which turned out not to be the case.

What we've found is that various combinations of case identifica‐
tion with contact tracing or straight physical distancing are suffi‐
cient to knock the reproduction number down enough that ICUs
don't overflow. This has been the case in Canada, which is wonder‐
ful.

Moving forward, we now have a second iteration of that model
in press, in a journal called Annals of Internal Medicine. Thanks to
the provincial modelling table, we've been able to calibrate the
model. That means we've fit the model to real data. We couldn't do
that beforehand because we didn't have an epidemic to fit it to. We
can fit it to ICU occupancy in Ontario and can fit it to hospital
deaths. The long-term care stuff is very challenging to try to fit into
any sort of model. What we see is that, basically, the lower disease
activity goes and the slower we reopen, the longer it will be before
we have a resurgence.

In our paper in March, in the Canadian Medical Association
Journal, my colleague, Dr. Ashleigh Tuite, who I've referenced pre‐
viously and is a brilliant modeller, came up with the idea of dynam‐
ic social distancing, which depends on really good public health
surveillance, so that you know when your hospital is starting to fill
up again and when you have to strengthen distancing measures. I
really think the group at Harvard, who we're friends with, may have
copied that from us. That came out in the Science paper as well a
couple of weeks later. It's this idea—and journalists refer to it as
surfing the wave—that we're likely to go up and down and up and
down with this disease for a while until we have a vaccine, which
may come sooner than I ever would have imagined.
● (1835)

Mr. Tony Van Bynen: Thank you.

Yesterday I asked Dr. Tam about the provinces and territories and
their plans to reopen their economies, as well as people starting to
leave their homes as the weather gets nicer. As a follow-up, with
the information obtained from your study in mind, what are your
thoughts on how this can be implemented safely?

Dr. David Fisman: This is not our work. There's a marvellous
mathematician at Waterloo by the name of Chris Bauch who has a
paper looking at regional reopening in Ontario as opposed to blan‐
ket policies, with the outcome of interest being how we can mini‐
mize the amount of time in lockdown.

I think some organic reopening is happening anyway as the
weather gets better, and that's all right. This doesn't seem to be an

infectious disease that spreads particularly well in parks or as peo‐
ple are out enjoying themselves, as long as they're maintaining a bit
of distance. This disease really continues to show that it likes big
crowds and indoor places. I think our most recent superspreader
event here in Ontario was among greenhouse workers in Chatham,
which fits the description to a T: 50 people were infected working
in a greenhouse. When folks are in small groups and there's a low
upper bound on the number of people they're working with—we
call that “work bubbles”—or when folks are enjoying themselves
outside to stay fit, going to parks or enjoying the outside with their
kids, that generates minimal risk for us.

What we do need is good, strong surveillance systems—and this
circles back to our initial conversation about testing—that let us
know when we're getting into danger again, as we were in March. I
do think we're going to struggle in the fall. Again, there's a lot of
hindsight at this point. This thing emerged in January, but we didn't
really get serious about it until March, and I think we're going
through that again. Anyone who looks at disease dynamics for a
living can tell you that we're in a lull now but the disease is proba‐
bly going to be coming back in September or October. We have
some golden time now to get prepared for a likely resurgence in the
fall. I think we need to build those surveillance systems and get
much better at this by the time we get to the fall, because we're go‐
ing to have to be more nimble then. There's much we can do, and
there's much we can do safely if we avoid large gatherings.

The bubble idea—and a lot of corporations have already institut‐
ed this— is simply that if you divide people up into relatively small
teams, they don't work simultaneously in the office and there's a
deep clean between when teams are in the office, you have an upper
bound on how many people are going to get infected if someone
comes into the bubble with infection.

I think there's a lot of ingenuity and a lot of wiggle room in re‐
opening the economy safely, as long as we have the surveillance
systems that allow us to see when we're getting back into trouble.

The Chair: Thank you.

Ms. Jansen, please go ahead. You have five minutes.

Mrs. Tamara Jansen: Dr. Khan, I'm curious about your
thoughts, as a infectious disease specialist, on the current deal that
Health Canada has made with China on developing a COVID-19
vaccine.

The announcement mentioned that the National Research Coun‐
cil is working with CanSino Biologics to advance a vaccine, which
is being developed jointly with the People's Liberation Army. Ap‐
parently Health Canada has even approved the first human clinical
trial that will be run at Dalhousie University in spite of the fact that
CanSino has not published any data from its first trial phase for any
sort of public scrutiny.
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This really shocked me. Vaccine development cycles are normal‐
ly 10 to 15 years, and the shortest ever was four years. Our Five
Eyes intelligence alliance has raised concerns regarding China's
transparency regarding this particular pandemic. They even denied,
initially, human-to-human contact. And some whistle-blowers have
disappeared.

If we want Canadians to buy into a COVID-19 vaccine, wouldn't
it make more sense to be working with a more trustworthy partner
on this sort of thing? Does it strike you as being dangerous?
● (1840)

Dr. Kamran Khan: Thank you for the question. I'm going to try
to see if I can tackle it.

With respect to vaccine development and partnerships, I would
say that I'm not fully aware of all the details of how Canada is look‐
ing at vaccine development, perhaps, with the Government of Chi‐
na or with scientific groups in China.

I think all of the points that you've raised are very important.
Clearly, there is a race to get to a vaccine as quickly as possible, not
only from a preventative standpoint but also to develop therapeu‐
tics.

I think I'm probably not well equipped to speak to the broader
ethical issues here. I'm just less informed about the specifics of this
particular circumstance.

But clearly, the points that you're raising around transparency are
critical in any scientific endeavour. I think that is a critical issue.

I'm not sure if, perhaps, Vito or others want to chime in on that.
Mrs. Tamara Jansen: My time is limited. I have another ques‐

tion, but not specifically for you.

Going back to Professor Attaran, you mentioned that we could
ask you questions about yesterday's meeting.

I asked Dr. Tam about her flip-flop on the use of masks. Up until
early April, Dr. Tam stated that an asymptomatic person shouldn't
wear a mask. It didn't work. It might even be harmful. Then on
April 6, she changed her mind and said that a mask was good for
additional protection.

Her response to my question on why her message changed was
that, apparently, new evidence had come to light.

As this was a respiratory pathogen, I imagine that out of the
abundance of caution, masks would have been helpful right from
the beginning.

In your opinion, what sort of new evidence has come to light
over the course of this pandemic that would substantively change
the way we consider the effectiveness of masks as prophylactics?

Prof. Amir Attaran: There's no easy way for me to say this, but
Dr. Tam was not being truthful.

In the week or 10 days.... Pardon me, I don't know the exact time
span between her statement that masks were not to be recommend‐
ed to the public and then changing her view to give permissive
guidance that masks of a non-medical sort could be used. In that

short period of, as I say, about a week or 10 days, there was no new
evidence that emerged to justify that change.

There have been additional studies of masks, of course, some of
it biophysics, what particle size will penetrate a mask in what con‐
ditions. But there was definitely not in that crucial window a game-
changing study.

Mrs. Tamara Jansen: I have a really quick question. My time is
almost out.

You provided a chart in your submission that showed that Aus‐
tralia and, I believe, South Korea had much better pandemic trajec‐
tories than Canada did. As with all catastrophic emergencies,
there's never just one thing that goes wrong that causes the tragedy,
and I assume that's the same when things go right.

What, in your estimation, are the critical things that ensured bet‐
ter outcomes in those countries compared to Canada?

Prof. Amir Attaran: Australia, for instance, was very quick at
cutting off travel with China. It did so at the same time as President
Trump did, but for sounder reasons than Mr. Trump.

It was also incredibly quick at organizing coordination between
the states—the provinces, if you will—and the federal government.
As I mentioned, they signed an accord on co-operation on March
13. Such an accord doesn't exist in this country yet.

The Australians have, generally speaking, a very strong sense of
biosecurity because they are an island continent and they have
honed that over years. They're much more attuned to risks coming
in from abroad than we have been. The error of not being tougher
on travel sooner is one that we will, of course, regret for many
years to come.

The Australians also, I feel, were extraordinarily good at their so‐
cial distancing. Now, precise measures of how aggressive social
distancing is are hard to come by. Dr. Fisman would be able to
speak to that far better than I could, but even from my inexpert
point of view on this, it's clear the Australians did take the social
distancing more seriously early on than did Canadians, and that has
had an effect.

● (1845)

The Chair: Thank you.

Ms. Sidhu, go ahead, five minutes.

Ms. Sonia Sidhu (Brampton South, Lib.): Thank you, Chair.
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Thank you everyone for coming today.

As you know, I really like all the witnesses. Yesterday Dr. Tam
and her team were here.

This committee has really been focusing on supporting Canadi‐
ans and how we can better help all Canadians.

Today I really want to say thank you to all the witnesses and my
first question is to Dr. Khan.

You talked about the rigorous factor and triggering the next
wave. Can you explain to the committee how your technology can
be used to track second or third waves of COVID-19? What do you
see as the biggest risk that's coming?

Dr. Kamran Khan: In the technology that we've developed, and
I'm going back to that metaphor of smoke detector and fire extin‐
guisher, we've really been focusing much more on developing the
early warning systems that could give us a signal that there is a
threat coming.

COVID-19 is here now and we're all very well aware of it and
we're now sort of more in firefighting mode, grabbing the fire ex‐
tinguisher to put fires out.

From the standpoint of our technology, the area where we are
supporting public health decisions is around an understanding of
population movements and how that relates to the transmission of
COVID-19 across the country.

With respect to the next set of waves, I have two thoughts. One is
clearly the vast majority of the population in Canada remains sus‐
ceptible, as we've heard. We either could see an uptick in cases later
in the fall because of a variety of factors including climate condi‐
tions and dynamics of how people are interacting, or we could find
ourselves in a similar position to some countries like Australia and
New Zealand, where imported cases become the catalyst for anoth‐
er wave.

So we're going to have to be thinking both internally and exter‐
nally. These are a couple of examples of how our technology is
looking internally within the country domestically as well as glob‐
ally.

Ms. Sonia Sidhu: Thank you.

My next question is for Mr. Ciciretto. Your company is based in
Brampton. Your company recently moved to providing COVID-19
test results online instead of over the phone. How has that increased
the efficiency of your testing process?

In Canada today, 1.3 million people have been tested. What do
you think? How has online reporting instead of over the phone re‐
porting increased the efficiency of your testing process?

Mr. Vito Ciciretto: The ability to transmit results directly from
an analyzer onto your laboratory information system and into
provincial health repositories is critical from at least two perspec‐
tives. One is from a timeliness perspective. As soon as that test re‐
sult is available you want to make sure that you're able to release it.

The second and perhaps even more important perspective has to
do with accuracy. The minute that there's any type of human inter‐
action, of taking a manual result from a machine and then transmit‐

ting it onto a computer, there's always that risk of error, and that's
not something you want, obviously.

● (1850)

Ms. Sonia Sidhu: Dr. Fisman, as you know the Public Health
Agency has its opinion on non-medical masks.

You also mentioned the mask adoption strategy; how is this ben‐
eficial to Canadians?

Dr. David Fisman: We don't know but we can be highly suspi‐
cious that it would help us a lot. Especially if we can get the repro‐
duction number of the disease down to around one. That's a tipping
point. At that tipping point, very small changes in infection trans‐
missibility can really make the epidemic fall through the floor and
go away.

What you have to remember about masks and disease like this is
that masks work in both directions. They reduce the likelihood that
you get infectious particles into your nose, mouth and eyes poten‐
tially, if you keep your hands off your face. They also prevent you
from infecting other people. Probably the more important part with
this disease is the reduction of transmission, which happens very
efficiently even with cloth masks. The reason that's so important
with this particular disease is that what we know of the work of
Gabriel Leung and his colleagues in Hong Kong, which was pub‐
lished in Nature about a month ago, is they estimate about 44% of
transmissions in Hong Kong occur in presymptomatic individuals.
Those are people who are going to feel sick tomorrow, but they feel
just fine today. They haven't changed their behaviour.

Masks can be extremely impactful because if I'm wearing a mask
and I become infectious but I don't know it yet, I don't infect you.
Everybody wants to wear a mask to protect themselves from other
people. I'm fine to have folks leverage that to get the masks on. It's
pretty clear. There's a reason why surgeons wear masks in the oper‐
ating room because they block extrusion of respiratory droplets that
infect with bacteria the patients they're operating on. This would be
the same idea except out in public you're wearing a mask not to
protect yourself necessarily—although it might—but to protect oth‐
er people from you if you're infectious but don't have symptoms.

As I say, we've had reproduction numbers in Ontario and Que‐
bec, which is basically where our epidemic lives now, rumbling
along around a reproduction number of one. In Ontario it's been
there since early April, we just can't seem to get it down. If any‐
thing knocks that reproduction number down to 0.7 or 0.6, we're
going to get back to a lot more rapid economic opening up. We're
going to be able to open up more. The lower we keep that reproduc‐
tion number, the more we'll be able to open up the economy while
still staying safe.

To me it's a no-brainer. We can argue about class 1A evidence or
what have you. We can have a symposium about this in five years
and decide what exactly the science shows. But now is the time for
action.
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As Professor Attaran said, we're burning through $12 billion a
week. Getting masks on Canadians and teaching them how to use
them is change from between the couch cushions relative to what
we're burning through by keeping our society closed. To me it's
worth the gamble.
● (1855)

The Chair: Thank you.

We go now to Mr. Desilets for two minutes and a half, please.
[Translation]

Mr. Luc Desilets (Rivière-des-Mille-Îles, BQ): Thank you,
Mr. Chair.

My thanks to all the witnesses for joining us. The content they
have shared with us is very interesting.

My first question is for—
[English]

The Chair: Pardon me, Mr. Desilets, your sound is bad as well.

Could you try and unplug your headset and plug it back in?

I will suspend for a minute.
● (1855)

_____________________(Pause)_____________________

● (1900)

The Chair: I declare this meeting resumed.

Please go ahead, Mr. Thériault, on behalf of Mr. Desilets.
[Translation]

Mr. Luc Thériault: Okay.

Earlier, when I asked Dr. Fisman a question, I noticed that
Dr. Schabas was reacting. I think he wants to answer the question.

It had to do with the rate of safe reopening that Canada should
adopt in order to have herd immunity, given that we don't have a
vaccine yet, we don't have antivirals, and we are just beginning
serological testing.

My question is for Dr. Schabas.
[English]

Dr. Richard Schabas: One really profoundly unfortunate thing
about what's happened in Canada, where we in fact did the lock‐
down in advance of our outbreak, unlike many places in western
Europe or in the United States, is that in a sense we've had the
worst of both worlds. We have achieved very little herd immunity,
certainly no more than 5%, at least in the whole country, yet we've
had a lot of deaths. We've had a lot of deaths because of the out‐
breaks in the long-term care homes. The population death rate in
the city of Montreal is twice as high as it is in Stockholm, Sweden
and is starting to close in on the city of New York. It's not been a
very happy experience.

There were two kinds of outbreaks. There was the long-term care
outbreak, which drives mortality, and then there's the community
outbreak, where there has been very little mortality.

The fundamental question is: Is it safe to reopen in the presence
of active disease? No, not in the sense that we're not going to see
more COVID disease. We will. When we start to open up, we are
going to see more COVID disease.

The whole thrust of my presentation is to look at it the other way.
Is it safe not to open up? We talked, and one of the earlier questions
was: When are we going to open the schools? Why are we opening
the schools? There's going to be more COVID spread. Well, the
reason you open schools is that children have to go to school. It's a
fundamental right of children to have an education. If we deprive a
whole generation of children of six months or a year of education,
we're going to be paying the public health price for that for years to
come.

There is no nice solution. Dr. Fisman and Dr. Attaran talk about
doing more testing and contact tracing, something which, by the
way, has never been done to control a respiratory virus. It may
work well on a spreadsheet; the real world is more complicated. I
hope they're right. I hope they're right and that works, but the real
world is a rather more complicated place.

I was just going to say what I'm really worried about is that when
they try the strategy and the disease resurges in the fall and the
strategy fails, as I believe it almost certainly will, we can't go back
into this kind of lockdown because we will do more long-term
damage to our public health than COVID-19 could ever do.

● (1905)

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Thériault.

We go now to Mr. Davies.

Mr. Don Davies: Thank you.

Dr. Schabas, you wanted a chance to explain, so I'm going to put
a few things to you. After SARS, you wrote, “In the unlikely event
of another SARS outbreak in Canada, public health officials should
quarantine no one.” Now, our current pandemic is a SARS out‐
break. The virus is SARS-CoV-2. We fought it mainly with lock‐
down and quarantine. My first question is, are you standing by your
extraordinary statement that we should quarantine no one?

Before I get to that, I want to contrast that. In 1990, when you
were Ontario's chief medical officer, you classified HIV as a viru‐
lent disease, which is the worst category of characterization, and
you recommended that we forcibly confine people with HIV who
may have had sex with someone else, even if they used a condom
and even if they disclosed that to their partner.
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My final piece, before I let you answer, is that you said that we
should treat this more like the 1957 flu, but the fatality rate in the
1957 flu was about 0.1%, which is about one-twelfth that of
COVID-19.

Throwing all those together, can you help me understand your
point of view?

Dr. Richard Schabas: I'll try to remember all of them.

First of all, let me start with the SARS 1 and the quarantine. I
was talking about SARS 1. SARS 1 was a disease that was not
transmissible asymptomatically and was not even transmissible in
its early symptomatic stage, so quarantine made zero sense with
SARS 1, and my hope was that it wouldn't happen again.

Yes, we've used it widely in SARS 2. Whether it's really been
very effective, or whether it's a useful tactic, because as I've said
before, you can maybe flatten the curve.... In fact, I'm quite im‐
pressed by our ability to implement quarantine, and I think it proba‐
bly has to some degree flattened the curve, but the question is ulti‐
mately to what end? The virus isn't going anywhere, and unless the
measures you're using to flatten the curve are somehow sustainable
in the long term, I'm not sure they really get us anywhere.

On the third question, as related to HIV, yes, I had recommended
it. I didn't do it. It wasn't up to me. I had recommended to the min‐
ister that it be classified in the same category as diseases like tuber‐
culosis, syphilis, gonorrhea and hepatitis B. It was a classification
that would give a judge the authority to incarcerate someone who
was deliberately spreading the disease. That was the context of it. It
actually never happened, and that's not quarantine. Please under‐
stand that quarantine is when you lock someone up who you think
is incubating the disease.

Case isolation, which is a totally different thing, is that when you
know somebody has the disease, you take steps to isolate them. I'm
not recommending that we do this for HIV. That's a different con‐
text. That's what we do, in fact, when people have COVID or we
have good reason to believe they have COVID. We isolate them.
That's not quarantine. Quarantine is when you lock them up when
you think you're incubating them.... The term “quarantine” itself
derives from the 40 days of Lent. That's a medieval strategy and, by
and large, I think it belongs back in the Middle Ages.
● (1910)

The Chair: Thank you.
Mr. Don Davies: I have a point of privilege to raise before we

adjourn, Mr. Chair.

I would like to move a motion that this committee inquire into
reports that a witness appearing before the health committee, Dr.
Amir Attaran, may have been threatened, punished, intimidated or
otherwise harmed by the Public Health Agency of Canada, Statis‐
tics Canada or the federal government in some other form, because
of testimony he has given at the health committee, and to determine
if a prima facie issue of privilege has been raised and, if so, report
such findings to the Speaker of the House.

Mr. Chair, I'm quoting from Bosc and Gagnon, which says this:
...the intimidation of a committee witness has also been found to be a prima fa‐
cie breach of privilege. In 1992, a witness who had testified before a subcommit‐

tee was advised by a Crown corporation employee that the issue of her testimo‐
ny was being referred to the corporation's legal department. The witness in‐
formed a Member, who raised a question of privilege in the House. The matter
was found by Speaker Fraser to be prima facie contempt and was referred by the
House to the Standing Committee on House Management for consideration.

In its report, the committee said this:

The protection of witnesses is a fundamental aspect of the privilege that extends
to parliamentary proceedings and those persons who participate in them. It is
well-established in the Parliament of Canada, as in the British Parliament, that
witnesses before committees share the same privileges of freedom of speech as
do Members. Witnesses before parliamentary committees are therefore automati‐
cally extended the same immunities from civil or criminal proceedings as Mem‐
bers for anything that they say before a committee. The protection of witnesses
extends to threats made against them or intimidation with respect to their presen‐
tations before any parliamentary committee.

Mr. Chair, I could go on. There are many more. I move that there
has been a violation of my privileges as a member of this commit‐
tee, and I would ask that you act on the motion that I have moved.

The Chair: Mr. Davies, you're in a point of order. You can't
make a motion on a point of order.

As far as the question of privilege goes, as I mentioned earlier, I
believe that's out of scope for our authority to conduct these video
conference meetings. We are restricted to solely receiving evidence
relating to the government's response to COVID-19, and we are al‐
so allowed to make motions regarding the invitation of witnesses.

Certainly, as I've mentioned before, I will take the matter under
advisement. I will look for a legal opinion from the clerk and from
the legal clerk as well, and we can take this up at another time. I'll
take that under advisement and—

Ms. Sonia Sidhu: Mr. Chair, I would like to raise a point of or‐
der.

There were comments made in testimony today that I believe
break parliamentary language. It was deeply disrespectful to call
Canada's public servant untruthful. That comment should be re‐
moved from the committee record.

The Chair: Thank you for that point of order.

Certainly, we are bound by the rules of Parliament in our conduct
here. I would certainly urge all participants, going forward, to be
prudent in their language.

Thank you, everybody. I'd like to—

Mr. Matt Jeneroux: Mr. Chair, this is to Mr. Davies' point of or‐
der.

The Chair: Go ahead.

Mr. Matt Jeneroux: I'm reading the motion adopted by the
House of Commons in the sitting on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Sec‐
tion (i) states the following:
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...if committee is not satisfied with how the government is exercising its powers
under the Act, it may adopt a motion during a meeting by videoconference or
teleconference to report this to the House by depositing a report with the Clerk
of the House which shall be deemed to have been duly presented to the House
on that day;

I would point to you, Mr. Chair, and also the clerk, to reference
that point when coming back and addressing Mr. Davies' question
of privilege.

Mr. Don Davies: If I might, Mr. Chair—
The Chair: I'm sorry, I—
Mr. Don Davies: —I want to be very clear that I am not raising a

point of order. I am raising an issue of privilege.

I can further quote that it says in the—
The Chair: Just hold on, Mr. Davies.

Thank you, Mr. Jeneroux, for your contribution.

I believe you did start your remarks, Mr. Davies, on a point of
order. You then went into a question of privilege. It's kind of beside
the point. I will take under advisement your motion. We will get
back to you once I have a ruling from the law clerk.
● (1915)

Mr. Don Davies: Mr. Chair, with respect, it's very important that
you....

You're misunderstanding my point. Earlier I raised a point of or‐
der. I am now raising a question of privilege. That's what I did in
my second intervention. You clearly have the power, in fact you
have the duty, to receive my question of privilege as it's raised in
committee, because this is where I have to raise that.

I'm happy for you to go back and reflect on it, but I want to be
very clear that I am raising a question of privilege and I am asking
for your consideration of the motion that I have moved.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Davies. As I said, I will take the
matter under advisement. We will get back to the committee in due
course.

Mr. Don Davies: Thank you.
The Chair: Thank you, everybody.

Thank you to our witnesses. It's been a lively and robust discus‐
sion. Thank you for sharing so much of your time with us and for
putting up with our technical issues.

Thank you to the House staff and the technical people for being
with us to work through those issues and thank you to the members
for all the great questions.

Have a good day, all, and thank you.

The meeting is adjourned.
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()�*+�,-+.�/.0)1/1*-2�).�,3)*4*5,)2�627�824*+*.3+�)1,)�/*--�3228�).�92�),623�8:0*3;�)12�5,382<*4�).�12-5�;:*82�)1282=2-.5<23)�,38�,3,-7+*+�.>�.5)*.3+?�()�*+�,-+.�/.0)1/1*-2�).�4-,0*>7�,12,8�.>�)*<2�,38�).�)12�2@)23)�5.++*9-2�/1,)-2=2-A+B�.>�;.=203<23)�+1.:-8�92�*3=.-=28�/*)1�/1*41�)752+�.>�824*+*.3�/123�)12�)*<2�4.<2+?�C@,<5-2+�.>�)12+2627�824*+*.3+�,02�,+�>.--./+D/1,)�*+�)12�+4,-2�.>�)12�02+5.3+2E/12)120�A,38�/123B�).�2+4,-,)2�.0�82F2+4,-,)2�)12�02+5.3+2E/123G�/1,)�,38�1./�).�4.<<:3*4,)2�/*)1�)12�5:9-*4E/1,)�,<.:3)�.>�=,44*32�,38�)12�>.0<:-,)*.3A+B�).�.0820E1./�=,44*32�:+2�+1.:-8�92�50*.0*)*H28E/1,)�5:9-*4�12,-)1�*3)20=23)*.3+�+1.:-8�92�:+28G�/123�,38�/*)1*3�/1*41�5.5:-,)*.3+G�,38�/12)120�)127�3228).�92�,8I:+)28�.=20�)*<2E/1,)�*3>-:23H,�)2+)*3;�,38�)02,)<23)�+)0,)2;*2+�).�024.<<238�,38�/12)120�)127�3228�).�92�,8I:+)28�.=20)*<2E�,38/1,)�+:55-2<23),07�,++2++<23)�,38�)02,)<23)�+20=*42+�<*;1)�92�322828�,38G�*>�3242++,07G�/123�)127�+1.:-892�+),0)28�,38�+).5528?J3)*4*5,)*3;�627�824*+*.3+�+1.:-8�92�,44.<5,3*28�97�*823)*>*4,)*.3�.>�)12�)752+�,38�+.:042+�.>�*3>.0<,)*.302K:*028�>.0�824*+*.3F<,6*3;?�C+),9-*+1*3;�0.9:+)�+:0=2*--,342�>.0�+2,+.3,-�*3>-:23H,�2+),9-*+12+�9,+2-*32+G82=2-.5+�4,5,4*)7�,38�50.=*82+�,�5-,)>.0<�>.0�2+4,-,)*.3�8:0*3;�)12�5,382<*4?J3)*4*5,)*3;�627�824*+*.3+�+1.:-8�,-+.�-2,8�).�82=2-.5<23)�.>�02-2=,3)�.5)*.3+�>.0�0*+6�)02,)<23)?�L0.<�,5,382<*4�5025,02832++�520+524)*=2G�2@,<5-2+�.>�0*+6�)02,)<23)�*34-:82�4.3)*3:*)7�.>�.520,)*.3+�5-,33*3;E2+),9-*+1<23)�.>�+).465*-2+�>.0�,3)*=*0,-�<28*4,)*.3+�,38�.)120�627�+:55-*2+E�82=2-.5<23)�.>�,8=,342�4.3)0,4)+�>.05,382<*4�=,44*32E�+)023;)123*3;�*3>-:23H,�+:0=2*--,342�+7+)2<+G�8*,;3.+)*4�,38�,3,-7)*4,-�4,5,4*)7E�2+),9-*+1<23).>�50.).4.-+�>.0�5,382<*4�02+2,041E�,38�2+),9-*+1<23)�.>�4.<<:3*4,)*.3+�32)/.06+�).�5-,3�2>>24)*=2�,384..08*3,)28�0*+6�4.<<:3*4,)*.3+�+)0,)2;*2+?M123�,�5,382<*4�.44:0+G�5-,33*3;�+423,0*.+�,02�025-,428�97�,�02,-�2=23)�,38�02+5.3+2�,4)*=*)*2+�/*--�92�;:*828�97)12�,=,*-,9-2�2=*82342?�N:0*3;�)12�*3*)*,-�+),;2+G�-*))-2�<,7�92�63./3�,9.:)�)12�-*62-7�5,382<*4�*<5,4)�.0�)125.5:-,)*.3+�<.+)�,)�0*+6?�O,37�824*+*.3+�/*--�1,=2�).�92�<,82�92>.02�+.-*8�*3>.0<,)*.3�*+�,=,*-,9-2�,38�)123,8I:+)28G�*>�3242++,07G�,+�<.02�924.<2+�63./3G�6225*3;�*3�<*38�)1,)�*)�*+�.>)23�8*>>*4:-)�).�+4,-2�9,46�,�02+5.3+2?J+�)12�2=*82342�2<20;2+�.=20�)*<2G�:3820+),38*3;�.>�)12�+*):,)*.3�/*--�4.3)*3:2�).�41,3;2�,+�32/�*3>.0<,)*.3924.<2+�,=,*-,9-2�,38�/*--�,-/,7+�92�*34.<5-2)2?�J�0*+6�<,3,;2<23)�,550.,41�/*--�92�:+28�)10.:;1.:)�)1202+5.3+2�97�,--�02+5.3820+?�P*+6�,++2++<23)+�/*--�50.=*82�627�*35:)�*3).�LQR�824*+*.3F<,6*3;�97�*823)*>7*3;�/1,)�*+63./3�,)�)1,)�5.*3)�*3�)*<2G�/1,)�<*;1)�.44:0�,38�/123G�,38�)12�<,I.0�,02,+�.>�:3420),*3)7?QSJT�/*--�>,4*-*),)2�82=2-.5<23)�.>�)*<2-7�,38�4028*9-2�0*+6�,++2++<23)+�).�+:55.0)�LQR�824*+*.3F<,6*3;?�R12+2>.0<,-�0*+6�,++2++<23)+�/*--�92�4.38:4)28�,)�)12�+),0)�.>�)12�5,382<*4�).�*3>.0<�)12�*3*)*,-�02+5.3+2�,38�)123520*.8*4,--7�,+�32/�*3>.0<,)*.3�2<20;2+�A2?;?G�,)�)12�238�.>�,�5,382<*4�/,=2B?�P*+6�,++2++<23)+�/*--�,8802++�627*3>.0<,)*.3�3228+G�*34-:8*3;�=*0,-�41,0,4)20*+)*4+G�)12�,3)*4*5,)28�.0�2@520*23428�*<5,4)�.3�)12�12,-)1�4,02�+7+)2<,38�4.<<:3*)7G�,;2�,38�0*+6�;0.:5+�<.+)�,>>24)28G�.44:002342�.>�,3)*=*0,-�02+*+),342�,38�2+)*<,)28�2>>24)*=232++.>�4.3)0.-�<2,+:02+?�J+�)12�5,382<*4�50.;02++2+G�)1202�/*--�92�K:2+)*.3+�,9.:)�-*62-7�.44:002342�.>�<.025,382<*4�/,=2+G�/12)120�32/�0*+6�>,4).0+�,02�2<20;*3;�,38�/12)120�)12�02+5.3+2�+1.:-8�92�2+4,-,)28�.0�82F2+4,-,)28?�J55238*@�U�*823)*>*2+�02-2=,3)�4.3+*820,)*.3+�>.0�*3*)*,-�,38�.3;.*3;�5,382<*4�0*+6�,++2++<23)+�,38*823)*>*2+�5.)23)*,-�+.:042+�>.0�)12�+:55.0)*3;�*3>.0<,)*.3?VWX�YZ[\\]\̂�_̀ àbcd]e\̀
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()*+�+,-.*/0�/0�12300*04�3++561.*/0+�307�+,-.*/0�89:�/0�1307,6*-�12300*04�+-,03;*/+�7,+-;*<,�.=/�*61/;.30..//2+�>/;�1307,6*-�12300*049�(),+,�.//2+�1;/?*7,�7*+.*0-.�<5.�-/612,6,0.3;@�311;/3-),+9A7,0.*>@*04�12300*04�3++561.*/0+�*+�3�=3@�./�7,32�=*.)�50-,;.3*0.@9�B++561.*/0+�1;/?*7,�3�5+,>52�>;36,=/;C�>/;12300*04�<5.�+)/527�0/.�<,�;,43;7,7�3+�1;,7*-.*/0+9�D)*2,�12300*04�3++561.*/0+�3;,�;//.,7�*0�,?*7,0-,�./�.),,E.,0.�1/++*<2,F �.),@�3;,�<3+*-322@�,75-3.,7�45,++,+9�B+�.),�1307,6*-�50>/27+F�,6,;4*04�,?*7,0-,�*+�5+,7�./45*7,�.),�;,+1/0+,9�A0>/;6*04�.),�12300*04�3++561.*/0+�*7,0.*>*,7�<,2/=�*+�.),�DGHI+�J307,6*-�*0>25,0K3�;*+C63034,6,0.�*0.,;*6�45*730-,�LMNO8PF�.),�QRI+�S-*,0.*>*-�+5663;@�/>�1307,6*-�*0>25,0K3�T�*.+�6*.*43.*/0�LMNOOP307�7*+-5++*/0+�>;/6�.),�U3037*30�J307,6*-�A0>25,0K3�J;,13;,70,++�J2300*04�B++561.*/0+�D/;C+)/1�),27�*0MNOO9VWXWY�Z[\]\̂�_̂ �̀a\b\̂](),�0,E.�1307,6*-�-/527�,6,;4,�30@=),;,�*0�.),�=/;27�307�3.�30@�.*6,�/>�@,3;9(),;,�63@�<,�0/�2,37�.*6,�<,>/;,�.),�0/?,2�?*;5+�;,3-),+�U303739(),�>*;+.�1,3C�/>�*220,++�*0�3�4,/4;31)*-�3;,3�=*.)*0�U30373�-/527�/--5;�=*.)*0�=,,C+�/>�>*;+.�7,.,-.*/0�/>�.),0/?,2�?*;5+�*0�.)3.�3;,39�(),�>*;+.�1,3C�*0�6/;.32*.@�*+�,E1,-.,7�./�<,�+,?,;32�=,,C+�3>.,;�.),�1,3C�*0�*220,++9VWXWc�a[_̂db\dd\ê(),�1307,6*-�?*;5+�=*22�<,)3?,�2*C,�+,3+/032�*0>25,0K3�?*;5+,+�*0�+*40*>*-30.�=3@+f*0-5<3.*/0�1,;*/7�g�*+�,E1,-.,7�./�23+.�>;/6�/0,�./�.);,,�73@+h1,;*/7�/>�-/6650*-3<*2*.@�g�3752.+�3;,�*0>,-.*/5+�>;/6�Mi�)/5;+�<,>/;,�307�51�./�>*?,�73@+�>;/6�.),�/0+,./>�+@61./6+F�307�-)*27;,0�63@�<,�*0>,-.*/5+�>/;�51�./�+,?,0�73@+9�j/04,;�1,;*/7+�)3?,�<,,0�>/507F,+1,-*322@�*0�1,;+/0+�=*.)�*6650,�-/61;/6*+*04�-/07*.*/0+h6,.)/7+�/>�.;30+6*++*/0�g�63*02@�<@�23;4,�7;/12,.�307�-/0.3-.�L7*;,-.�307�*07*;,-.P�;/5.,+h�.),�;/2,�/>3*;</;0,�.;30+6*++*/0�*+�50-2,3;9(;30+6*++*/0�*+�,E1,-.,7�./�<,�;,23.*?,2@�2/=,;�*0�+1;*04�307�+566,;�.)30�*0�>322�307�=*0.,;�L.),�4,0,;3213..,;0�/>�.;30+6*++*/0�*0�.,61,;3.,�-/50.;*,+P9(;30+6*++*/0�*+�1/++*<2,�>;/6�3+@61./63.*-�1,;+/0+�<5.�*+�4;,3.,;�=),0�+@61./6+F�+5-)�3+�-/54)*04F�3;,1;,+,0.�307�?*;32�+),77*04�*+�)*4)�L*9,9F�,3;2@�*0�.),�+@61./63.*-�1,;*/7P9VWXWV�k_̂ l̀b\m�no\̀lb\epe]qr/+.�-/6650*.*,+�=*22�,E1,;*,0-,�.=/�/;�6/;,�1307,6*-�=3?,+�/>�7*>>,;,0.�6340*.57,+9�A0�30@�2/-32*.@F�.),2,04.)�/>�,3-)�=3?,�=*22�<,�>;/6�+,?,;32�=,,C+�./�3�>,=�6/0.)+�<5.�63@�?3;@�<@�-/6650*.@9(),;,�=*22�<,�4,/4;31)*-�?3;*3<*2*.@�=*.)�;,43;7�./�.),�.*6*04�307�*0.,0+*.@�/>�=3?,+F�32.)/54)�652.*12,s5;*+7*-.*/0+�=*22�<,�3>>,-.,7�+*652.30,/5+2@9(),�1307,6*-�*+�,E1,-.,7�./�23+.�OM�./�Ot�6/0.)+9(),�0/?,2�?*;5+�*+�,E1,-.,7�./�7*+123-,�/.),;�-*;-523.*04�+,3+/032�+.;3*0+�75;*04�.),�1307,6*-9�B>.,;�.),1307,6*-F�.),�1307,6*-�?*;5+�=*22�-/0.*05,�./�-*;-523.,�3+�3�+,3+/032�+.;3*09�A.�63@�-/612,.,2@�;,123-,1;,?*/5+2@�-*;-523.*04�+,3+/032�*0>25,0K3�B�+5<.@1,+�/;�-/0.*05,�3+�/0,�/>�+,?,;32�-*;-523.*04�+,3+/032�B+5<.@1,+9u,23.*?,2@�6/;,�+,?,;,�7*+,3+,�307�6/;.32*.@�*+�,E1,-.,7�./�/--5;�*0�.),�@/504�307�*0�1,;+/0+�=*.)/5.507,;2@*04�),32.)�-/07*.*/0+�-/613;,7�./�+,3+/032�*0>25,0K39VWXWv�wp\̂\m_p�xl_yz[ld
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)*+,-./0*1�2-0102.-�.//.23�4./56�7.854.95:�.24*66�.--�.95�94*,+6;�.45�5<+52/5:�/*�=5�>?@�/*�A?@�*854�/B5�2*,465*C�/B5�+.1:5D02EF-0102.-�6GD+/*D6�.45�5<+52/5:�/*�:585-*+�01�.=*,/�/H*I/B04:6�*C�+5*+-5�HB*�.45�01C52/5:�H0/B�/B5�+.1:5D0201C-,51J.�804,6EKB5�95154.-L�,12*D+-02./5:�2-0102.-�+02/,45�06�5<+52/5:�/*�=5�/B5�6.D5�.6�C*4�65.6*1.-�01C-,51J.M�456+04./*4G6GD+/*D6L�C5854�.1:�.=4,+/�*165/�*C�D,62-5�.2B5L�C./09,5�.1:�B5.:.2B5�*4�=.23.2B5E)546*16�./�B09B�4063�C*4�2*D+-02./0*16�C4*D�65.6*1.-�01C-,51J. �.45�5<+52/5:�/*�.-6*�=5�./�01245.65:�4063�*C658545�:065.65�.1:�2*D+-02./0*16�C4*D�+.1:5D02�01C-,51J.�01C52/0*1L�.-/B*,9B�.::0/0*1.-�4063�94*,+6�D.G5D5495ENOPOQ�RSTUVW�UXY�RXWZ[\ZXW]̂X_D̀+.2/�H0--�8.4G�.24*66�2*DD,10/056L�.1:�8,-154.=-5�+*+,-./0*16�.45�5<+52/5:�/*�=5�.CC52/5:�D*45�658545-GEa*43+-.25�.=651/5506D�D.G�=5�B09B54�/B.1�/B5�56/0D./5:�2-0102.-�.//.23�4./5�=52.,65�*C�2.45908019�*4�2*12541.=*,/�+546*1.-�6.C5/G�01�/B5�H*43+-.25�01�.::0/0*1�/*�H*4354�0--1566Eb.22015�06�5<+52/5:�/*�=5�.8.0-.=-5�01�/0D5�/*�B.85�.1�0D+.2/�*1�/B5�*854.--�+.1:5D02�=,/�H0--�1*/�=5�.8.0-.=-5C*4�/B5�C046/�H.85E)546*1.-�BG90515�D5.6,456�.45�5<+52/5:�/*�B5-+�/*�45:,25�/4.16D0660*1�=5/H551�01:080:,.-6�.1:�H0/B01B*,65B*-:6�.1:�*/B54�65//0196ENOc�dUXYZS]V�deUXX]Xf�gVZXU[]̂_KB06�652/0*1�:062,6656�.1*/B54�0D+*4/.1/�/**-�C*4�+.1:5D02�+-.11019E�KB5�,65�*C�D,-/0+-5�+-.11019�6251.40*6�066+520C02.--G�01/51:5:�/*�6,++*4/�/B5�+-.11019�+40120+-56�*C�580:5125I01C*4D5:�:52060*1ID.3019L�+4*+*4/0*1.-0/GL�.1:C-5<0=0-0/Gh�.1:�.�+452.,/0*1.4Gi+4*/52/085�.++4*.2BE)-.11019�6251.40*6�+4*80:5�.�6/.4/019�+*01/�/*�/B013�/B4*,9B�/B5�0D+-02./0*16�.1:�40636�/B./�H*,-:�=5�.66*20./5:H0/B�+.1:5D026�*C�8.4G019�+*+,-./0*1�0D+.2/E�j251.40*6�2.1�.-6*�=5�,65:�C*4�5<5420656�.1:�/4.01019�01�6,++*4/�*C+.1:5D02�+-.16E�K*�B5-+�H0/B�4063�0:51/0C02./0*1L�C*,4�+.1:5D02�+-.11019�6251.40*6�B.85�=551�:585-*+5:�/B./:56240=5�+*/51/0.-�+.1:5D02�0D+.2/6�8.4G019�C4*D�-*H�/*�B09BE�k09,45�>�:06+-.G6�/B5�C*,4�6251.40*6�01�.�/H*I=GI/H*/.=-5�.1:�56/0D./56�HB545�/B5�+.6/�C*,4�+.1:5D026�D09B/�=5�+-.25:L�.22*4:019�/*�.1�.1.-G606�2*1:,2/5:�=G�/B5�ljF51/546�C*4�m065.65�F*1/4*-�.1:�)45851/0*1�7FmF;Enopqrs�t�u�nrvwsxyrz�{yr�|}s�~�v��o�p���s�vroy���xo|}�~rs�oyq��~v��swo���~�v�s��v��~sr�����v�v���o�
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)*+,�-./.01./�23456+�76.89:�;64<156+,�./0�=6064.8�06>.49?6/9+�@19:�9:6�46+>3/+1A1819B�=34�1??C/1D.913/�+:3C80:.<6�>8./+�=34�6==1516/9�./0�91?68B�<.551/6�.0?1/1+94.913/,�1/58C01/E�9:6�.A1819B�93�9.4E69�F6B�>3>C8.913/�E43C>+�./05388659�1/=34?.913/�3/�<.551/6�C>9.F6�./0�.0<64+6�6<6/9+G�H6++3/+�86.4/60�=43?�9:6�IJJK�>./06?15�1/015.96�9:.9<.551/6�46E1+9416+�./0�6865943/15�1/=34?.913/�+B+96?+�93�5.>9C46�./0�94./+?19�0.9.�.46�6++6/91.8�9338+�93�+C>>3499:6�<.551/6�>43E4.?GL346�069.18+�.A3C9�9:6�>./06?15�<.551/6�>43E4.?�5./�A6�=3C/0�1/�9:6�M.551/6�N//6O,�1/58C01/E�.�>4134191D.913/=4.?6@34F�93�EC106�0651+13/P?.F1/E�1=�<.551/6�1+�6O>65960�93�A6�1/�+:349�+C>>8BGQRS�TUVWXWYZ[�\]̂W_ZVẀUaN/91<14.8�?6015.913/+�5./�A6�C+60�93�946.9�1/=8C6/D.�5.+6+�34�93�>46<6/9�1/=8C6/D.�1/�6O>3+60�>64+3/+�b>43>:B8.O1+cGN/91<14.8�?6015.913/+�.46�9:6�3/8B�+>651=15�./91P1/=8C6/D.�1/964<6/913/�.<.18.A86�9:.9�5./�A6�C+60�=43?�9:6�+9.49�3=9:6�>./06?15,�@:6/�<.551/6�1+�/39�B69�.<.18.A86G-./.0.d+�./91<14.8�+94.96EB�+C>>349+�2)*�+935F>186+�3=�./91<14.8�?6015.913/+�=34�C+6�1/�9:6�6<6/9�3=�./�1/=8C6/D.>./06?15,�>41?.418B�=34�6.48B�946.9?6/9�./0�=34�3C9A46.F�53/9438�1/�583+60�=.5181916+G�e.48B�946.9?6/9�3=�1/=8C6/D.5.+6+,�.+�6.48B�.+�>3++1A86�@19:1/�fg�:3C4+�3=�+B?>93?�3/+69,�1+�4653??6/060�1/�34064�93�460C56�9:6�+6<6419B�./00C4.913/�3=�188/6++,�>.4915C8.48B�9:6�355C446/56�3=�1/=8C6/D.P468.960�53?>815.913/+,�:3+>19.81D.913/�./0�06.9:G�e.48B946.9?6/9�?.B�.8+3�:68>�?191E.96�+35169.8�01+4C>913/�AB�460C51/E�9:6�0C4.913/�./0�+6<6419B�3=�188/6++�6O>6416/560AB�@34F64+�1/�9:6�:6.89:�5.46�./0�39:64�541915.8�1/=4.+94C59C46�+65934+Ghijkilmno�kppjqkor*:646�.46�9@3�/.913/.8�+935F>186+�1/�-./.0.s*:6�tN;�1+�.�+935F>186�9:.9�1+�:680�./0�?./.E60�AB�9:6�)*+G�*:6�tN;�1+�53?>3+60�3=�9:6�./91<14.8�?6015.913/+3+689.?1<14�./0�D./.?1<14,�@19:�3+689.?1<14�03+.E6�=34?C8.913/+�9:.9�.46�.>>43>41.96�=34�A39:�.0C89+�./05:18046/G*:6�te;;�1+�.�=6064.88B�3@/60�+935F>186�3=�6?64E6/5B�+C>>816+G�*:6�te;;�1+�:680�./0�?./.E60�AB�)7N-�./01/58C06+�.�+935F>186�3=�3+689.?1<14�./0�D./.?1<14G�te;;�./91<14.8+�.46�1/96/060�93�>43<106�+C4E6�5.>.519B�1/+C>>349�3=�9:6�)*�46+>3/+6�0C41/E�.�>./06?15G26064.8�E3<64/?6/9�06>.49?6/9+,�+C5:�.+�9:6�-./.01./�23456+�b=34�.591<6�0C9B�>64+3//68c�./0�u83A.8�N==.14+-./.0.�b=34�?1++13/�+9.==�3<64+6.+c,�:380�+935F>186+�3=�./91<14.8�?6015.913/+�93�?669�9:6�./9151>.960�/660+�3=�9:614+9.==GvC41+015913/+�/660�+94.96E16+�93�=.51819.96�91?68B�.556++�93�./91<14.8�?6015.913/+,�>.4915C8.48B�=34�:1E:P41+F�>64+3/+1/58C01/E�>46E/./9�@3?6/,�5:18046/�b@:3�/660�+>651.8�=34?C8.913/+c,�<C8/64.A86�>3>C8.913/+,�./0�46+106/9+�3=46?396�./0�1+38.960�53??C/1916+G�)46P>3+1913/1/E�3=�./91<14.8�?6015.913/+�+:3C80�A6�53/+106460�=34�+3?653??C/1916+�93�=.51819.96�4.>10�.556++�b6GEG,�46?396�/349:64/�53??C/1916+cG-81/15.8�EC10681/6+�:.<6�A66/�06<683>60�=34�./91<14.8�C+6�=34�+6.+3/.8�1/=8C6/D.G �M14C+P+>651=15�581/15.8�EC10./56./0�946.9?6/9�>4393538+�@188�/660�93�A6�06<683>60�.9�9:6�3/+69�3=�9:6�>./06?15,�A.+60�3/�>./06?15�6>106?1383EB./0�.<.18.A86�+516/91=15�6<106/56G�)./06?15�C+6�@188�=35C+�>41?.418B�3/�6.48B�946.9?6/9�3=�1/=8C6/D.�5.+6+,>.4915C8.48B�>64+3/+�@19:�+6<646�01+6.+6�34�@19:�41+F�=.5934+�=34�53?>815.913/+�34�+6<646�01+6.+6G�*:646�.46�81?19601/015.913/+�=34�9:6�C+6�3=�./91<14.8�?6015.913/+�=34�>43>:B8.O1+�0C41/E�.�>./06?15,�>41?.418B�=34�53/9438�3=8.A34.934BP53/=14?60�1/=8C6/D.�3C9A46.F+�1/�583+60�:6.89:�5.46�=.5181916+�./0�39:64�583+60�=.5181916+�34�+6991/E+@:646�>64+3/+�.9�:1E:P41+F�3=�53?>815.913/+�46+106G
wK
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*+,-.+/0-+12�324�05-367�18�32-+9+.3:�;74+<3-+12,�,=10:4�/7�;12+-1.74�+2�.73:�-+;7�-1�15-+;+>7�355.15.+3-7�0,7?+472-+8@�-=7�2774�81.�344+-+123:�50.<=3,7,�40.+2A�-=7�53247;+<?�324�,0551.-�51,-B53247;+<�0-+:+>3-+12�3247887<-+9727,,�,-04+7,C�D12+-1.+2A�3497.,7�.73<-+12,�324�32-+9+.3:�.7,+,-32<7�=7:5,�+281.;�47<+,+12B;367.,�3,�-1E=7-=7.�<=32A7,�+2�-=7�.7<1;;7243-+12,�.7A3.4+2A�32-+9+.3:�0,7�3.7�.7F0+.74C�G497.,7�.73<-+12�.751.-,�3.7<1::7<-74�324�3,,7,,74�-=.10A=�-=7�H32343�I+A+:32<7�J.1A.3;�18�-=7�D3.67-74�K73:-=�J.140<-,�*+.7<-1.3-7LDKJ*M�18�K73:-=�H32343C�N2A1+2A�;12+-1.+2A�18�32-+9+.3:�.7,+,-32<7�+,�<1240<-74�/@�-=7�50/:+<�=73:-=�:3/1.3-1.@,@,-7;�324�.751.-74�3,�53.-�18�O:0P3-<=CD1.7�47-3+:,�3/10-�32-+9+.3:�;74+<3-+12,�324�-=7+.�0,7�+2�3�53247;+<�<32�/7�81024�+2�-=7�G2-+9+.3:�G227Q?�+2<:04+2A3�5.+1.+-+>3-+12�8.3;7E1.6�-1�A0+47�47<+,+12B;36+2A�+8�32-+9+.3:�;74+<3-+12,�3.7�7Q57<-74�-1�/7�+2�,=1.-�,055:@CRST�UVWXYZ[\V�]̂X_XVZ[\V�̀Va�b\VẐ\c�̀Va�dYYef̀Z[\V̀c�gX̀cZhG�;3i1.�+28:072>3�10-/.736�;3@�=397�3�,0/,-32-+3:�+;53<-�12�-=7�3/+:+-@�18�=73:-=�<3.7�1.A32+>3-+12,�-1�6775�-=1,75.19+4+2A�1.�.7<7+9+2A�=73:-=�<3.7�,7.9+<7,�,387C�j287<-+12�5.7972-+12�324�<12-.1:�LjJHM�324�1<<053-+123:�=73:-=LNKM�5.1A.3;,�,=10:4�E1.6�-1A7-=7.�-1�5.7972-�7Q51,0.7�-1�324�-.32,;+,,+12�18�53247;+<�+28:072>3�40.+2A�-=75.19+,+12�18�=73:-=�<3.7C�P1.6+2A�i1+2-:@�E+-=�1<<053-+123:�=73:-=�324�,387-@�<1;;+--77,�+,�7,,72-+3:�+2�;77-+2A-=7,7�A13:,C�k=7�355:+<3-+12�18�355.15.+3-7�jJH�324�NK�5.1<7,,7,�/@�KHP,�324�1.A32+>3-+12,�+,�+;51.-32-�+2�3::=73:-=�<3.7�,7--+2A,�3:12A�-=7�<12-+200;�18�<3.7?�+2<:04+2A�/0-�21-�:+;+-74�-1�;74+<3:�8+.,-�.7,512,7?�5.3<-+-+127.,l188+<7,�324�1-=7.�3;/0:3-1.@�<3.7�,7--+2A,?�3<0-7�<3.7?�:12AB-7.;�<3.7�324�=1;7�<3.7�,7--+2A,Cmnopnqrst�puuovptwG�-+;7:@�53247;+<�.7,512,7�+,�12:@�51,,+/:7�E=72�32�1.A32+>3-+12�324�+-,�57.,1227:�3.7�7Q57.+72<74�+2�jJH�324NK�5.1-1<1:,�324�5.3<-+<7,?�,0551.-74�/@�,-.12A�5.1A.3;,C�P7::B802<-+12+2A�jJH�5.1A.3;,�,=10:4�5.7972-?�:+;+-�1.<12-.1:�-=7�3<F0+,+-+12�18�=73:-=�<3.7�3,,1<+3-74�+287<-+12,�81.�797.@127�+2�-=7�=73:-=�<3.7�,7--+2A?�+2<:04+2A53-+72-,?�KHP,?�9+,+-1.,�324�<12-.3<-1.,C�P7::B802<-+12+2A�NK�5.1A.3;,�,=10:4�+472-+8@�E1.65:3<7�=3>3.4,�324,0551.-�355.15.+3-7�5.1<7,,7,�324�-.3+2+2A�-1�72,0.7�-=3-�7;5:1@77,�<32�57.81.;�-=7+.�40-+7,�+2�32�729+.12;72--=3-�;+2+;+>7,�7Q51,0.7�-1�729+.12;72-3:�=3>3.4,Cj;51.-32-�7:7;72-,�18�jJH�324�NK�5.1A.3;,�81.�53247;+<�5.753.7427,,�324�.7,512,7�+2�-=7�=73:-=�<3.7�,7--+2A+2<:047�-=7�81::1E+2Ax347F03-7�,-388+2A�18�jJH�324�NK�5.187,,+123:,�+2�-=7�=73:-=�<3.7�1.A32+>3-+12�-1�<1240<-�740<3-+12�324-.3+2+2A�81.�8.12-�:+27�,-388y1.A32+>3-+123:�.+,6�3,,7,,;72-,?�/7,-�<3..+74�10-�+2�-=7�+2-7.53247;+<�57.+14?�-1�+472-+8@�72A+277.+2A?34;+2+,-.3-+97�324�57.,123:�5.1-7<-+97�7F0+5;72-�LJJzM�<12-.1:,�-=3-�E+::�/7,-�5.1-7<-�53-+72-,?�KHP,�3249+,+-1.,�+2�-=7�=73:-=�<3.7�,7--+2Ay<1;5.7=72,+97�740<3-+12�324�-.3+2+2A�81.�KHP,�+2�-=7�1.A32+>3-+12�12�+28:072>3�jJH�324�NK�+,,07,y51+2-B18B<3.7�.+,6�3,,7,,;72-,�-=3-�3.7�<3..+74�10-�/@�+24+9+403:�KHP,�/781.7�-=7@�72-7.�3�53-+72-l,729+.12;72-�1.�+2+-+3-7�53-+72-�<3.7�-1�47-7.;+27�-=7�355.15.+3-7�JJz?�+,1:3-+12�324�<1=1.-+2A�,-.3-7A+7,�81.�3A+972�53-+72-?�40.+2A�3�A+972�+2-7.972-+12?�+2�3�,57<+8+<�.11;?�3.73�1.�83<+:+-@y5.19+,+12�18�+28:072>3�93<<+27�-1�57.,12,�E1.6+2A�81.�1.�/7+2A�<3.74�81.�/@�-=7�1.A32+>3-+12y12A1+2A�,0.97+::32<7�81.�=73:-=�<3.7�3,,1<+3-74�+287<-+12,?�+2<:04+2A�.7,5+.3-1.@�+287<-+12,y.7,5+.3-1.@�5.1-7<-+12�5.1A.3;,�-1�72,0.7�-=3-�KHP,�E=1�;3@�2774�-1�E73.�3�.7,5+.3-1.�L+2<:04+2A�{|}.7,5+.3-1.,M�3.7�-.3+274?�8+-B-7,-74�324�5.753.74y3�E+47�.32A7�18�~,10.<7�<12-.1:��51:+<+7,?�+2<:04+2A�3��B;7-.7�,53-+3:�,753.3-+12�/7-E772�+287<-74�,10.<7,L7CAC?�53-+72-,M�324�02+287<-74�=1,-,�L7CAC?�1-=7.�53-+72-,My�34;+,,+12�,<.772+2Ay�,<.772+2A�18�9+,+-1.,y�324
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pSHOKDHBIBYHMEIRNTOHKRnrhsti�LKKOJEM]QBMHBKMBFBDHM�OENEjl=<3u�2,*<+2�34+,/m,4+3.47
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Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza 
Pandemic 
Chapter 4: Public Health Measures 

Audience 
 individuals responsible for developing, communicating and implementing public 

health measures within the provincial government, public health units (PHUs) and 
non-health organizations (e.g., boards of education, schools, summer camps and 
social service organizations) 

Chapter objectives  
 to define roles and responsibilities for developing and implementing public health 

measures during an influenza pandemic 

 to describe the framework underlying the public health measures strategy 

 to enable the public health sector and non-health organizations to develop and 
implement public health measures during an influenza pandemic 
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Public health measures response 
summary 
Response objective: to slow the spread of influenza in Ontario using non-
pharmaceutical methods 

BEFORE SEVERITY IS KNOWN 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC) consults with local, provincial and 
federal partners to develop and rollout the public health measures strategy 
PHUs develop and rollout local public health measures
Voluntary public health measures implemented; of the mandatory public health 
measures, only case & contact management is implemented 
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Introduction 
Public health measures are non-pharmaceutical interventions that slow the spread of a 
communicable disease in a community. A key characteristic of public health measures 
is that they are implemented in non-health settings,1 such as workplaces, homes, civic 
spaces (sports arenas, religious institutions), educational settings and community-based 
social services organizations. Public health measures are individual and group 
behaviours and the environmental supports that enable and encourage these 
behaviours. During an influenza pandemic, many people want to play an active role in 
making their community healthier; by implementing public health measures, everyone 
can contribute meaningfully to the influenza pandemic response. 
Public health measures are commonly used across Ontario during the annual influenza 
season and other communicable disease outbreaks. Many public health measures used 
during an influenza pandemic are modifications of existing practices and therefore 
should be familiar to PHUs, non-health organizations and members of the public. 

Roles and responsibilities 
Table 1 outlines roles and responsibilities related to public health measures during an 
influenza pandemic. For a broad overview of roles and responsibilities during an 
influenza pandemic, see Chapter 1: Introduction. 
TABLE 1. PUBLIC HEALTH MEASURES ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Party Roles and responsibilities 

Public Health Agency 
of Canada (PHAC) 

Provide recommendations on public health measures to 
provinces and territories 
Develop and implement public health measures for populations 
under its jurisdiction (e.g., First Nation communities, members 
of the Canadian military, federal corrections facilities) 
Implement travel and border-related public health measures 
(travel advisories and restrictions, quarantine measures and 
border closures at international entry points) 

1 When these measures are used in health settings they are termed “infection 
prevention & control measures”; these measures are discussed in Chapter 5: 
Occupational Health & Safety and Infection Prevention & Control. 

http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/index-eng.php
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Party Roles and responsibilities 

MOHLTC2 (through 
the Ministry 
Emergency 
Operations Centre 
(MEOC)) 

Develop the provincial public health measures strategy based 
on PHAC’s recommendations and in consultation with provincial 
and local partners 
Develop and issue directives,3 orders and requests as per the 
HPPA and other relevant provincial legislation 
Communicate the provincial public health measures strategy to 
PHUs, other health system partners and provincial ministries 
Communicate information on public health measures with the 
public 
Support PHUs and provincial ministries to implement public 
health measures in a wide range of settings 
Collaborate with Public Health Ontario (PHO) to evaluate and 
refine the provincial public health measures strategy 

PHO (through the 
MEOC) 

Provide scientific and technical advice to the MOHLTC
Provide scientific and technical advice to PHUs to support the 
implementation of public health measures, such as developing 
tools and advising on best practices 

Ministry of Labour 
(MOL) 

Provide OHS advice to the MOHLTC (through the MEOC) 
Enforce the OHSA and its regulations 

PHUs4 Provide advice to the MOHLTC to support the development, 
evaluation and refinement of the provincial public health 
measures strategy 
Develop, implement and evaluate public health measures based 
on the provincial strategy 
Develop and issue orders5 as per the HPPA 

2 Throughout the OHPIP, the MOHLTC includes the Minister, the Chief Medical Officer 
of Health (CMOH) and the rest of the MOHLTC. For information on how decisions are 
made in the MOHLTC during an emergency, see the Ministry Emergency Response 
Plan. 
3 Directives are sent from the CMOH to health care providers or other health entities as 
per the Health Protection and Promotion Act (HPPA). 
4 Throughout the OHPIP, PHU includes boards of health, medical officers of health 
(MOHs) and other PHU health workers (e.g., public health inspectors, epidemiologists, 
public health nurses, etc.). See the HPPA and Ontario Public Health Standards for more 
information on the roles and responsibilities of various PHU parties. 

http://www.health.gov.on.ca/
http://www.oahpp.ca/
http://www.oahpp.ca/
http://www.labour.gov.on.ca/english/
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/common/ministry/minister.aspx
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/common/ministry/cmoh.aspx
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/programs/emb/emerg_prep/default.aspx
http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_90h07_e.htm
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/english/providers/program/pubhealth/oph_standards/ophs/index.html
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Party Roles and responsibilities
Employers in non-
health organizations 

Implement public health measures 
Role model public health measures 
Follow MOHLTC orders and requests 
Follow PHU orders 

Public Learn about and follow public health measures 
Follow MOHLTC and PHU orders 

Voluntary and mandatory measures 
Some public health measures are required under the HPPA and other provincial and 
federal legislation. Other measures are considered a best practice, but do not have the 
weight of legislation backing them. Because of this, public health measures can be 
categorized into two groups: voluntary public health measures (i.e., without the force of 
legislation) and mandatory public health measures (i.e., with the force of legislation). 
Appendix A provides an overview of voluntary and mandatory public health measures 
that may be implemented during an influenza pandemic. 
Regardless of whether they are categorized as voluntary or mandatory, non-health 
organizations and the public should implement all recommended public health 
measures during an influenza pandemic. 

Preparedness tip 
Appendix B includes an overview of planning considerations 
for PHUs and non-health organizations to support the 
implementation of public health measures during an 
influenza pandemic. 

Public health measures strategy 
The provincial public health measures strategy cannot be finalized until the time of a 
pandemic as the type and relative significance of each measure depends upon the 
following factors: 

 Evidence – The MOHLTC considers information on the severity of the pandemic, 
effectiveness of public health measures and the impact of other pandemic response 
activities (e.g., vaccine availability, effectiveness and uptake rates). 

 Legislation – The strategy is based on legislative requirements and responsibilities. 

5 This refers to orders made by MOHs and public health inspectors as per the HPPA.
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 Ontario Public Service (OPS) values and ethical principles6 – The MOHLTC 
considers the OPS values and other ethical principles during the development of the 
strategy, including: 
- Proportionality: Restrictions on individual liberty and measures to protect the 

public from harm should not exceed the minimum required to address the actual 
level of risk or need in the community. The MOHLTC uses a risk-based approach 
to consider the proportionality of potential measures to the understood risks and 
impacts of the pandemic, especially for measures with significant social and 
economic consequences (e.g., school closures, mass gathering restrictions/ 
bans). Although some public health measures are easy for an individual to 
implement, others may involve behaviours that are not routine or that have 
limited direct benefit to an individual but are of benefit to society. 

- Reciprocity: Society has an ethical obligation to support those who face a 
disproportionate burden in protecting the public good. 

 Health Equity – The MOHLTC considers the needs of vulnerable populations7 when 
the public health measures strategy. The strategy strives to reduce or eliminate 
socially structured differentials in health outcomes, building on broader ideas about 
fairness, social justice and civil society. For example, the implementation of system-
wide school closures has different impacts on groups in society such as single 
parents/ caregivers, children who participate in school-based nutrition programs, 
families with low or fixed incomes who cannot afford increased child care costs, and 
parents who do not have flexible work arrangements, paid vacation or short term 
leave policies. 

 Communication principles – The MOHLTC considers its communication principles 
when developing the provincial strategy.8 More restrictive measures require 
explanation from public health officials as to the reasons for these measures. 

While the specifics of the strategy are not known, the public health measures strategy 
will include the following components: 

6 Work is underway federally to develop an ethical framework for the Canadian 
Pandemic Influenza Plan for the Healthcare Sector (CPIP). Future iterations of the 
Ontario Influenza Response Plan (OIRP) will include an ethical framework that aligns 
with the CPIP. 
7 The OHPIP defines vulnerable populations as a group of people who, because of the 
determinants of health, are more likely to be exposed to influenza, more likely to 
experience a serious impact because of exposure, less likely to benefit from response 
and recovery measures and/ or who may be negatively affected by response and 
recovery measures. 
8 The MOHLTC’s communication principles include timeliness, transparency, 
accessibility and credibility. 

http://www.gojobs.gov.on.ca/OurValues.asp
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 Guidance on adapting routine measures – The strategy will include guidance on how 
PHUs, non-health organizations and members of the public can adapt public health 
measures they routinely implement during seasonal influenza (see Table 2 for 
examples of how measures could be adapted). 

TABLE 2. EXAMPLES OF ADAPTED PUBLIC HEALTH MEASURES 

Activity Example
Communication PHUs identify additional public messaging opportunities

Employers identify new locations for signage that 
reinforces specific measures (e.g., hand washing) 
PHUs make additional media buys to promote public 
health messages 

Role modelling and 
reinforcement of measures

Boards of education and principals remind parents of 
the importance of keeping children home when ill 
Boards of education and principals review and update 
policies and procedures used when students are ill at 
school 

Modifying and strengthening 
organization practices 

Employers modify sick leave policies to ensure that 
employees are able to take time off work to care for ill 
family members 
Employers ensure there is more frequent cleaning of 
commonly touched surfaces 

Social distancing Employers extend work from home policies 
Shelters and daycares modify the placement of sleeping 
cots to ensure appropriate separation 

 Focus on voluntary measures – As possible, the strategy will emphasize voluntary 
measures; however, mandatory measures may be recommended depending upon 
the risk posed by the influenza pandemic and the impact of other response activities. 

 Environmental supports – The strategy will highlight the importance of ensuring 
environmental supports are in place to support non-health organizations and the 
public implement measures. 

 Progression of the pandemic – As demonstrated in Table 3, some measures are 
more likely to be recommended at the beginning stages of an influenza pandemic 
(before the severity is known), while others are more likely to continue throughout 
the course of the event. 
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TABLE 3. ANTICIPATED TIMING OF PUBLIC HEALTH MEASURES 

Measure 

Beginning stages of 
the pandemic 

(before severity is 
known) 

During the 
pandemic 

(understanding of 
severity evolves) 

Voluntary public health measures  X X 

Case & contact management X 

Orders X 

 Recognition of travel restrictions – The strategy will recognize travel restrictions 
recommended by PHAC, while noting the impact of orders under the HPPA on such 
restrictions. 

 Local variation – The strategy will recognize opportunities for variation in local public 
health measures because of differences in disease activity, social context (e.g., role 
of public transit in the local community) and engagement practices (e.g., effective 
methods of communication for different communities, populations and 
environments). 

Next steps 
In the development of the OIRP, the MOHLTC will work with its partners to: 

 develop guidance for PHUs on public communications 

 engage non-health organizations on implementation of public health measures for 
influenza 

 align the OIRP with the CPIP’s ethical framework for decision-making 
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Appendix A – Sample public health 
measures 
Influenza pandemic public health measures are a modification and intensification of 
existing good public health practices. Most measures are routinely implemented by 
PHUs, non-health organizations and the public during seasonal influenza outbreaks and 
are supported by the guidance provided in the Ontario Public Health Standards. 
Public health measures can be organized into two categories: voluntary measures  
(i.e., measures without the force of legislation) and mandatory measures (i.e., measures 
with the force of legislation). All recommended public health measures should be fully 
implemented during an influenza pandemic. 

Voluntary public health measures 

Behaviours 
Voluntary public health measures include the following individual and group behaviours: 

 hand hygiene

 respiratory etiquette

 environmental cleaning, especially of frequently touched surfaces such as door
handles

 illness isolation, which includes having individuals stay home when sick and
implementing social distancing measures within the home when a household
member is ill

 social distancing, which involves separation of people to minimize the likelihood of
transmitting influenza

 closure of organizations or programs9

Environmental supports 
During an influenza pandemic, it is critical to equip non-health organizations and the 
public with the supports they need to implement voluntary public health measures. 
Information, supportive workplace policies and role modelling are all important to the 
successful uptake voluntary measures. 

9 An organization may choose to suspend a program during an influenza pandemic 
because disease transmission cannot be adequately controlled and the program is not 
deemed to be critical. 

http://www.health.gov.on.ca/english/providers/program/pubhealth/oph_standards/ophs/index.html
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Information 
The information provided to non-health organizations and the public will help them 
implement voluntary behaviours and understand why these measures are important in 
helping to stop the spread of the influenza pandemic. Core elements include: 

 information about the influenza pandemic, such as modes of transmission, risk and 
impacts 

 information about public health measures, including why they are important and how 
to implement measures at home, in the workplace and elsewhere in the community 

Support 
In workplaces, supports may include adjustments to policies and procedures in order to 
help workers enact public health measures. Flexibility in sick leave policies as well as 
flexible work arrangements are examples of policies that support social distancing. 
Communication efforts should also be escalated so that changes to policies and 
procedures are widely understood and effectively implemented. 

Role Modelling 
Role modelling involves demonstrating behaviours so that the public can emulate them. 
Role modelling of public health measures by formal and informal leaders in society 
supports their adoption by normalizing the desired behaviours. Leaders such as school 
principals, teachers, employers and coaches should be encouraged to personally and 
publicly adopt these behaviours. 

Mandatory public health measures 
Mandatory public health measures are extraordinary actions designed to address and 
counter specific public health threats. Mandatory measures include case & contact 
management, orders and travel restrictions. 

Case & contact management 
Case management describes the method, and often formal protocol, where PHU staff 
follow-up with individuals ill with influenza (i.e., cases) to provide information and 
strategies to reduce transmission to others. The syndrome that defines a case is 
communicated through Important Health Notices. This definition may evolve during the 
influenza pandemic (e.g., during initial stages of the pandemic, the case definition may 
include travel history). 
Contact management involves PHU staff identifying those who may have had close 
contact with infectious cases (i.e., contacts), notifying them and providing counselling 
and information to recognize emerging illness. 
PHUs perform case & contact management during an influenza pandemic based on the 
provincial pandemic health measures strategy. 

http://www.health.gov.on.ca/english/providers/program/emu/ihn.html
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Orders 
Authority exists under provincial and federal legislation to order the closure an 
organization for a period of time and/ or modify activities within an organization.  
The federal government may issue the closure of spaces under federal jurisdiction, as 
well as the exclusion of sick individuals from these spaces. The CMOH and MOHs may 
do the same for spaces under their jurisdiction as described by the HPPA. 
Organizations and individuals have the legal responsibility to comply with all orders 
issued by public health officials and to assist in their implementation. 
There is other legislation that confers the responsibility for implementing public health 
measures to leaders outside of the public health sector. For example, the Education Act 
empowers principals to refuse school admission to those infected or exposed to 
communicable diseases. The Day Nurseries Act requires daycare operators to note the 
health status of children in their care, separate sick children from others, and require 
that parents/ guardians take sick children home. 

http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_90e02_e.htm
http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_90d02_e.htm
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Appendix B – Selected planning 
considerations 
PHUs should consider in advance of a pandemic how public health measures could be 
implemented across their jurisdiction. Implementation of public health measures should 
be based on the PHU’s extensive knowledge of their local context and community’s 
needs, existing relationships with local partners, documentation of best practices for 
implementing public health measures during the annual influenza season and lessons 
learned from other health promotion activities. 
Non-health care settings should similarly consider actions they can take to promote the 
uptake of public health measures during an influenza pandemic. 

Environmental support of voluntary measures 
To ensure maximum success, planning for the environmental support of voluntary public 
health measures should be undertaken by PHUs. This involves: 

 audience segmentation and an analysis of appropriate modes of communication 
(including multilingual and accessible communication tools) for each audience, 
including vulnerable populations 

 identifying the factors that influence and encourage the uptake of public health 
measures (which can be emphasized in communications) 

 applying lessons learned from past experience with public health communications 
and health promotion programs 

Leveraging existing relationships and routine interactions to teach, promote and 
reinforce the use of public health measures is important. An example is including hand 
washing lessons as part of a public health nurse’s involvement in an Early Years 
program or as part of an after school program run by a community-based organization. 

Closures
Non-health organizations should prepare for the implementation of closures during an 
influenza pandemic (e.g., school closures, closure of programs in social service 
organizations). An organization may need to close because of a mandatory public 
health measure issued by a public health official (e.g., order from the MOH to close the 
space or program due to the risk posed by the pandemic). However, an organization 
may also need to close as a result of other events during an influenza pandemic  
(e.g., the employer decides to close the space or program due to high rates of illness 
among employees or significant interruptions to public transportation systems). 
Regardless of the reason, closures can affect continuity of operations (especially of 
critical services), employees, the population groups that the organization serves  
(e.g., students, customers) and secondary populations (e.g., parents of students). 
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As part of their planning, organizations should work closely with their PHU to better 
understand the HPPA and how orders under this act would be made and communicated 
during an influenza pandemic. 
Organizations should consider times in the past when they have had to close because 
of events such as labour disruptions or inclement weather and identify lessons learned 
that could be applied to an influenza pandemic. 
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Appendix C – Selected practices from the 
2009 influenza pandemic 
Public health measures were effectively implemented in a wide range of non-health 
organizations during the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic. Some examples of best 
practices include the following: 

 implementation of hand hygiene stations in arenas and recreation centres 

 development of innovative activities to reinforce respiratory etiquette at summer 
camps and to modify existing policies and procedures to notify parents when 
campers were ill 

 use of internal TV channels by correctional facilitates to share and reinforce 
educational messaging about the importance of implementing public health 
measures 

 development of culturally appropriate education materials by PHUs for different 
population groups in their community 
o a PHU redeveloped their educational materials for a specific community that 

does not support the use of photographs of people – in the redeveloped 
materials, drawings of stick figures demonstrated how to implement public health 
measures 

 development of strategic community-based communication programs by PHUs 
o a PHU intentionally engaged with leaders and ‘information gatekeepers’ to 

promote information about public health measures within their community more 
effectively 

 development of targeted messaging based on community needs 
o a PHU reframed their educational messaging after engaging members from a 

migrant farm worker community 

 development of strategies to implement public health measures in different business 
and industry settings, such as washing the steering wheels of delivery and service 
vans 

 temporary suspension of some activities by schools and extracurricular programs, 
such as encouraging players not to shake hands after sports games - in many 
settings, the traditional handshake was replaced with a team cheer 

 reorganization of programming and activities within social services organizations  
o a shelter for people who are homeless and underhoused encouraged guests and 

residents to sleep ‘head to toe’ (if in one bed the resident sleeps with their head 
pointing north, in the next bed, the resident would sleep with their head pointing 
south) to maintain social distancing measures
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